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Abstract
Medical imaging is essential for the assessment of osteoarthritis and the overall
knee health. For that purpose, radiographs of the knees of standing patients are
acquired commonly. These suffer, however, under projective transformation and
thus do not allow conclusions to be drawn about the complex 3-D joint anatomy.
Conversely, compared to many 3-D capable imaging modalities, imaging under load is
easily feasible using X-rays. This is beneficial, since it has been shown that this reflects
the knee joint under more realistic conditions. Recently, a 3-D imaging protocol has
been proposed that enables cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) reconstruction
of the knees acquired under weight-bearing conditions. To this end, the C-arm rotates
on a horizontal trajectory around the standing patient. Involuntary patient motion
and scattered radiation deteriorate the reconstructions’ image quality substantially. In
this thesis, novel concepts and methods are proposed to further develop this imaging
protocol in order to improve the reconstructions.
In a first approach, a primary modulator-based scatter correction method has been
transferred on a clinical C-arm CBCT system. The method is a suitable candidate
to be applied to projection images of the knees, since it is capable of estimating
heterogeneous scatter distributions. To this end, extensions to an existing method
have been developed to compensate for the system wobble and the automatic exposure
control of the C-arm systems. In multiple experiments, it is demonstrated that the
primary modulator method works on clinical C-arm scanners and also for imaging
under load.
A current state-of-the-art motion estimation method is based on metallic fiducial
markers that are placed on the patient’s skin. The marker placement is, however, a
tedious and time-consuming process. To this end, two marker-free alternatives are
proposed. In a first attempt, a range camera is utilized to track the patient surface
simultaneous to a CBCT image acquisition. Using point cloud registration of the
acquired depth frames, transformations can be computed that correspond to the
patient motion, which directly can be integrated into the image reconstruction. In a
simulation study, comparable results to the marker-based method could be achieved.
Yet, initial real data experiments on a clinical scanner did not achieve satisfying
image quality, even though part of the motion could be estimated. Therefore, the
promising results make this method to a pre-cursor to future research. Although this
method is marker-free, a prepared environment is required. Hence, another purely
image-based motion estimated approach has been investigated. The idea is to replace
the positions of the fiducial markers with the ones of anatomical landmarks present
in the projections. Anatomical landmark detection in X-ray images from different
directions is difficult and, to the best of our knowledge, has not been investigated yet.
For this purpose, a novel deep learning-based approach has been developed. In a first
evaluation, the method was tested on X-ray images of the pelvis. Here, it could be
demonstrated that the detection accuracy sufficed to initialize a 2-D/3-D registration.
Subsequently, the approach is transferred to knee projection images, where the good
detection results served as input for the motion estimation. Despite limited results on
real data acquisition, the achieved improvements of the image quality are an indicator
for a successful future application for motion estimation.
Kurzfassung
Die medizinische Bildgebung spielt eine wichtige Rolle um die Verfassung des Knies
und insbesondere Arthrose zu beurteilen. Zu diesem Zweck werden u¨blicherweise
Ro¨ntgenaufnahmen von stehenden Patienten aufgenommen. Diese unterliegen jedoch
projektiver Transformation und lassen daher keine Ru¨ckschlu¨sse auf die komplexe 3-D
Struktur des Knies zu. Im Vergleich zu vielen anderen 3-D fa¨higen Bildgebungsverfah-
ren ist die Bildgebung unter Last jedoch einfach umzusetzen. Dies ist von Vorteil, da
dies das Gelenk unter realen widerspiegelt. Vor Kurzem wurde ein neuartiges 3-D Bild-
gebungsprotokoll pra¨sentiert, welches die Rekonstruktion von Knien unter Last mittels
Kegelstrahl-Computertomographie (KSCT) ermo¨glicht. Dafu¨r rotiert der C-Arm auf
einer horizontalen Trajektorie um den stehenden Patienten. Unfreiwillige Patientenbe-
wegung und Streustrahlung verschlechtern jedoch die Bildqualita¨t. In dieser Arbeit
werden neue Konzepte und Methoden vorgeschlagen, um diese Aufnahmetechnik
weiterzuentwickeln um die Qualita¨t der Rekonstruktionen zu verbessern.
Um Streustrahlung zu kompensieren, wurde eine Streustrahlkorrekturmethode
basierend auf der Prima¨rmodulation auf einen klinischen C-Arm KSCT Scanner
u¨bertragen. Dafu¨r wurden Erweiterungen entwickelt, um das Wackeln des Systems
sowie die automatische Belichtungssteuerung des C-arm Systems zu kompensieren.
Dieses Verfahren ist geeignet fu¨r die Anwendung auf Projektionsbilder der Knie, da es
heterogene Streustrahlverteilungen scha¨tzen kann. In mehreren Experimenten wurde
gezeigt, dass diese Methode auf klinischen C-Bogen-Scannern, als auch zur Anwendung
zur Bildegebung unter Last, funktioniert. Eine aktuelle Bewegungsscha¨tzmethode
basiert auf metallischen Markern, die auf der Haut des Patienten platziert werden.
Die ist jedoch ein mu¨hsamer und zeitaufwendiger Prozess. Aus diesem Grund werden
in dieser Arbeit zwei markerfreie Alternativen vorgeschlagen. In einem ersten Ansatz
wird mit einer Tiefenkamera die Patientenoberfla¨che gleichzeitig zu dem KSCT Scan
aufgenommen. Mittels Punktwolkenregistrierung ko¨nnen Transformationen berechnet
werden, welche der Patientenbewegung entsprechen und daher direkt in die Bildrekon-
struktion integriert werden ko¨nnen. In einer Simulationsstudie konnten vergleichbare
Ergebnisse zu der markerbasierten Methode erzielt werden. Erste Experimente auf ei-
nem klinischen Scanner erreichten jedoch keine zufriedenstellende Bildqualita¨t, obwohl
ein Teil der Bewegung gescha¨tzt werden konnte. Die vielversprechenden Ergebnisse
machen diese Methode daher zu einem Vorla¨ufer fu¨r zuku¨nftige Forschung. Obwohl
dieses Verfahren markerfrei ist, ist eine vorbereitete Umgebung notwendig. Daher
wurde eine weitere, rein bildbasierte, Bewegungscha¨tzmethode untersucht. Die Idee bei
dieser ist, die Positionen der Marker durch die der anatomischen Landmarken in den
Projektionen zu ersetzen. Landmarkenerkennung in Ro¨ntgenbildern aus verschiedenen
Richtungen ist jedoch komplex und wurde daher noch nicht untersucht. Zu diesem
Zweck wurde eine neuartige Methode basierend auf Deep Learning entwickelt. In einer
ersten Auswertung wurde das Verfahren mit Ro¨ntgenaufnahmen des Beckens getestet,
auf denen die Erkennungsgenauigkeit ausreicht, um eine 2-D/3-D Registrierung zu in-
itialisieren. Anschließend wurde der Ansatz auf Knieprojektionsbilder u¨bertragen, bei
denen die guten Detektionsergebnisse zur Bewegungsscha¨tzung genutzt wurden. Trotz
der Einschra¨nkung bei der Anwendung auf einer realen Aufnahme ist die erreichte
Verbesserung der Bildqualita¨t ein vielversprechender Indikator fu¨r eine erfolgreiche
zuku¨nftige Anwendung fu¨r die Bewegungsscha¨tzung.
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The first X-ray image was acquired by Wilhelm Conrad Ro¨ntgen in Wu¨rzburg in
1895 and depicted the hand of his wife. From that day on, human anatomy could be
examined non-invasively without the need for a surgical procedure. This proved to be
a major milestone for medical imaging that experienced an impressive development
since then. X-ray images were in particular helpful for diagnostic purposes, where
they still are considered the workhorse modality nowadays [Behl 18]. This is due to
the strong attenuation of X-rays in dense materials, such as the bones of the skeletal
system, which yields a high contrast towards the surrounding tissue. Despite that,
some limitations of X-ray images remain: they suffer from projective transformation
and show the whole imaged anatomy superimposed. These properties limit a spatially
accurate assessment in the three-dimensional world.
It took more than 70 years until X-ray images were utilized to compute three-
dimensional volumes, also referred to as computed tomography (CT). Interestingly,
the mathematical foundation for CT reconstruction has already been invented by
Johann Radon in the year 1917. He published the eponymous Radon transform that
builds up the connection between a function and its line integrals. The inversion of
the Radon transform allows the reconstruction of a function from its line integrals. An
X-ray image can be formulated as a Radon transform of the imaged object, where the
values of the image contain the sum over all attenuation coefficients along the X-ray
beam. The other way around, the inverse Radon transform yields the imaged object
[Corm 63]. In contrast to a projection image, a reconstruction offers the possibility to
asses slices through the volume. For a physician, this is a substantial improvement,
as an increasing amount of information can be assessed for a detailed diagnosis.
Furthermore, the reconstruction yields an enhanced soft tissue contrast compared to
X-rays [Buzu 08].
Nowadays, a variety of X-ray-based scanners exists. In diagnostic CT systems,
the X-ray source and the detector are built-in in a closed housing, where they rotate
continuously, while acquiring projection images of the object on a helical trajectory.
These systems deliver high-resolution tomographic images and are mainly used for
diagnostic purposes. Another category of scanners are C-arm cone-beam computed
tomography (CBCT) systems. Compared to conventional CT scanners, X-ray source
and detector are mounted on a flexible, sometimes also robotic C-arm. This allows
the generation of projection images from a variety of views, facilitating intra-operative
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image guidance. Moreover, modern systems are also capable of acquiring volumes
using CBCT reconstruction. For this purpose, the C-arm rotates on a predefined
trajectory around the object.
The focus of this work is part of a research project in which the flexibility of
a robotic C-arm system is exploited for a novel type of image acquisition in which
a horizontal trajectory is utilized to image the knees of a standing patient. This
scenario is also referred to as acquisitions under weight-bearing conditions. This
patient configuration reflects the knee anatomy and kinematics in a more realistic
scenario, which offers a more accurate assessment of the knee health. However,
imaging of extremities in such a setup entails challenges for the image acquisition and
reconstruction that will be discussed in more detail in this section.
1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 Knee Anatomy and Osteoarthritis
The knee is one of the largest and most complex joints in the human body that in fact
is composed out of the tibiofemoral and the patellofemoral joint [Blac 80, Flan 11].
The tibiofemoral joint is between the tibia and the femur, whereas the patellofemoral
joint connects the patella and the femur, as shown in Figure 1.1. The fibula is located
next to the tibia and is not part of the knee directly. Ligaments between these
bones provide stability, whereas tendons, which connect muscles to the bones, enable
flexibility and movement of the knee joint. The respective muscle groups surround
these structures and are responsible for the major movement possibilities, which are
flexion and extension. However, also internal and external rotation occurs. Between
the bone surfaces, articular cartilage functions as low-friction surface. It can be found
on the distal femur and the proximal tibia (a lateral and a medial part), as well as
on the posterior side of the patella. The cartilage enables a smooth gliding of the
bones during motion. Between tibia and femur, two menisci surround the cartilage
contact area and act as stabilizer and additional shock absorber for compressive stress.
Further, it disperses the friction during movement. Hence, meniscus damage also
influences cartilage health negatively leading to osteoarthritis (OA) [Engl 12].
One of the leading joint disorders in the United States is OA that occurs in around
10% among 60-year-old adults [Zhan 10]. OA is associated with high expenses for the
healthcare system [Bitt 09, Chen 12] and is estimated to increase in the future due to
an older aging society. But what is OA? OA is a degeneration of the articular cartilage
that occurs by wear over time and tearing. This results in a roughed surface that
enlarges the friction during movement. The symptoms in the affected joint are pain, a
limited range of motion, and swelling for the patient [Oliv 95]. Especially in the knee, a
joint that has to bear much of the patients’ weight, OA occurs increasingly. One of the
main reasons for the severity of this disease is the limited ability of self-regeneration
of the articular cartilage. Furthermore, in consequence of OA, also changes in the
surrounding tissues as the bones, menisci, and ligaments affect the overall knee health
[Brau 12, Thom 15].
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Figure 1.1: The human knee anatomy with its bones, tendons, and ligaments.
1.1.2 Imaging of the Knee Joint
Most of the time, OA can be diagnosed by a physician during a physical examination of
the affected knee, since the typical symptoms are already a strong indicator. However,
imaging techniques are an important tool to confirm, visualize, and evaluate the
progression of the disease. In clinics, a wide range of approaches exist to assess
OA [Brau 12]: radiographs are able to depict bone outlines well, magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) can assess intra-articular structures, with ultrasound it is feasible to
image ligaments, optical coherence tomography can be used to examine the articular
cartilage [Brau 12], and finally also the arthroscopy allows a detailed assessment of
the complete knee health. Of these possibilities, non-invasive and weight-bearing
methods are favored, since they are not harmful, and most importantly reflect the
knee kinematics in a more realistic scenario. This is also the joint configuration in
which the patient experiences most of his pain in regular daily life activities. For
these reasons, and due to their low costs, their fast speed, their compatibility with
all materials, and their wide availability, traditional radiography is still the favored
imaging method in order to diagnose OA. These are acquired from anteriorposterior
direction of a standing patient with his knees in full extension, while bearing his
own weight [Leac 70]. In these radiographs the joint space width (JSW) and the
osteophytes (structural changes at the border of the bone) indicate the progression of
OA [Brau 12, Coum 98]. The JSW is the distance between the tibia and the femur
and decreases in advanced stages of OA [Thom 15]. By all means, the value of weight-
bearing is indisputable: it has been shown in various studies that a change of the
JSW can be observed more robustly in radiographs acquired under weight-bearing
conditions [Boeg 99, Ahlb 68]. Furthermore, the knee joint kinematics are different
in acquisitions under weight-bearing conditions compared to supine configurations
[Powe 03, Hirs 15, Shak 18] and also vary with knee flexion [Hirs 17].
However, 2-D radiographs provide only a limited amount of information that
does not directly allow assessment of the complex 3-D knee structure. In addition,
cartilage that is primarily responsible for OA, is not directly visible. For a more
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precise examination of the knee anatomy, modalities capable of 3-D imaging are used
routinely in the clinics, which are mainly MRI and CT. MRI systems have an excellent
soft tissue visibility and are thus regularly utilized to assess articular cartilage health
[Ecks 06]. Yet, compared to CT, they have a limited resolution and are inferior in
imaging bone tissue. Moreover, common MRI systems only allow to examine patients
in supine position. One approach tries to overcome this limitation by simulating
pressure on the knee of the lying patient using a loading device [Coto 11, Nish 08].
Draper et al. [Drap 11] proposed to use an open-bore system, where the patient
is standing in a semi-upright position. Yet, both methods do not reflect a natural
standing position and are commonly not available, which limits the usage of MRI
systems for imaging under natural weight-bearing conditions. Contrary, dedicated
CBCT scanners have been developed to fulfill exactly that purpose [Zbij 11]. They
can deliver high-resolution 3-D images and have an excellent bone imaging ability.
One system has been proposed in which the patient can position one of his legs into
the system [Carr 13, Gang 18]. First studies showed the feasibility of using such a
system for OA diagnosis by measuring the JSW and bone microarchitecture [Thaw 15].
Another similar system has been proposed by Tuominen et al. [Tuom 13]. Yet, both
systems only have a limited field of view (FOV), which renders imaging of both knees
in a natural or squatting position impossible. Hence, Choi et al. [Choi 14b] proposed
an imaging setup that utilizes a conventional interventional robotic C-arm CBCT
system with a large flat panel detector to allow for a natural weight-bearing 3-D
acquisition of the human knee. This novel setup with its associated challenges for
image reconstruction is described in the next section.
1.1.3 C-arm CBCT Imaging of the Knees under Weight-Bearing
Conditions
In this section, the research project associated with this thesis is introduced. Following
a clinical motivation, the imaging setup as well as the study design are presented.
Subsequently, challenges for the image reconstruction that result from this novel setup
are outlined.
Clinical Motivation
The overall clinical goal is to develop a novel imaging method using an interventional
C-arm CBCT system to assess the condition of the knee joint by measuring cartilage
deformation under load, in-vivo, and over time. Such a mechanical stress test could
expand the knowledge on how mechanical stress affects cartilage health. The hypothesis
is that the deformation curve of the cartilage under load reveals information about the
current condition of the cartilage health, which could then serve as an early indicator
for OA. A more detailed motivation and background of this study can be found in
[Choi 14a]. Preliminary results have shown that a cartilage strain deformation curve
can be extracted using this setup [Choi 16a].
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(a) Acquisition under weight-bearing conditions. (b) Supine acquisition.
Figure 1.2: (a) Imaging setup of a CBCT scan acquired under weight-bearing
conditions. While the patient is standing inside the CBCT scanner, the C-arm rotates
on a horizontal trajectory, acquiring X-ray projection images from various directions.
A major problem of these scans is the involuntary patient motion that can occur
during the scan. (b) Setup of a supine acquisition where the C-arm rotates around the
patient on a vertical trajectory. In general, no motion is expected in this configuration.
Imaging Setup
A conventional robotic C-arm CBCT system (Siemens Artis zeego, Siemens Health-
ineers AG, Forchheim, Germany) is used to perform in-vivo imaging under weight-
bearing conditions [Choi 14b]. In Figure 1.2(a) a picture of the acquisition setup is
shown. While the subject is standing in an upright position inside the C-arm scanner,
the C-arm rotates on a horizontal trajectory and acquires projection images. One
novelty of this setup is the horizontal scanner trajectory that has been investigated by
Maier et al. [Maie 11a]. They found that image acquisition with this trajectory yields
reproducible image quality. For CBCT image reconstruction, a system calibration is
mandatory that can be computed from a calibration scan prior to the actual image
acquisition. The trajectory is a short scan that covers 200°, while acquiring 248 pro-
jections with a resolution of 1240× 960 pixels and an isotropic pixel size of 0.308 mm.
The source-to-isocenter distance (SID) is 785 mm and the source-to-detector distance
(SDD) is 1198 mm. In reconstruction domain, this setup leads to a maximal isotropic
resolution of 200µm. Since articular cartilage is not visible in the reconstructions,
contrast agent is required that is injected above the knee joint prior to the scan
as commonly performed in direct arthrography [Llop 12, Myll 17]. For stabilization
purposes, a holding device for the patient is provided. This reduces the involuntary
patient motion during the scan. Furthermore, attenuating blocker material between
and around the legs is part of the setup to achieve a uniform attenuation across
viewing angles.
Study Design
In this section, the acquisition protocol is outlined. In order to obtain a cartilage
deformation curve, multiple reconstructions of the same patient are acquired over time.
The study is designed as follows: for at least 30 minutes prior to the first scan, the
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(a) Motion artifact. (b) Scatter artifact.
Figure 1.3: (a) Reconstruction containing motion artifacts. Streaks, indicated with
the arrows, and an overall blurry impression decrease the image quality. Note that
the bright star shaped artifact results from a metallic marker. (b) Reconstruction
containing scatter artifacts. They express as streaks along the bone contours and in
inhomogeneously reconstructed regions.
subject is in supine position without any load on his or her knees. During that time,
the contrast agent is injected. Subsequently, a supine scan with a higher resolution
is acquired that acts as a reference. The imaging setup of the supine acquisition is
shown in Figure 1.2(b). Afterwards, the patient is brought to the acquisition platform.
A scale on the ground allows the patient to monitor the weight of the load on the knee
that should be 75% of the own body weight. The acquisitions under weight-bearing
conditions start shortly after the first contact with the scale. In total, six scans at
time points 5 sec, 15 sec, 25 sec, 1 min, 5 min, and 15 min are performed. The sampling
rate at the beginning is higher since it is assumed that the major deformation occurs
in the beginning of loading.
Once scanned, the acquired data is post-processed to compute the deformation
curves and strain maps of the articular cartilage. One challenge is that the recon-
structions of the same patient have been acquired at different time points and thus
also in a slightly different motion state. To compensate for this resulting deviation,
they are registered into a joint coordinate system that subsequently enables a precise
analysis of the data. The overall processing pipeline contains the following steps: (1)
Motion compensated image reconstruction. (2) Manual segmentation of the tibia and
femur in the reconstructed volumes. (3) Manual segmentation of the contact area
of the tibial and femoral cartilage in the volumes. (4) Registration of the bones in
order to transform all segmentations into the same coordinate system. (5) Thickness
computation by measuring the distance between the bones and the cartilage-cartilage
contact area. (6) Strain computation using the thickness maps computed for the
different time points.
Challenges for Image Reconstruction
In this section, challenges entailed with the image reconstruction of CBCT scans
acquired under weight-bearing conditions are presented.
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Involuntary Patient Motion: One of the major problems is involuntary patient
motion that can occur during the scan time of about ten seconds. From a technical
point of view, patient motion behaves similar to a distorted imaging geometry or
calibration, which leads to inconsistencies in the acquired projection image stack and
consequently to motion artifacts in the reconstructions, as can be seen in Figure
1.3(a). In general, the effect of motion can be counteracted with a faster scan time,
though this would be in expense of image quality. Therefore, this makes motion
artifact correction indispensable. One of the current state-of-the-art approaches used
in this work is based on fiducial markers placed on the patient’s knee. In Section 2.5
a more comprehensive review of the origin of the motion artifacts, their expression,
and state-of-the-art motion correction methods are presented. This topic has also
already been investigated by Berger et al. [Berg 16b] and Choi et al. [Choi 14a].
Overexposure Artifact: In common applications of CBCT imaging, the scanned
objects reveal an elliptic shape (e. g. head, thorax, abdomen, or hip). In contrast
to that, two knees appear as two cylinders parallel to each other. This results in
tremendous attenuation changes across the projections and viewing directions: From
lateral direction, the total attenuation through both knees is considerably higher
compared to the anterior view. This in turn influences an internal mechanism of the
C-arm system that controls the exposure parameters depending on the current object
attenuation. Consequently, this effects high exposure from lateral views that leads to
saturated detector areas in the region of the knee boundary. In contrast, a low exposure
appears from the anterior view, which results in underexposed projection images. In
order to counteract this, additional material is added around and in between the knees
to obtain a more uniform attenuation for all views. Alternatively, software-based
approaches have been investigated to compensate for this effect [Choi 16b, Preu 15].
Scattered Radiation: Scatter is one of the major challenges in CBCT imaging
in general and in particular in the case of the odd knee shape. Usually, scattered
radiation measured on the detector is assumed to have a low-frequent, homogeneous
distribution across the projection. While this is a valid assumption for ellipsoid objects,
this does not directly translate to the shape of two knees, where a more heterogeneous
scatter distribution is expected. The scatter artifact mainly expressed as streaks and
in increasing values towards the boundary of the FOV (also referred to as cupping),
as can be seen in Figure 1.3(b).
Lateral Truncation: Despite the large flat panel detector with a size of 30 cm×40 cm,
lateral truncation of the knees can occur. This leads to truncation artifacts that
express as bright ring around the FOV. Approaches to increase the size of the FOV
have been proposed that suggest applying a dynamic detector offset [Herb 15] or to
use a novel trajectory design [Stro 16].
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1.2 Contributions
In the scope of this thesis, different contributions to image reconstruction of scans
acquired under weight-bearing conditions have been made. These have been published
in international journals and at well regarded international conferences. The major
contributions are listed in the following with the respective references to the literature.
1.2.1 Scatter Correction Using a Primary Modulator
A scatter correction method based on a primary modulator has been employed on a
clinical CBCT scanner. So far, the improved primary modulator scatter correction
(iPMSE) approach has been implemented on table-top CBCT systems only. In order
to bring this method closer to clinical application, the method is further developed
to compensate for challenges that occur using a clinical C-arm scanner. These are
mainly system wobble and continuously changing exposure parameters. To this end,
extensions to the iPMSE algorithm are proposed, which are the establishment of a
reference modulator database as well as a modulator registration. These steps ensure
a valid reference modulator pattern at the correct location that finally lead to accurate
scatter corrected reconstructions.
[Bier 17b]
B. Bier, M. Berger, A. Maier, M. Kachelrieß, L. Ritschl, K. Mu¨ller,
J.-h. Choi, and R. Fahrig. “Scatter correction using a primary
modulator on a clinical angiography C-arm CT system”. Medical
Physics, Vol. 44, No. 9, pp. e125–e137, sep 2017
[Bier 16b]
B. Bier, K. Mu¨ller, M. Berger, J.-H. Choi, L. Ritschl, M. Kachelrieß,
R. Fahrig, and A. Maier. “Scatter Correction for C-Arm CT Using
Primary Modulation”. In: The 4th International Conference on
Image Formation in X-ray Computed Tomography (CT Meeting),
pp. 383–386, 2016
1.2.2 Motion Correction Using Range Imaging
A novel imaging setup and approach to correct involuntary patient motion in CBCT
acquisitions of the knees under weight-bearing conditions is proposed. The approach
utilizes a range camera that observes the knee joint surface during image acquisition.
Using point cloud registration, the patient’s knee surface is registered and yields
transformations that correspond to the patient motion. Subsequently, this motion
is incorporated into image reconstruction. In a feasibility study, different point
cloud registration methods as well as camera positions are evaluated and compared.
Furthermore, this setup is tested on a real C-arm CBCT scanner.
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[Bier 17c]
B. Bier, N. Ravikumar, M. Unberath, M. Levenston, G. Gold,
R. Fahrig, and A. Maier. “Range Imaging for Motion Compensation
in C-Arm Cone-Beam CT of Knees under Weight-Bearing
Conditions”. Journal of Imaging, Vol. 4, No. 4, pp. 561–570, 2017
[Bier 17d]
B. Bier, M. Unberath, T. Geimer, J. Maier, G. Gold, M. Levenston,
R. Fahrig, and A. Maier. “Motion Compensation using Range
Imaging in C-arm Cone-Beam CT”. In: Proceedings of the 21th
Conference on Medical Image Understanding and Analysis (MIUA),
2017
[Bier 17e]
B. Bier, M. Unberath, T. Geimer, N. Ravikumar, G. Gold, R. Fahrig,
and A. Maier. “Fusing Motion Estimates for CBCT Reconstruction”.
In: Proceedings of the 2017 IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium and
Medical Imaging Conference (IEEE NSS/MIC), 2017
[Ryba 17]
O. Rybakov, B. Bier, J. Maier, M. Unberath, and A. Maier.
“Simultaneous Generation of X-ray and Range Images using XCAT
under Motion”. In: Proceedings of the 2017 IEEE Nuclear Science
Symposium and Medical Imaging Conference (IEEE NSS/MIC),
2017
[Bier 17f]
B. Bier, M. Unberath, N. Ravikumar, J. Maier, A. Gooya, Z. A.
Taylor, A. F. Frangi, G. Gold, R. Fahrig, and A. Maier. “Surface
Registration to Estimate Motion in CBCT”. In: Proceedings of
the 2017 IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium and Medical Imaging
Conference (IEEE NSS/MIC), 2017
1.2.3 X-ray-transform Invariant Anatomical Landmark Detection
A novel approach to automatically detect multiple anatomical landmarks in projection
images independent of the viewing direction is proposed. The first-time application
of this concept showed promising results for the detection task of 23 landmark
positions on the pelvis in X-ray images. Following, this method is transferred to
detect anatomical landmark in projection images of the knee that have been acquired
under weight-bearing conditions. Finally, a framework is proposed that utilizes the
landmark detections to estimate patient motion during CBCT acquisitions. To this
end, the state-of-the-art marker-based motion correction method is adapted.
[Bier 18b]
B. Bier, M. Unberath, J.-N. Zaech, J. Fotouhi, M. Armand,
G. Osgood, N. Navab, and A. Maier. “X-ray-transform Invariant
Anatomical Landmark Detection for Pelvic Trauma Surgery”.
In: International Conference on Medical Image Computing and
Computer-Assisted Intervention (MICCAI), pp. 55–63, Springer,
2018
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[Bier 19]
B. Bier, F. Goldmann, J.-N. Zaech, J. Fotouhi, R. Hegeman,
R. Grupp, M. Armand, G. Osgood, N. Navab, A. Maier, and
M. Unberath. “Learning to Detect Anatomical Landmarks of the
Pelvis in X-rays From Arbitrary Views”. International Journal of
Computer Assisted Radiology and Surgery, p. accepted, 2019
[Bier 18a]
B. Bier, K. Aschoff, C. Syben, M. Unberath, M. Levenston, G. Gold,
R. Fahrig, and A. Maier. “Detecting Anatomical Landmarks for
Motion Estimation in Weight-Bearing Imaging of Knees”. In:
International Workshop on Machine Learning for Medical Image
Reconstruction (MICCAI), pp. 83–90, Springer, 2018
1.2.4 Other Contributions to CBCT and Weight-Bearing Imaging
Besides the major focus of this work, several other contributions to research projects
associated to C-arm CBCT imaging have been made. Many of them also have knee
imaging under weight-bearing condition as a topic and thus have had certainly an
impact on this thesis:
• a comparison of cartilage thickness computation methods that is now part of
the post-processing pipeline to compute cartilage deformation curves [Maie 17].
• an application of Epipolar consistency conditions to correct motion in a weight-
bearing setup [Bier 17a].
• an extension of the marker-based motion correction approach that enables a
joint motion estimation and system calibration [Sybe 17a, Sybe 17b].
• a Fourier-based filtering to suppress directed streak artifacts in reconstructions
[Gawe 18].
• a filtering in gradient domain prior to reconstruction to reduce artifacts intro-
duces by objects outside the FOV [Bier 16a].
• a feasibility study that investigated the usage of inertial sensors to track patient
motion during CBCT acquisitions [Maie 18c].
• a comparison of different isocenter computation methods for C-arm CBCT
[Amri 19].
• an analog non-linear transformation-based tone mapping approach for image
quality enhancement [Shi 16a].
• a truncation correction method for volume-of-interest (VOI) acquisitions that
utilized scattered radiation measured outside the FOV [Bier 13a, Bier 13b].
• a consistency-based motion estimation approach for rotational angiography
[Unbe 17c, Klug 18].
• a study design for a micro CBCT system to enable in vivo measurements in
mice [Mill 18].
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• a novel calibration method and phantom design for CBCT calibration [Aich 18].
• a numerical heart phantom design for wall motion analysis [Mull 13].
• an augmented reality setup based on symmetry measurements in X-rays using a
C-arm scanner [Foto 18, Foto 19].
• an augmented reality system calibration between a head mounted display and a
C-arm CBCT [Haje 18].
• a realistic forward projector model for X-rays that is capable of fast data
generation, while accounting for accurate imaging physics [Unbe 18, Unbe 19].
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Figure 1.4: Graphical overview of the structure of the thesis.
The structure of this thesis is illustrated graphically in Figure 1.4. After the
clinical and technical motivation presented in Chapter 1, the necessary theoretical
background for this thesis is explained in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. In this regard,
Chapter 2 covers the physics of X-ray imaging, followed by the underlying principles
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of CBCT imaging and reconstruction. The chapter ends with a detailed explanation
of the scatter and motion artifact. In this context, their origin as well as their state-
of-the-art correction approaches are presented. Subsequently, Chapter 3 contains
the theoretical background for pattern recognition and machine learning. Here, the
pattern recognition pipeline and pattern recognition fundamentals are introduced.
Following, the theory of feed forward neural networks is explained, which covers the
basic neuron, its composition in layers, and the optimization of the networks. Building
on that, convolutional neural networks are derived and their major components are
outlined. The chapter concludes with a literature overview on anatomical landmark
detection approaches.
In Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6 the major methodological contributions
with their evaluation and discussion are presented. In Chapter 4, extensions to a
scatter correction approach using a primary modulator are proposed. In following
experiments, the improvements on the image quality are evaluated. Chapter 5
introduces a concept based on a range camera to estimate and compensate for
involuntary patient motion. In Chapter 6, a novel approach to detect anatomical
landmarks independent of the viewing direction is proposed and evaluated on X-
ray images of the Pelvis. Subsequently, a framework is introduced that utilizes the
detections to estimate motion in CBCT acquisitions.
Finally, an outlook in Chapter 7 points to possible future research directions. The
thesis is concluded with a summary in Chapter 8.
C H A P T E R 2
X-ray Image Formation and
Cone-Beam Reconstruction
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This chapter covers the basic concepts of X-ray physics, CBCT reconstruction, and
the associated artifacts such as scatter and motion. After a mathematical introduction
in Section 2.1, the X-ray image formation process is explained in Section 2.2 and
transitions into CBCT imaging. Subsequently, CBCT reconstruction using filtered
backprojection-based reconstruction is outlined in Section 2.3. In the end, physical
effects and their influence on the reconstruction are explained in detail for scattered
radiation in Section 2.4 and object motion in Section 2.5. The chapter concludes with
a literature review on state-of-the-art correction methods to alleviate these artifacts.
2.1 Mathematical Definitions
In this section, the mathematical notation used in this thesis is outlined. These hold
unless otherwise stated in the according section. Matrices are defined as upper-case,
bold letters (e. g. A ∈ RZ×Z), whereas lower-case bold letters (e.g. a ∈ RZ) are
used to describe a vector. Z describes an arbitrary dimension. To specify an element
in a vector or a matrix, the same letter in lower-case, regular font is used, where a
subscript indicates the position of the element, e. g. ai is the i-th element of a and aij
corresponds to the element in the i-th row and the j-th column of A. Scalar values
are lower-case, regular font letters (e. g. a ∈ R). Mathematical sets are denoted as
upper-case, calligraphic letters (e. g. A). These are used for example to denote a set
of projection matrices of an acquisition geometry or model parameters. The range of
such an set is given by an integer index, e. g. i ∈ [1, . . . , N ] that starts from one and
ends with an integer value written as upper-case, regular font letter (N). Similar to a
generic mathematical set, a set of images will be written as upper-case, regular font
letters (e.g. L). In the same manner as the element notation for vectors and matrices,
a subscript indicates the i-th frame in the set L = {Li | i = 1, . . . , N}. Functions may
be introduced with their input and output space: e. g. s(q) : R3 → R2 indicates a
function s that maps a vector q ∈ R3 to a vector in R2.
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Figure 2.1: X-ray spectrum of an X-ray tube with an Tungsten anode, 100 peak
kilovoltage (kVp), with and without a pre-filter. The distinct peaks are characteristic
for the anode material.
2.2 Image Formation
This section describes the X-ray image formation process, which later will be the
foundation for CBCT image reconstruction. Starting with the creation of X-ray
radiation, this section covers their interaction with matter as well as the actual image
formation on the detector. This section is mainly covered by [Buzu 08] and [Maie 18b].
2.2.1 X-ray Generation
X-rays are electromagnetic waves with a wavelength between 10−8 m and 10−11 m
[Maie 18b], located in the non-visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum between
the ultraviolet light on the lower and γ-rays at the upper bound. Commonly, the
wavelength of X-rays is described using their corresponding photon energy. The energy
of the X-ray photons is inversely proportional to their wavelength, which means the
smaller the wavelength, the higher its energy. Only a subset of the electromagnetic
waves that are categorized as X-rays are used in diagnostic medical imaging. Here,
typical energies range from 25 to 140 keV [Buzu 08].
For imaging, X-ray photons are created by X-ray tubes. These consist of a vacuum
chamber, usually made out of glass, with an integrated cathode and a solid anode
on the opposite side. A high voltage creates an electric field inside the tube and a
second voltage heats up the cathode filament. As a consequence, the thermal energy
of the electrons inside the filament exceed their binding energy. In the sequel, the
free electrons are accelerated by the electric field through the vacuum towards the
solid positive anode, usually made out of tungsten. When the electrons hit the anode
material, they are decelerated, which leads to the creation of X-ray photons. The
resulting X-ray spectrum consists out of two parts: a) a continuous bremsstrahlung
and b) an anode material dependent line spectrum. An example spectrum for 100 kVp
tube voltage with a Tungsten anode is shown in Figure 2.1. The first part, the
bremsstrahlung, is created by the deceleration of the photons during interaction with
the orbital electrons and the atomic nucleus. In that process, electromagnetic waves
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are irradiated. Note, that a single electron might get decelerated several times in
succession, which leads to the generation of multiple emitted X-ray photons with
a different energy. However, it might also happen that the complete energy of a
single electron is converted into a single photon, which consequentially limits the
maximum energy of a photon created by an electron to the energy of the source
voltage. The second part of the spectrum are characteristic spikes that correspond to
the binding energies of electrons in the K-orbital of the atoms in the anode material.
An accelerated electron is able to kick out an electron of the atom’s inner shell. As
a consequence, this position is refilled by an electron of the outer shell. The energy
difference between the potential of the outer and inner shell is transferred to an
emitted X-ray photon. Since this difference is constant for a specific material, photons
of same energies are created and form the characteristic K-lines in the spectrum.
2.2.2 Interaction with Matter
The interaction of X-ray photons with matter is a complex material-, and energy-
dependent process. During transmission, the intensity of the spectrum decreases
exponentially due to absorption and scattering of photons in the matter. This is
described by the Beer-Lambert law. Emitted with an energy-dependent spectrum
I0(E), the spectrum gets attenuated according to:
I(E) =
∫ Emax
0
I0(E)e−
∫∞
0 µ(E,x)dxdE . (2.1)
Here, I(E) is the X-ray spectrum after matter interaction. The linear attenuation
coefficient µ(E,x) describes the attenuation for photon energy E at location x ∈ RZ .
The energy range of the spectrum I(E) ranges from [0, Emax]. On the detector, the
energy spectrum of the incident photons is integrated and converted into a measurable
photoelectric signal.
Scatter and Absorption
The linear attenuation coefficient µ(E,x) is a combination of a scatter coefficient µs,
a photoelectric absorption coefficient α, and pair-production. The latter is neglected
in this thesis, since it only occurs at energies much higher than the spectrum used
in medical applications. Photoelectric absorption describes the effect if the entire
energy of an X-ray photon gets absorbed during interaction with an absorber atom.
This effect dominates in dense materials with high atomic Z-numbers and relatively
low photon energies [Glov 82]. The second effect, scattering, is composed of Rayleigh
and Compton scatter. In the spectrum range used in medicine (25 keV and higher),
Compton scatter contributes to around 95% of the attenuation [Jose 82]. Compton
scatter occurs when the X-ray photon collides with an electron of an outer shell.
During this process, the photon is deflected and loses part of its energy. This effect
dominates in the diagnostic energy range in soft tissues [Bush 11]. On the other
hand, Rayleigh scattering occurs if X-ray photons interact with the complete atom
that has a small diameter compared to the wavelength of the photons. In [Boon 88],
Compton scatter is modeled with a point spread function and it has been shown that
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the resulting scatter distribution consists of low frequency components. In contrast,
Rayleigh scatter consists of high-frequency components.
2.2.3 Practical Considerations
The physical interaction of X-ray photons with matter has a significant impact on the
image acquisition and the subsequent image reconstruction. In this section, these are
described and practical considerations for the imaging setup are discussed.
Beam Hardening and Filtration
The polychromatic X-ray spectrum I0(E) undergoes an energy dependent attenuation
µ(E,x) during matter interaction, as also indicated in Equation 2.1. Thus, low
energetic photons undergo a higher attenuation than photons with higher energy. This
relationship leads to the beam hardening effect: the peak of a spectrum that passes an
object shifts towards higher energies. Consequently, the low energy part is strongly
absorbed compared to the high energy part. This leads to a position dependent beam
characteristic (i. e. the beam becomes harder the more tissue it has passed), conflicting
our assumption made in Equation 2.1. Following, beam hardening leads to artifacts
in the reconstruction, since a monochromatic spectrum is assumed. Additionally, the
absorbed low energy X-rays are almost totally absorbed by the patient, which results
in additional dose that does not contribute to the imaging. To counteract this effect,
the spectrum is physically pre-filtered directly after the X-ray generation with a thin
metallic plate in order to harden the beam before entering the object. The effect of
the filtration is shown in Figure 2.1: a 2 mm aluminum pre-filter absorbs low-energy
photons with a higher probability, leading to a shift of the spectrum’s maximum
location to higher energies.
Simplification of the Lambert-Beer Law
The attenuation µ(E,x) varies spatially and energy-dependent. Since we are interested
mostly in the spatial variation, a monochromatic spectrum is assumed and µ(E,x) is
replaced by f(x) : RZ → R [Buzu 08], which describes the object’s linear attenuation
at a given location. Note, that this assumption is more valid if a filtration of the
spectrum is applied, since the spectrum gets compressed. Further, Equation 2.1 is
simplified:
− ln I(E)
I0(E)
=
∫ ∞
0
f(x)dx . (2.2)
The left-hand side of the equation is referred to as line integral in the remainder of
the thesis and can be obtained by applying the negative logarithm of the ratio between
the incoming and outgoing photons. This corresponds to the sum of attenuation
values along a single X-ray beam path.
Automatic Exposure Control
The X-ray spectrum depends on the kVp, the cathode current, the exposure time, and
the anode material. While a higher kVp shifts the X-ray spectrum non-linear to higher
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energies, the product of the current and the time, denoted as milliampere-seconds
(mAs), has a linear effect on the quantity of emitted photons [Bush 11, Buzu 08]. The
anode material defines the typical bremsstrahlung with its material dependent peaks.
All these design factors and parameters enable to control the emitted X-ray spectrum.
Typically, this is optimized to achieve a balanced trade-off between radiation exposure
for the patient and image quality, as a high amount of incoming photons improve
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). On clinical C-arm CBCT systems, a mechanism
called automatic exposure control (AEC) controls the exposure parameters in order
to reduce dose, while maintaining a good image quality. The idea is that the exposure
parameters (kVp, mAs) are modulated depending on the current object attenuation
[Kale 99]. This is achieved by measuring and controlling the detector entrance dose
in the central area of the detector such that it is constant. This is implemented as
a direct feedback loop that is active during image acquisition, where depending on
the current measured signal the values for the next projections are specified. The
algorithm behind the AEC is a complicated proprietary algorithm [Fahr 06]. This
mechanism is responsible for the overexposure artifact mentioned in Section 1.1.3,
where a high attenuation leads to a rise of the exposure parameters. The AEC has to
be considered in the preprocessing pipeline of the X-ray images, where each projection
image is processed depending on its exposure parameters. This is necessary in order
to obtain the correct line integral for the subsequent reconstruction.
Focal Spot Size
The focal spot size defines the size of the area where the electrons hit the anode. In
an ideal imaging setup, this is a single point that, in consequence, creates a perfect
conical X-ray beam. However, due to practical limitations (e. g. heat development),
the focal spot size has a finite size. A large focal point leads to decreased projection
image quality that occurs due to the penumbra effect [Hend 03], which appears as an
image blur across the projection.
2.3 C-arm Cone-Beam Computed Tomography
In recent years, C-arm CBCT systems have experienced a steep increase in popularity
and applications. One reason for that is that they provide intra-operative fluoroscopic
image guidance that enables complex minimal invasively procedures. These systems
have been used increasingly also for diagnostic and interventional 3-D imaging. This
section introduces the basic principles of CBCT imaging and reconstruction. First,
the CBCT imaging geometry is explained. Following, the filtered backprojection
algorithm is outlined, and in the end the role of projection matrices for image
reconstruction is explained. Most of the concepts presented in this section are based
on [Kak 88, Buzu 08, Zeng 10].
2.3.1 Imaging Geometry
In Figure 2.2, the imaging geometry of a CBCT system with a flat-panel detector is
depicted. The two main components are the X-ray source with its position cθ ∈ R3
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Figure 2.2: The cone-beam acquisition trajectory is mainly defined by the position
of the X-ray tube and the flat panel detector.
at angle θ and the detector on the opposite side. During image acquisition, both
components rotate on a circular trajectory around the isocenter, located at the origin
o ∈ R3 of the world coordinate system. This is defined by the x-, y-,and z-axis with
their respective unit vectors ex =
(
1 0 0
)T
, ey =
(
0 1 0
)T
, and ez =
(
0 0 1
)T
.
The rotation axis is defined by ez. The distance of the X-ray source to the isocenter is
called SID DSI and the distance from the detector to the isocenter detector-to-isocenter
distance (DID) DID. Both sum up to the SDD: DSD = DSI +DID. During rotation,
projection images are acquired, where p(θ, u, v) : R3 → R describes a line integral
at angle θ and at detector location (u, v). A sequence of geometries used for image
acquisition is also referred to as a trajectory in the following. The projection image
is spanned by the image coordinate system eu and ev with a spacing of the detector
elements of ∆u and ∆v, respectively. Combining Equation 2.2 with the described
geometry results in the mathematical description of the image formation that defines
a line integral p(θ, u, v):
p(θ, u, v) =
∫ ∞
0
f(cθ + βr(θ, u, v))dβ , (2.3)
q(θ, u, v) =e−p(θ,u,v) . (2.4)
The corresponding signal before the minus log transformation is denoted as
q(θ, u, v) : R3 → R and is referred to as the signal in intensity domain. Each detector
element (u, v) of the projection image p(θ, u, v) contains the integral of the object
function f(x) : R3 → R along the ray direction r ∈ R3 defined by the source cθ and
the world position of the respective detector element. The object function f contains
the attenuation values.
There exists a cone-beam data sufficiency condition that is also known as Tuy’s
condition [Tuy 83]: In order to obtain a complete data set, every plane through the
imaged object must contain a cone-beam focal spot. In the case of a planar circular
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trajectory, this is only true for the central slice through the origin of the volume
parallel to the xy-plane [Zeng 10]. For the central slice to be data complete, a circular
range of θ ∈ [0, pi + 2γ] is required, where γ is the opening angle of the cone-beam.
This scan range is commonly referred to as short scan [Park 82]. For special objects
such as the knees custom trajectories exist [Herb 15].
2.3.2 Filtered Backprojection Reconstruction
The aim of CBCT image reconstruction is to restore the 3-D object function from
2-D projections. While there exist several types of solving this inverse problem, the
focus in this thesis is the filtered backprojection. Filtered backprojection algorithms
give an analytic solution to the inverse problem by filtering the projections followed
by a backprojection. The most popular algorithm of this form is the Feldkamp-
Davis-Kress (FDK) algorithm [Feld 84], of which modified versions are still the most
common practically used reconstruction algorithms [Pan 09]. The FDK algorithm
is specifically designed for circular trajectories, that inherently do not fulfill Tuy’s
conditions. Therefore, the FDK algorithm yields only an approximate solution for
off-centered planes and thus artifacts appear with increasing visibility in distance to
the central plane [Zeng 10]. These are referred to as cone-beam artifacts. However,
due to its robustness and its practicability, it is still popular. The FDK is an extension
of the 2-D filtered backprojection derived from parallel- and fan-beam geometry,
where the Fourier slice theorem reveals the necessity of filtering the projections before
backprojecting. Since reconstruction in 2-D is not in the scope of this thesis, we refer
to [Zeng 10] for a detailed explanation of 2-D filtered backprojection algorithms.
The starting point for the filtered backprojection is a set of projection images
acquired according to Equation 2.4. Intuitively, the measured line integral of each
pixel is redistributed along the ray r on which they have been acquired, respectively
[Zeng 10]. The FDK algorithm contains three steps: (1) the projections are pre-scaled
using cosine weighting (cf. Equation 2.5), which yields the cosine weighted projection
signal p˜(θ, u, v). (2) Row-wise ramp filtering with the pre-scaled data (cf. Equation
2.6). The convolution (indicated with ∗) in spatial domain is usually performed in
Fourier domain, where this corresponds to a multiplication of the Fourier transform of
the detector signal with the Fourier transform of the Ram-Lak filter [Rama 71, Zeng 14].
h(u) describes the ramp filter defined in spatial domain, which only depends on the
u-direction. (3) Last, the ramp filtered signal pˆ(θ, u, v) is backprojected using the
known CBCT geometry [Buzu 08] (cf. Equation 2.7):
p˜(θ, u, v) =p(θ, u, v) cos(γu) cos(γv) = p(θ, u, v)
DSD√
D2SD + u2 + v2
, (2.5)
pˆ(θ, u, v) =p˜(θ, u, v) ∗ h(u) . (2.6)
The angles between the principal ray and the u and v axis are γu and γv, respectively.
Here, U(x, θ) is the depth of the world point x to the source at angle θ, which is also
referred to as distance weighting:
f(x) =
∫ 2pi
0
DSD
U(x, θ) pˆ(θ, γu(x, θ), γv(x, θ))dθ . (2.7)
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Equation 2.7 is defined for a full scan with an angular range of 2pi, where each ray
is measured twice. As described in Section 2.3.1, a sufficient amount of information
can already be sampled by using a short scan. In that case, only rays at the beginning
and end of the trajectory are sampled twice. This has to be considered during
reconstruction by applying redundancy weighting on the respective detector elements.
The most common redundancy weights are the Parker redundancy weights [Park 82]
that need to be applied prior to backprojection. Following from now, a projection in
line integral domain is denoted as a linearized vector described by p and in the same
manner a projection in intensity domain is expressed as q.
2.3.3 Projection Matrices
The theory of reconstruction presented in the previous section relies on idealized
properties of the CBCT geometry. However, real world CBCT system require a more
generic description of the geometry. This is mainly due to mechanical system jitter
that causes deviations from the circular trajectory. To this end, a geometric model
from projective geometry has been adapted, namely the projection matrix that models
a pinhole camera. Although, this model has been developed for reflection imaging,
the notation still holds for the CBCT imaging geometry [Nava 98, Gali 03], where
the X-ray source corresponds to the pinhole, and the SDD to the focal length. The
following notation is based on [Hart 03].
The projection matrix P ∈ R3×4 defines a projective transformation between a 3-D
world point onto a 2-D plane. It can be decomposed into an extrinsic and intrinsic
part. Its extrinsic part contains the translation t ∈ R3 and the rotation R ∈ R3×3
of the camera center in the world coordinate system. The intrinsic matrix K ∈ R3×3
describes the mapping from the 3-D camera coordinates to the 2-D pixel coordinates.
The decomposition of P can be written as:
P =

DSD
∆u s cu
0 DSD∆v cv
0 0 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
K
1 0 0 00 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
(R t0 1
)
. (2.8)
Here, cu and cv describe the coordinates of the principal point on the detector.
This location is defined as the point, where the principal ray intersects the detector.
This in turn is the line perpendicular to the detector. Further, s is the skewness
of the pixel elements, which is usually zero for common cameras, and also in our
scenario. Since the perspective projection is scale invariant, the scaling in the intrinsic
parameters can be done arbitrarily, but consistent. Usually, the principal point is
given in pixels, which subsequently leads to a scaling of DSD with the spacing of the
detector elements ∆u and ∆v.
Projection matrices are obtained in a calibration procedure, where a calibration
phantom is scanned with the trajectory to be calibrated. Markers in the calibration
phantom define correspondences between known 3-D points and 2-D points measured
on the detector, which directly enables the computation of the camera pose [Stro 03,
Maie 11a]. Following from now, a set of projection matrices is denoted as Pn with
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n ∈ [1, ..., N ] and N being the number of projection images acquired in a single
trajectory.
2.4 Scatter Correction
Scattered radiation is one of the major challenges in CBCT imaging due to the
big irradiated volume and the large flat-panel detector. A metric to characterize
the amount of scatter in the projection image is the scatter to primary ratio (SPR)
[Bush 11], which is defined by the quotient of the measured scatter qs and the measured
primary signal qp at the same location on the detector:
SPR = qsqp
. (2.9)
Since scatter is additive in intensity domain, common scatter models assume that
the measured signal on the detector q is a combination of scatter qs and primary
radiation qp, as described in Equation 2.10:
q = qs + qp . (2.10)
The primary radiation qp is the part of the photons that has not been deflected
and therefore reflects the important part of radiation that contributes to the ideal
image formation. The scatter qs is the measured signal on the detector that origins
from deflected photons, as described in Section 2.2.2. The amount of scatter can
substantially exceed the primary radiation by a multiple in some areas, which results
in a high SPR [Bush 11]. This leads to tremendous problems in the reconstruction,
where scatter expresses in severe artifacts such as streaks, shadows, cupping, and a
loss of contrast [Boas 12, Ruhr 11a, Siew 01]. Cupping expresses in increasing values
towards the boundary of the FOV (cf. Figure 1.3(b)). Shadow artifacts appear next
to objects with a high density. In order to alleviate these artifacts, scatter correction
is essential.
In [Ruhr 11a] and [Ruhr 11b] a broad review of different scatter correction approaches
is presented. In general, each scatter correction approach consists of two parts: a
scatter estimation step, in which the scatter qs is estimated, and a scatter compensation
step, in which the estimated scatter is removed from the projection image. In most
cases, scatter is compensated in intensity domain, before the log transformation,
by reformulating Equation 2.10: qp = q − qs. Also, since scatter is assumed to
appear with a low-frequent distribution on the detector, a downsampling of the
measured projection before scatter estimation is a valid option for an efficient scatter
computation [Ruhr 11a]. In the following, common state-of-the-art scatter estimation
approaches are presented that are divided into hardware-based scatter rejection and
software-based scatter correction methods. In order to achieve a clinically satisfying
scatter correction, usually a combination of methods of both categories are applied.
2.4.1 Hardware-Based Methods
Hardware-based scatter rejection methods aim to reduce the amount of measured
scatter on the detector by changing the imaging geometry or the imaging hardware.
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One of these design changes is the air gap [Sore 85], which describes the distance
of the object to the detector. A large air gap results in less scatter measured on
the detector. Another option is to reduce the size of the irradiated volume using
collimator blades that limit the X-ray beam [Chen 08]. A smaller irradiated volume
leads to less scatter. This is the typical scan scenario in CT, where a smaller cone
angle in combination with a smaller detector is used. In CBCT imaging, a collimated
aperture of the cone might be incompatible with the imaging task and is thus not
always appropriate. The most common hardware-based scatter rejection method is
the antiscatter grid (ASG), which is a grid consisting of lead stripes parallel to the
incident X-ray beam, mounted in front of the detector [Siew 04, Bush 11]. The idea of
this design is that only undeflected photons are able to pass the lead stripes, while
the scattered ones get absorbed. In practice, these grids are far from ideal and also
let a substantial amount of scatter pass. Novel developments aim to estimate a more
local scatter distribution using a striped ratio grid [Hsie 16].
2.4.2 Software and Measurement-Based Methods
Software-based methods estimate scatter in projection or image domain. One class
of methods is model-based. In these, a scatter model is assumed that is, in its
simplest form, just a constant scatter contribution across the projection that gets
subtracted from the measured signal [Sabo 05]. More advanced approaches model the
scatter with a scatter kernel that can be, for example, described with a Gaussian
[Zell 05, Bier 13b]. Other approaches utilize Monte Carlo simulations to estimate
scatter based on pre-computed scatter libraries [Shi 16b, Jarr 06], for fitting methods
[Boot 15], or in combination with model predictions [Swin 96]. Monte Carlo methods
are considered accurate, since they are based on realistic physical image formation
models. However, their high computational demand leads to long processing times
that ultimately prevent their broad application. More recently, also scatter correction
methods based on machine learning, more specifically deep learning, are investigated.
In [Maie 18d] a modification of the U-net [Ronn 15] is trained to predict the Monte
Carlo output, given only the projection image.
Measurement-based methods measure the scatter in parts of the projection image
and extrapolate from this local scatter information to the whole distribution on the
detector. Again, this is justified by the underlying assumption that scatter is low
frequent. One method proposes to insert a beam blocker between the source and the
object that absorbs the complete primary signal [Ning 04]. Consequently, the signal
measured in the shadow of the blocker origins from scattered photons only. Such a
method can estimate scatter in a simple and efficient manner without the need of
any modeling or prior knowledge. A point of criticism is that parts of the primary
signal is inevitably lost, and the object behind the blocker can not be reconstructed
accurately. To counteract this, a moving beam stop array [Ouya 13] and further design
changes have been investigated [Niu 11]. Another approach suggests using the already
present collimator blades at the outside of the FOV as a surrogate for the beam
blocker and interpolate the measured scatter behind them across the whole projection
image [Siew 06, Bier 13a]. Furthermore, a method using two consecutive scans with
and without an ASG has been evaluated to estimate scatter [Luck 14]. Another
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Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of the modulator imaging setup and its Fourier
space.
measurement-based method is based on a primary modulator, which is introduced in
the next section.
2.4.3 Using a Primary Modulator
A primary modulator is a grid composed of semitransparent and transparent blocks
that alternate. The modulator is mounted in front of the X-ray source, as depicted
schematically in Figure 2.3(a). The name originates from the fact that the grid
modulates the radiation emitted by the X-ray source with the frequency of the
alternating block size [Malt 06]. In consequence, parts of the primary radiation is
shifted towards higher frequency bands. But how can the modulator be used to
estimate scatter? The key hypothesis is that high frequency components of the
primary radiation do not contribute to high frequency scatter signals. This is based
on the assumption that the scatter distribution on the detector is smooth and low
frequent. As a result, a separation of the primary and scatter signal in Fourier domain
is possible. This idea has been proposed by [Zhu 06].
The initial estimation approach by Zhu et al. [Zhu 06] suggested a filtering in
Fourier space. In a first step, the projection image is downsampled in intensity
domain before the log operation at the locations of the central pixels of the individual
modulator block shadows. This reduces the computation time and avoids the areas of
the penumbra shadows that appear in the transition areas between the blocks. In the
semitransparent blocks the radiation is attenuated with the attenuation coefficient
αm, which results in an observed signal αmq. In the region of transparent blocks, the
signal is unchanged q. Subsequently, the image is transformed into Fourier domain,
which results in a signal distribution as indicated schematically in Figure 2.3(b). The
low frequent scatter is located around the origin, indicated with the dashed line. The
primary signal is assumed to contain a wide spread of frequencies, indicated with the
solid line. Furthermore, the modulation leads to a replication of a part of the primary
signal to higher frequencies, which can be found in the corners of the Fourier space
(cf. dot-dashed lines). The replication is weighted with (1−αm)/(1+αm) [Zhu 06]. Now
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the following observation can be made. The primary and the scatter signal overlap
in the center. However, the same primary content can also be found in the corner
of the Fourier space, indicated with the dotted line. The low frequency primary can
be estimated using its replica in the corners of the Fourier space (gray ares). This
enables the separation of the scatter and the primary in the low frequent area. This
is done by applying a low-pass filter with cut-off frequency ωm and a high-pass filter
with cut-off frequency (pi − ωm). The estimated scatter is then subtracted from the
initial projection image. Finally, the remaining modulator pattern in the projection is
removed by dividing it with a flat field projection that contains only the modulator
pattern. We refer to [Zhu 06] for additional implementation details.
Theoretically, the separation of the signal in Fourier domain is a sound method that,
however, reveals challenges in its practical implementation. One of these is that various
parameters have to be defined, such as the transmission factor of the semitransparent
blocks αm, the blocker size, the blocker thickness, the modulator material, and the
cut-off frequency ωm of the low-pass filter. The ratio of the blocker thickness to the
blocker size is preferred to be small in order to avoid edge effects. At the same time, a
relatively large blocker thickness is required to ensure a sufficient attenuation in order
to achieve a modulation that enables a separation of the primary from the scatter.
Further, system non-idealities, such as the penumbra effect due to the finite focal spot
size as well as the beam hardening effect introduced by the semitransparent blocks limit
the practical application of this approach. Moreover, the complicated manufacturing
process of the primary modulator can lead to inhomogeneities in the modulator pattern
that lead to non-uniform attenuation and modulation frequencies across the projection.
A large amount of research has been done to optimize the modulator material and the
modulator design [Zhu 07, Gao 10c, Gao 10a, Gao 10b, Gao 11]. Besides, an approach
to mitigate the beam hardening has been proposed by Grimmer et al. [Grim 12].
Further, Schorner et al. [Scho 12] investigated an approach using temporal modulation.
Recently, a primary modulator has been used to enable a single scan dual energy
CT [Petr 18]. Zhu et al. [Zhu 16] proposed an approach based on a cascade of image
processing methods that works on the whole projection image in order to estimate
the scatter. They state that this method can also handle arbitrary modulations
and that they can directly integrate a beam hardening correction. Furthermore,
scatter estimates with a high expected error are discarded. Horva´th et al. [Horv 16]
summarized in total six different modulator-based scatter correction methods. One of
these is the original Fourier-based correction and another one is the iPMSE algorithm
that is explained in more detail in the following.
improved Primary Modulator Scatter Estimation (iPMSE): One of the
most recent developments is the work of Ritschl et al. [Rits 15], which is called
improved primary modulator scatter estimation (iPMSE). Instead of separating
the signal by filtering in Fourier domain, the scatter estimation is transferred to
an optimization problem in spatial domain. Acquiring a projection image with a
modulator in place results in the following observation:
q = M qp + qs , (2.11)
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where q is the measured signal at the detector in intensity domain in vector notation.
The primary signal qp is multiplied with the diagonal matrix M that contains the
transmission factor αm of the inserted modulator at each detector element. They can
be measured by acquiring a projection image of the modulator only. As seen before in
Equation 2.10, the scatter qs behaves additive. Equation 2.11 can be resolved to the
primary radiation qp:
qp = M−1 (q − qs) . (2.12)
Assuming a scatter estimate qests results in a generic estimation error of ∆s =
qests − qs. Inserting this into Equation 2.12, yields the estimated primary signal qestp :
qestp =M−1 (q − qests )
=M−1(q −∆s− qs)
= M−1(q − qs)︸ ︷︷ ︸
qp
−M−1∆s . (2.13)
This reveals that the modulator pattern will disappear if the scatter signal is
estimated correctly (∆s = 0). This observation is exploited by designing a cost
function that measures the visibility of the modulator pattern in the projection for a
scatter estimate. Since the modulator pattern consists of strong edges, the gradient is
a suitable measurement for its visibility. This results in the following minimization
problem of the objective function G:
G(qestp ) = ||D · qestp || =||D ·M−1 · (q − qests ))||1 (2.14)
subject to HP · qests =0 ,
where HP denotes a high-pass filter and D a matrix that describes the spatial
gradient. The high-pass filter HP implies that the scatter signal consists of low
frequency components only. To fulfill this constraint, the projection is subdivided
into small square patches for which the optimization is carried out individually.
Thus, a constant scatter estimate for each patch is obtained, which fulfills the low
frequency property of scatter. Each patch should have at least the size of a period of
the modulator pattern, in order to contain enough strong edges. Furthermore, this
procedure is computationally efficient. For the minimization of Equation 2.14 the
golden cut section search is used with a restricted search interval that lies in range
of realistic scatter values. This yields a sparse scatter estimate that is subsequently
filtered with a median and mean filter. The final scatter estimate qests enables the
computation of the scatter corrected signal:
qestp = q − qests . (2.15)
Compared to the initial idea based on filtering in Fourier domain, the iPMSE
approach has several advantages: arbitrary frequency modulations can be handled
and inhomogenities in the modulator pattern do not affect the method. Furthermore,
the empirically estimation of the low-pass cut-off frequency parameter ωm is no longer
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required. Also, the patch-wise application of the methods results in a locally refined
scatter estimate. Note that Chen et al. [Chen 16] proposed an approach very similar
to the iPMSE algorithm that is also based on the gradient in patches. They extend
the cost function by an edge-preserving weight and suggest a solution to compensate
the penumbra effect.
2.5 Motion Correction
Patient motion during image acquisition induces inconsistencies within the acquired
stack of projection images. These propagate to motion artifacts in the reconstruction
that express as streaks, double edges, and image blur (cf. Figure 1.3(a)) [Mull 14b].
In order to achieve a satisfying and diagnostically valuable image quality, motion
correction is indispensable. In this thesis, motion correction describes a two-step
process composed of a motion estimation that is followed by a motion compensation.
This section first introduces a motion model for the patient motion. In the next step,
the incorporation of the motion into the reconstruction is explained. Following, a
review of state-of-the-art motion estimation approaches with focus on CBCT extremity
imaging is given.
2.5.1 Rigid Motion Model and Motion Compensation
A mathematical model for motion estimation has to be defined. To this end, a rigid
3-D transformation T ∈ R4×4 is defined that contains a translation t ∈ R3×1 and a
rotation R ∈ R3×3:
Tn =
(
Rn tn
0 1
)
. (2.16)
For each projection image n ∈ [1, ..., N ] a transformation has to be estimated.
Translation and rotation have three degrees of freedom each, resulting in a total of six
degrees of freedom. Additionally, detector pixel shifts su and sv in u and v direction,
respectively, can be modeled as matrix S ∈ R3×3:
Sn =
0 0 su0 0 sv
0 0 1
 . (2.17)
These models allow a direct integration of the estimated motion into the recon-
struction pipeline. To this end, the transformation Tn is multiplied from the right side
to the corresponding projection matrix Pn (cf. Section 2.3.3), while S is multiplied
from the left side:
P′n = Sn ·Pn ·Tn . (2.18)
This results in a stack of motion corrected projection matrices P′n that can be used
for reconstruction. Essentially, the misalignment of the scanned object corresponds to
a misaligned imaging geometry. Therefore, an adjustment of the calibration matrices
can be used to incorporate object motion as well as additional system calibration.
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This is generic and can be used independently of the used motion estimation approach.
For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned that there also exist methods to
incorporate non-rigid deformation fields into the backprojection [Scha 06, Prum 10].
However, this is not in the scope of this thesis.
2.5.2 Motion Estimation Methods
This section provides an overview of related work on motion correction in CBCT. The
approaches will be presented in four different categories:
• Considerations of the acquisition setup: Strictly speaking, these are not
motion estimation approaches, since they only try to limit the presence of
motion by immobilization, stabilization, or by changes in the acquisition setup
or protocol. However, they are worth mentioning since a lower motion amplitude
simplifies the estimation.
• Based on surrogate signals: These approaches usually rely on additional
hardware to obtain a surrogate signal of the object motion. This effort comes
most often also in hand with an interruption of the clinical workflow.
• Based on prior information: Instead of additional hardware, these methods
require other sources of information for motion estimation. This can be for
example a previously acquired motion free reference reconstruction.
• Without prior knowledge or surrogate signals: These approaches rely only
on the acquired image information without the need of any prior information or
surrogate signals.
Considerations of the Acquisition Setup
The methods of this category aim to reduce the amount of occurring motion during
image acquisition that consequently simplifies motion estimation. One way to approach
this is to use stabilization and immobilization in the form of holding devices [Choi 14b],
cushions, or air bladders [Sisn 16]. Similar methods can also be found in radiotherapy
[Li 13, Plac 12] to limit the amount of motion during treatment. Furthermore, also
changes of the acquisition parameters, such as the scan time can result in less observable
motion. Yet, this also requires a trade-off between image quality and further does
not guarantee less motion. More sophisticated protocols, such as electrocardiography
(ECG) gating, sample the object always in the same motion state [Shum 08].
Based on Surrogate Signal
Many of the surrogate-based concepts are regularly used in radiotherapy, where a
tumor has to be tracked precisely during treatment. Often, optical or metallic fiducial
markers are used as reference. Optical markers attached to the object surface are
tracked using infrared cameras [Rit 13]. This tracking is robust and accurate, however,
the marker placement, the effort of synchronization, cross-calibration, and the required
open line of sight increase the complexity of these approaches. Furthermore, this
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also assumes that the motion measured on the surface reflects the internal object
motion. For example, Kim et al. [Kim 15] proposed such an approach to estimate
head motion in CT. Compared to that, metallic fiducial markers can directly be
tracked in the projection images [Schw 00, Shir 03]. In this case, it is beneficial that
the markers and the projection image is observed by the same system at the same time,
which makes cross-calibration and synchronization superfluous. Further, their line of
sight can not be occluded. A more detailed description of such an approach will be
presented in Section 2.5.4. Another concept often used in the context of radiotherapy
is range imaging, that lately also has been utilized to estimate object motion by
tracking the object surface [Baue 13, Geim 16, McNa 09]. Related approaches to this
are discussed in more detail in Section 2.5.3. In cardiac CBCT imaging, the use of
the ECG signal acquired simultaneously to the acquisition is a common and valid
strategy. This allows the sampling of projection images that correspond to the same
heart phase, which subsequently enables the reconstruction of different heart phases
[Shum 08, Desj 04, Breh 15].
Based on Prior Information
A vast amount of motion estimation methods rely on artifact free reference images
acquired prior or post to the motion corrupted one. These use image information in
form of intensity values of the projections or the volumes. Commonly, a registration
between the reference and the acquired image is performed. This can be a 2-D/2-D
registration, a 3-D/3-D registration of reconstructed volumes, or a 2-D/3-D registration
between the acquired projections and a volume [Mull 14a]. 3-D/3-D methods require
a static motion free reference volume. This can also be a volume that has been
sampled at individual time point to capture the same motion state. Usually, this
implies less acquired views and therefore a reduction of image quality due to the
undersampling. In [Taub 16], this was done by a pairwise registration of 3-D volumes
to estimate a time dependent motion field. In 2-D/2-D registration, 2-D projections
are registered to digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) of a previously acquired
reference reconstruction [Hans 08, Schw 13]. In a similar fashion, the majority of
2-D/3-D registration approaches operate. Instead of estimating the motion between
2-D projections only, the motion is estimated such that a forward projection of the
prior acquired 3-D volume fits best to the acquired motion corrupted 2-D projection
[Mark 12, Otak 13, Bode 07]. This allows to estimate a 3-D motion that is incorporated
into the forward projection of the volume. This process is commonly iterative and
the similarity between the DRR and the projection is maximized. Alternatively,
distinct points on contours can be utilized to perform a point-based registration
[Utzs 17, Wang 17, Scha 18]. 2-D/3-D approaches are often used in respiratory motion
compensation in radiotherapy [Rit 13], for CT reconstruction of the heart [Blon 06,
Prum 09], and skeleton [Tsai 10] imaging.
The approach proposed by Berger et al. [Berg 15, Berg 16a] belongs to the latter
category and estimates motion in a weight-bearing setup. They performed a 2-D/3-D
registration between the acquired projections and a prior reconstructed volume of a
high quality artifact-free supine reconstruction. In this, the bones (femur and tibia)
were manually segmented. Subsequently, they were roughly aligned to the motion
corrupted reconstruction for initialization. Then, a 2-D/3-D registration between
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each bone and the acquired projection image was performed. Thus, in total, four
rigid motion fields were estimated and then combined to a global motion field using a
thin-plate-spine extrapolation, which was subsequently used to compute the motion
compensated reconstruction. This method achieved similar results as the marker-based
approach without the need for marker placement. Furthermore, the bone outline could
be reconstructed more accurately. They also found that the marker-based estimation
does not reflect the internal knee motion. In [Ouad 16, Ouad 17], a similar approach
has been presented to compensate residual errors in the geometric calibration as well
as involuntary head motion. Compared to Berger et al. [Berg 15, Berg 16a], they
registered the projection images using the covariance matrix adaptation strategy and
reconstructed the volumes using a model-based iterative reconstruction.
Prior and Surrogate Free Estimation
Image-based motion estimation is naturally the most favored approach, since no
surrogate or prior information is required. However, these are also the most challenging.
One emerging concept is the autofocus. In this, the image quality is optimized in an
iterative manner following certain motion artifact measures [Rohk 13], such as the
entropy or the image gradient [Sisn 17, Kyri 08, Wick 12, King 11, Jang 18]. During
the iterative process, the trajectory is adjusted depending on the change of the motion
artifact measure. Katsevich et al. [Kats 11] used a similar approach to solve the local
tomography and motion estimation problem at the same time. Another category
of image-based methods utilize consistency conditions that measure the consistency
of the projection images acquired under a specific trajectory. In general, these
methods adjust the trajectory such that the inconsistency between the projections
is minimized. Examples are the Epipolar consistency conditions [Aich 15b, Aich 15a,
Preu 18, Bier 17a, Unbe 17a], the Fourier consistency conditions [Berg 17, Unbe 17b,
Berg 14b], or the Helgason-Ludwig consistency conditions [Clac 15, Leng 07]. Another
recently proposed method tries to achieve a contour-based consistency [Maur 16,
Maur 18].
The first purely image-based approach for motion estimation in extremity imaging
has been proposed by Unberath et al. [Unbe 15]. They estimated motion in a 2-D/3-D
fashion, where the reference volume is the motion corrupted reconstruction. Maximum
intensity projections of that volume are forward projected and the similarity with
the acquired projections is maximized. However, the motion model covered only
2-D detector shifts. Another purely image-based approach is the Amsterdam Shroud
method used in radiotherapy [Sonk 05]. In this, the diaphragm is tracked in the
reordered projection image stack. However, this only yields a 1-D motion signal that
corresponds to the rotation axis of the CBCT scanner.
2.5.3 Using Range Imaging
Recently, approaches have been proposed to utilize range imaging in combination
with a C-arm system for augmented reality applications [Nava 99, Habe 15] or to
improve the image quality of the reconstructions [Foto 17]. In detail, Fotouhi et al.
[Foto 17] proposed to use a red-green-blue-depth (RGBD) camera mounted next to
the detector on a C-arm system to compensate motion in a CBCT acquisition. To
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this end, the camera observed the scene simultaneously during the CBCT scan and
delivered surface images of the object. Using these, the relative pose to the patient
was calculated. To incorporate the estimation into the reconstruction, an offline
pre-scan calibration of the CBCT volume and the RGBD images was performed with
a multimodal calibration phantom. This was a custom-made checkerboard pattern,
where each second block was backed with a thin metal sheet to make it visible in
the X-ray images. Since the corners in the calibration pattern were visible in both
modalities, the correspondences between them were defined, which allowed a stereo
calibration. Motion was estimated using a simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) algorithm. The relative pose changes between views was then incorporated
into the calibrated projection matrices of the system. Furthermore, the information
of the depth camera was used to reconstruct the object surface, which served as
a prior for the reconstruction. To map the reconstructed object surface into the
coordinate system of the CBCT system, a direct calibration approach was proposed
by performing a 3-D/3-D registration between a CT volume and an object surface
reconstruction obtained by the SLAM algorithm. In another work proposed by Pansiot
et al. [Pans 18], a setup has been suggested that consists of a fixed X-ray device
and a video-based surface motion capture system. The aim is to recover a dense
3-D tomographic model of a moving sample inside the setup. The motion capture
system yielded a motion field, with which the projection image was warped prior to
reconstruction. Furthermore, depth cameras could be used in other application areas,
for example truncation correction as proposed by Rausch et al. [Raus 16].
2.5.4 Using Fiducial Markers
The reference state-of-the-art motion compensation method used in this thesis is
based on fiducial markers (fiducials). The presented method has been developed
by Choi et al. [Choi 13, Choi 14b] and has been further improved by Berger et al.
[Berg 14a, Berg 16a] for the application of motion correction in acquisitions under
weight-bearing conditions. The same approach has also been used to correct head
motion [Mull 15].
As a first step, prior to the CBCT acquisition, metallic fiducials with a radius
of 1 mm are placed on the patient’s skin [Li 06]. Due to their high attenuation,
they are well visible in the projections. In these, the 2-D positions of the projected
markers, denoted as unm, are detected, where n and m refer to the n-th projection
image and m-th marker. The method is graphically outlined in Figure 2.4. The
detection is performed using the fast radial symmetry transform that highlights radial
structures in the images. Subsequently, the 2-D detected marker positions unm ∈ R2
are backprojected into the volume using the calibrated projection matrices. In an
ideal scan without motion, all backprojected rays that belong to the same marker
would overlap in the volume. However, due to the presence of motion, they form
a motion corrupted blob (cf. Figure 2.4). The centroid of each blob is computed
and serves as a 3-D reference marker position m¯m ∈ R3. Each of these reference
markers is forward projected onto the projections, resulting in 2-D reference positions
mnm ∈ R2. Between the detected and the reference marker positions correspondences
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the marker-based compensation. The method works
in three steps: (1) detection of the marker positions unm, (2) reference marker
determination m¯m by backprojection of detections unm and (3) minimization of the
reprojection error between unm and the forward projected references mnm. This is
achieved by manipulating the image geometry that defined the camera positions cn.
are established. Finally, the motion parameters Ψ are estimated by minimizing the
reprojection error that is defined as:
argmin
Ψ
N∑
n=1
M∑
m=1
||mnm(Ψ)− unm||22 (2.19)
mnm(Ψ) = a
(
Pn ·Tn(α) · (m¯Tm 1)
)
, (2.20)
where M is the number of the attached markers and N is the number of projection
images. The current motion parameters Ψ are subsequently used to adjust the
projection matrices as described in Equation 2.18. (m¯Tm 1) describes the homogeneous
representation of the vector m¯m. Accordingly, a : R4 → R3 is a function that
transforms homogeneous coordinates into a Euclidean coordinates by performing a
division with the vector’s last component. The cost function can be solved using a
gradient descent optimization where also the analytic gradient can be computed for
each of the six degrees of freedom (DOF) [Berg 16a].
The metallic fiducials result in metal artifacts in the reconstruction due to their
high attenuation (cf. 1.3(a)). Berger et al. [Berg 14a]proposed a method to interpolate
these locations in the projection domain before backprojection. This can be done
conveniently since the marker locations are already known. Furthermore, Syben
et al. [Sybe 17a, Sybe 17b] proposed an extension to estimate additionally the intrinsic
parameters. This enables a calibration free motion estimation that only assumes a
perfect circular trajectory as initialization.
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Despite its robust and good motion estimation performance, some drawbacks
remain: The marker placement is associated with time, an interruption of the clinical
workflow, and connected with patient discomfort. It is further tedious because the
markers have to be placed carefully such that they do not overlap in the projection
images. The method is also criticized for the fact that only the motion on the objects
surface is measured. The skin deformation causes a displacement of the markers
in respect to the underlying bones, which is also known as the soft tissue artifact
[Lear 05]. This is one of the major artifacts in human movement analysis. In particular,
this appears in the case of non-rigid object motion. Thus, this is not covered by the
rigid motion model.
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In this chapter, the fundamental principles of pattern recognition and machine
learning are outlined. Following a short motivation, machine learning is introduced
from the point of view of a typical pattern recognition pipeline. Despite the success
and rise of opportunities using deep learning (DL), these principles still reflect the
basic fundamental rules of this novel technique. In subsequent sections, the theoretical
background of neural networks (NNs) and more specifically convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) are introduced. The chapter ends with relevant architectures for
this thesis.
3.1 Introduction
Machine learning is the task of learning representations using features extracted from
data in order to automatically make a decision. In recent years, novel machine learning
approaches and DL in particular, have substantially improved the state-of-the-art in
pattern recognition tasks such as speech recognition, object detection and recognition,
and many other fields of application [LeCu 15]. In addition to being widely adopted
in academic research, the dramatic improvements in performance afforded by these
novel techniques, has also gathered interest in public and industrial settings. This
increase of performance is highlighted by the well-known ImageNet challenge. The
ImageNet is a dataset containing more than three million images with corresponding
labels [Deng 09]. Until 2011, the leading methods were based on traditional machine
learning methods. Since then, the achieved classification results improve each year
with novel and deeper DL architectures, even outperforming human raters.
The basic theory behind NN has been known for a long time. Originally, the
structure of NNs has been motivated by the biological role model of the brain. In 1958,
Rosenblatt et al. introduced its basic building block, the perceptron [Rose 58], which
also has been an attempt to explain the mechanics of the brain [Bloc 62, Fuku 82].
However, it took several years until the training of such systems could be done using
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the backpropagation algorithm [Rume 86]. Although this was the first step towards the
widespread use of NN, the community largely ignored these methods for several more
years, with the belief that training large networks was computationally infeasible. The
breakthrough of NNs was due to a multitude of factors. The main catalyst was the
increased computational power made available by graphics processing units (GPUs)
for network training, which reduced the training time dramatically. Additionally, the
availability of large databases enabled training of larger and deeper networks, allowing
the learning representations that generalized well. A major step for computer vision
has also been the use of CNNs, which are relatively easy to train, and are able to
abstract features in a hierarchical fashion [LeCu 90, Beng 13].
The delayed breakthrough of NNs was due to different limiting factors. For example,
it has been assumed that the optimizers get trapped into local minima during training
[Good 16, p.285]. Lately it has been found and argued that large networks have
local minima with sufficiently low costs, which makes the location of the true global
optimum unimportant [Daup 14]. Furthermore, larger and deeper networks tend to
overfit and suffer from the vanishing gradient effect. Novel regularization techniques,
such as dropout [Sriv 14], helped to prevent overfitting, while the introduction of
rectified linear units (ReLUs) [Nair 10] or residual networks [He 16] counteract the
vanishing gradient effect. Available libraries, such as tensorflow [Abad 16], pushed by
the industry, made this technology accessible, and easily transferable to a variety of
applications.
The power of NNs is based on the automatic extraction of features from the
provided training data. In traditional machine learning, these had to be “hand-crafted”.
Furthermore, the universal approximation theorem showed that a single layer of a NN
with a sigmoid activation function is capable of approximating any continuous function
[Cybe 89]. However, deeper architectures are considered beneficial since they promote
the re-use of features and enable the extraction of increasingly abstract features
at higher layers [Beng 13]. These properties lead to recent application also in the
medical imaging community. Examples include image segmentation [Ronn 15], image
reconstruction [Wurf 16], classification [Aubr 17], or landmark detection [Ghes 16a].
The load of novel methods and application is summarized in review papers [Litj 17,
Lu 17, Shen 17] and introduction papers [Maie 19].
3.2 Machine Learning Fundamentals
This section provides an introduction to the general principles of machine learning
that are central to understand DL. In general, a machine learning algorithm learns
a task or decision using data, which was used to train a model. This model can
be applied to unseen data for decision-making. This process is illustrated with the
pattern recognition pipeline depicted in Figure 3.1 [Niem 03]. The pipeline starts
with the acquisition of a signal using a sensor. The focus here is the conversion of a
continuous signal of the physical world to a discrete signal. In the initial preprocessing
step, the quality of the signal is improved, e. g. using filtering for noise suppression,
in order to simplify and enhance the subsequent feature extraction. In this step,
features are extracted, i. e. computed, from the signal and concatenated into a feature
vector. In the training phase, model parameters of the classifier are optimized. In
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Figure 3.1: Pattern recognition pipeline after Niemann et al. [Niem 03, Maie 19].
The sensor captures the data that subsequently is preprocessed. From this, features
are extracted to train a classifier. The label of the data is required for supervised
training. In the test case, the trained classifier can automatically perform predictions
on unseen data samples.
the final test phase, the fully trained model is able to make predictions on unseen
data samples. For a good performance on these, it is crucial that the classifier is
trained with diverse data samples, which enable learning of a decision function that
generalize well. Traditionally, the most important component for good classification
is the quality of the extracted features. A good feature space simplifies the learning
task. However, a powerful classifier may also be able to accommodate sub-optimal
features, making the choice of feature extractor and classifier non-trivial [Duda 12].
The classification can be described mathematically:
zˆ = fˆ(xˆ, φ) . (3.1)
The classification zˆ is the output corresponding to the decision of the classifier.
The classification function fˆ takes an unseen data sample xˆ and makes a decision
based on the parameters of the model φ. The task learned by the classifier depends
on the sample that contains a collection of features with the respective ground truth
label. The task itself may be classification, where the algorithm assigns each sample
to a discrete class or, regression, where a continuous numerical value is estimated.
Models are trained for classification or regression by optimizing a cost function that
measures the performance of the algorithm. Machine learning systems can be divided
into supervised and unsupervised methods, which are distinguished on the basis of
the ground truth label for each sample being known or unknown, respectively. In
the scope of this thesis, we focus only on supervised machine learning with a focus
on DL-based methods. It also has been shown that established methods such as
the Support Vector Machines [Chri 19] or random forests [Seth 90, Sala 13] can be
expressed as NN.
Generalization, Overfitting, and Underfitting
In general, one of the most important challenges is to design a model that performs
well on new, unseen data – data that has not been part of the training set. This ability
is called generalization. During training, the error (training error) of the system is
minimized. However, a small training error does not provide any information on how
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Figure 3.2: Artificial neuron (left) and multilayer perceptron (right). Each circle in
the multilayer perceptron corresponds to a single neuron.
well the model generalizes to unseen data. To monitor this, the available data is
divided into disjoint sets of training, validation, and test data. It is assumed that the
data of these sets have been created by the same probability distribution. The training
data is used to train the model, while the validation data is used to calculate the error
during training on unseen data (validation error). According to the validation error,
hyperparameters, such as the number of epochs, are defined. An unbiased error is
computed after training on the test set (testing error). The overall aim is to minimize
the training error, while also keeping the validation error as low as possible [Good 16].
These two errors are directly connected to underfitting and overfitting. Overfitting
occurs if the model perfectly adapts to the training data (small training error), but
does not generalize well (high validation error). Conversely, underfitting describes the
inability of the model to reduce the training error. This is often due to a restricted
capacity of the model, which limits its ability to learn representations that capture
the variation observed in the underlying data. Hence, over - and underfitting can be
controlled by model complexity, which is dependent on the activation functions and
hyperparameters (such as number of layers, filters, etc.) chosen, when designing the
model. Hyperparameters are often defined by observing the validation error, e. g. to
observe convergence of the training. Furthermore, various regularization techniques
exist to help reduce overfitting [Sriv 14].
3.3 Feedforward Neural Networks
The basic building block for NNs is the neuron [Rose 58], shown in Figure 3.2(a). The
input values xˆ ∈ RK are first multiplied with the weights w ∈ RK and then a bias b
is added. K is the number of input elements. w and b are the parameters φ of the
neuron. The summation of these products is called the activation aj [Bish 06]:
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aj = wT xˆ + b (3.2)
zˆj = hˆ(aj) , (3.3)
where hˆ : R → R is a non-linear activation function. A single neuron can also be
considered as a complete classifier. A multilayer perceptron, or feedforward neural
network, is obtained, if multiple neurons are used in successive layers. Schematically
such a network is shown in Figure 3.2(b). Each circle in this representation corresponds
to a single neuron shown in Figure 3.2(a). They are called feedforward, since the
information flows from the input xˆ over intermediate computations and representations
towards the final prediction result zˆ. All input elements xˆk, k ∈ [1, ..., K], are fed into
a layer with several neurons j ∈ [1, ..., J ]. Then, each activation can be computed
with:
aj = wT xˆ + b =
K∑
k=1
wkjxˆk + bj . (3.4)
The term network relates to the subsequent concatenation of functions that are
expressed in different layers. A network has in general three different types of layers:
an input layer containing the input data or features, intermediate hidden layers that
do not see the true output of the network, and finally the output layer containing
the prediction. This stacking of layers is also the reason for referring to networks
as deep [Good 16]. The expression deep neural networks originates from using a
dense connected network, which performs summations over non-linear activation
functions, to mimic perception and recognition related processes in Neuroscience
[Fuku 82]. The summation over non-linear activation functions enable any function
to be approximated, which is also known as the universal approximation theorem
[Cybe 89]. Common activation functions are the sigmoid and ReLU function, which
are described in Section 3.4.3.
Optimization
Deep neural networks are difficult to train due the non-convex optimization problem,
which is associated with a high effort in an iterative solution strategy. During
optimization, an optimal set of model parameters φ∗ has to be found by minimizing a
cost function C that is evaluated during training [Good 16]:
φ∗ = argmin
φ
C(φ) . (3.5)
C(φ) describes a cost function that takes the current model parameters φ and
computes the error for each sample xˆd with d ∈ [1, ..., D]. The cost for the complete
training set is defined as:
C(φ) =
D∑
d=1
L(fˆ(xˆd, φ), td) , (3.6)
where L is the per example loss function that evaluates the loss given a single target
td and its prediction fˆ(xˆd,φ) of the corresponding xˆd. This is the case for a supervised
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learning task without any regularization. Additional terms that enforce constraints
to the parameters φ can be added to the cost function. A common loss function for
regression is the L2 loss:
C(φ) =
D∑
d=1
||td − fˆ(xˆd, φ)||22 . (3.7)
Usually, the parameters φ are initialized randomly and updated using a gradient
descent-type optimization algorithm, wherein, the gradient of the cost function with
respect to each parameter in the network is computed and used to update the same,
as described in Equation 3.8. In this, η is the learning rate:
φτ+1 = φτ − η∇C(φ) . (3.8)
Stochastic Gradient Descent
As described in Equation 3.7, the total loss is the sum of the individual errors (per
sample). However, this type of full-batch gradient descent implies that the network
must see all the training data, prior to estimating an update step for the associated
parameters. This is infeasible when dealing with large data sets, due to memory
constraints. A common solution is to use a mini-batch, which is a random subset of
the training set. Such a subset is used to approximate the gradient efficiently over
several steps, wherein, the parameters are updated based on the gradients computed
per mini-batch, and can be considered as a noisy estimation of the total gradient
[Good 16]. The approximation of the gradient following the mini-batch scheme can be
written as:
∇C(φ) = ∇
Dm∑
d=1
L(fˆ(xˆd, φ), td) , (3.9)
where Dm denotes the number of samples in the mini-batch. Most optimization
algorithm converge faster, if they are allowed to approximate the gradient using
a mini-batch compared to the computation of the exact gradient [Good 16, p.278].
Furthermore, statistical estimation of the gradients is also motivated by redundancy
in the training data, which means that different training examples contribute similarly
to the gradient. In practice, mini-batch stochastic gradient descent requires selection
of a suitable learning rate and batch size. A large mini-batch size is considered to
approximate a more robust gradient, which consequently allows a larger learning rate.
Conversely, a small mini-batch size is more noisy, which favors a lower learning rate
for slower but more robust convergence. The noise added to the learning process by a
small mini-batch size has been shown to produce a good generalization. Conditional
on a suitable learning rate, the stochastic gradient descent algorithm will also converge
towards the local minimum, while keeping computational cost in an acceptable range.
A method to better control the noise and the convergence in the optimization is
to vary the learning rate. Usually, the learning rate is selected to be higher in the
beginning and is decreased over training time.
One drawback of stochastic gradient descent is its slow convergence due to small
and noisy gradients. The incorporation of a momentum term is a solution to accelerate
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the backpragation at a neuron j. The green arrows
indicate the forward path, whereas the blue arrows describe the backpropagation.
the learning process by accumulating the previous gradients with an exponential loss
decay [Good 16, Poly 64]. This helps to avoid large jumps in the gradient and keeps the
direction stable in the presence of noise. An additional variant of this optimizer is the
adaptive gradient momentum (ADAM) algorithm [King 14], which enables automatic
selection of the learning rate as the training progresses.
Backpropagation
Stochastic gradient descent provides an update-rule for the weights, however, the
gradients need to be computed. This can be done efficiently with the backpropagation
algorithm [Rume 86]. The idea of backpropagation is that each weight gets adjusted
according to its contribution to the cost function, which is evaluated in the last layer.
This is achieved in a two-step process: First, all activations in the layers are computed
for an input sample xˆd by applying Equation 3.4 and Equation 3.3 consecutively in a
forward propagation step. Subsequently, in the backpropagation step, the error share
of each neuron is propagated backwards from the output layer. Thus, the weight of
each neuron can be adjusted according to its contributions to the total loss. This is
done by calculating the derivative of the cost function with respect to each activation
and weight by applying the chain rule recursively [Bish 06]. In Figure 3.3, this is
illustrated schematically for the loss L and neuron j. The derivative of the loss with
respect to a weight wkj is then [Bish 06]:
∂L
∂wkj
= ∂L
∂aj
∂aj
∂wkj
. (3.10)
Recall that at each neuron a weighted sum of its inputs is summed up (compare
to Equation 3.4), which leads to:
∂aj
∂wkj
= zk . (3.11)
Using this notation and substituting δj = ∂L/∂aj in Equation 3.10 yields:
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(a) Multilayer convolution. (b) Pooling.
Figure 3.4: (Left) A schematic representation of a kernel used in CNNs. (Right) A
pooling operations is depicted.
∂L
∂wkj
= δjzk . (3.12)
Thus, the derivative can be computed by multiplying the error δj with the neuron
input zk. The activations zk are computed in the forward pass, whereas δj can be
computed with the following formula (refer to [Bish 06] for further details):
δj = hˆ′(aj)
∑
k
wkjδk . (3.13)
3.4 Convolutional Neural Networks
A feedforward network, where each neuron in a layer is connected to all neurons in the
subsequent layer, is called a fully connected (FC) layer. One drawback of FC layers
becomes apparent if neural networks are applied on images. The number of parameters
scales with the number of pixels in the image, requiring a vast amount of memory, and
a lot of training data in order to train these parameters. Furthermore, in most image
processing tasks, local dependencies between the input pixels are assumed, since they
form local features, e. g. in object detection [Viol 01]. FC layers do not consider this
strong dependence explicitly. LeCun et al. [LeCu 90] introduced a network structure
motivated by the mathematical convolution operation. A convolution kernel covers
only a limited area on the input image, taking local dependencies into account. This
operation translated to NN is called CNNs [LeCu 15]. Usually, CNNs consist of three
repeating layers: a convolutional layer produces linear activations that are successively
passed through non-linear activation functions. As a third component, the output is
modified using a pooling layer. These layers are explained in the next sections.
3.4.1 Convolutional Layers
CNNs work efficiently on images and take local image dependencies into account by
convolving the input image with multiple convolutional kernels. The number and the
size of the kernels has to be defined. Compared to the FC layer, only the weights of the
convolutional filters are trained, which are also reused, i. e. the same filter (with tied
weights) is convolved across the entire input image. Like the mathematical convolution,
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each kernel is multiplied with the input layer and produces an activation map that also
undergoes a non-linear activation function. This is similar to a correlation between
the kernel and the input image, which results in feature maps. The local extent of the
filter in width and height is called the receptive field [LeCu 90]. In the case of multiple
input channels, the kernel also spans into the third dimension. An example of such a
convolutional operation is shown in Figure 3.4(a): An input of 7× 7× 2 is convolved
with a convolutional kernel of size 3× 3× 2, a stride of one, and no padding, which
results in an output feature map of size 5× 5× 1. The darker elements of the input
and the kernel are multiplied and summed up, producing a single value in the output
map.
The design of a CNN intrinsically has the following properties: (1) Sparse
interaction is introduced by the limited kernel size that is much smaller than the
input image. The idea is that meaningful features, such as edges or points, can be
extracted using a restricted area on the input image. This also leads to more efficient
computation and lower memory requirements. (2) The same kernel weights are reused
at every position on the input image, also known as parameter sharing. This is
not the case in FC layers, where typically each weight, corresponding to each input
to a hidden layer, is unique. Thus, parameter sharing reduces memory costs and
prevents overfitting. (3) Furthermore, this also provides the property of translation
equivariance. As the same kernel is convolved across the entire image, it behaves as a
replicated feature detector, obtaining similar responses across the input image, i. e.
detecting the same type of feature. This is beneficial since the first few layers of the
network extract basic features that usually appear at different locations throughout
the image [Good 16].
In a deeper network, i. e. more convolutional layers stacked on top of each other,
the subsequent layers combine the features of the preceding ones. Thus, the receptive
field also increases with the depth of the network, which allows the network to learn
more abstract, high level features. Furthermore, a large receptive field incorporates a
more global context, helping the network to learn relationships over larger distances
within the image. Moreover, the number of kernels used in a layer commonly grows
throughout the network, where each kernel represents a single feature [Zeil 14]. Along
the depth of the network, the input is transformed to a latent representation.
3.4.2 Pooling Layers
Pooling layers help summarize the output of the preceding layer, within small windows,
by performing maximum, average, or weighted average pooling operations. This helps
to reduce the dimensions of the feature maps and thereby restrict the number of
parameters in the network [Good 16, Sche 10]. An example of a pooling operation is
shown in Figure 3.4(b): a pooling kernel with a size of 2× 2 is applied on an input
of size 4 × 4, which results in an output size of 2 × 2. Neighboring values of the
input are summarized to a single output. Maximum pooling, for example, takes the
maximum value in the kernel neighborhood. In addition to the size reduction of the
feature maps, pooling operations help to increase the overall receptive field of the
network. Furthermore, it introduces an invariance towards small translations of the
input. Recent architectures have proposed to incorporate the dimension reduction
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Figure 3.5: Activation functions.
property afforded by the pooling operation, within convolution layers, by using strided
convolutions [Spri 14].
3.4.3 Activation Functions
The network performance highly depends on the non-linearities introduced by the
activation functions. For a long time, the tanh and the sigmoid functions were used
for this task. Nowadays, ReLUs are widely used as they have been shown to enhance
the performance of networks, achieving superior accuracies in object detection and
classification [Jarr 09, Nair 10]. They improve convergence and thereby the training
time of networks [Kriz 12, Glor 11]. In this section, these activation functions are
introduced and it is outlined why rectified linear units are often a superior choice.
Sigmoid Function
The sigmoid function is plotted in Figure 3.5 and is defined as:
hˆsigmoid(aj) =
1
1 + e−aj . (3.14)
The sigmoid function was proposed as an activation function in a perceptron as
an improvement to the step function since it is differentiable [Rume 86]. However, the
sigmoid function has several drawbacks. Either ends of the function saturate quickly.
This leads to the fact that a large input change influences the output only little, which
consequently leads to a small gradient. This can result in an effect also referred to
as the vanishing gradient effect. It is amplified in larger networks, where successive
small gradients are multiplied with each other during backpropagation. Additionally,
the function is not zero centered, and therefore all outputs are positive. Furthermore,
a zero mean in the input distribution will always be shifted towards a more positive
value. A subsequent layer has to constantly adapt to that shift. One solution to this
issue is the tanh() function that is defined as:
hˆtanh(aj) =
1− e−2aj
1 + e−2aj . (3.15)
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Figure 3.6: Convolutional pose machine architecture.
The function hˆtanh is zero centered, but the saturation problem remains, since it
is just a shifted variant of the sigmoid function.
Rectified Linear Unit
The ReLU was a major step towards deeper networks, it is defined as:
hˆrelu(aj) = max(0, aj) . (3.16)
As also can be seen in Figure 3.5, this function is linear in the positive input
range and zero for negative input values. Thus, the vanishing gradient problem is
addressed, since the linearity results in a constant gradient of one, if the unit is
active. The linearity simplifies optimization and speeds up the gradient computation.
However, the ReLU can “die”. A negative activation results in a mapping to zero,
which subsequently leads to a gradient of zero. A possible way to tackle this issue is
by using leaky ReLUs, which produce a small constant gradient for negative values.
Note that the function is not differentiable at zero, which, in theory, makes it seem
a bad candidate for gradient-descent based optimization. However, in practice this
still works well for machine learning applications [Good 16, p.192]. In summary, a
piece-wise linearity in the activation function has been shown to generalize well, to
address the vanishing gradient problem, and to improve computational efficiency
[Good 16].
3.4.4 Network Architectures
Common CNN architectures usually consist of a typical order of the basic building
blocks: convolutional layers, pooling layers, and activation functions. However, this
still makes many configurations possible, which has the consequence that there exist
no universal architecture that is the solution for every problem. Despite that, many
networks architectures have gained popularity and are often reused, such as the
Inception net [Szeg 15], the VGG net [Simo 14], residual networks [He 16], or the
U-net [Ronn 15]. In the following, two architectures are introduced that inspired the
networks used in this work: the convolutional pose machine (CPM) [Wei 16] and the
stacked hourglass network [Newe 16].
Convolutional Pose Machine
The CPM is a sequential prediction framework that has been developed for human
pose estimation. In this, the main task is the localization of human joint positions
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Figure 3.7: Stacked hourglass network architecture.
in an red-green-blue (RGB) image. The architecture is abstractly depicted in Figure
3.6 [Wei 16]. Given a single RGB image, the network predicts belief maps bpt for each
joint position p ∈ [1, ..., P ] at the end of every stage t ∈ [1, ..., T ] of the network.
In the first stage, initial belief maps bp1 are predicted based only on local image
information. Image features are extracted using a stack of convolutional and pooling
layers, described with the weights w1. In subsequent stages t ≥ 2, the predicted belief
maps bpt are obtained by combining local image information extracted by the layers
denoted as wt and the prediction results of the preceding stage. The weights wt are
shared for all stages t ≥ 2. The cost function is the sum of the L2-losses between the
predicted belief maps bpt and the ground truth belief maps bp∗:
C =
P∑
p=1
||bpt − bp∗||22 . (3.17)
The ground truth belief maps bp∗ contain 2-D Gaussian density maps centered
at the true joint position. By design, the network imposes several properties. The
key element of the architecture is that the belief maps are predicted based on local
image information as well as on the predictions of the preceding stage. This enables
the model to learn long-range contextual dependencies of landmark configurations.
The belief maps of the first stage bp1 are predicted only on local image information,
which leads to false positive responses due to ambiguities in local image features.
The stage wise application resolves these ambiguities by implicitly incorporating the
characteristic configuration of the joint positions. Furthermore, the network has a large
receptive field on the input image, which enables it to learn spatial dependencies over
long distances across the input. Lastly, the loss over all intermediate predictions bpt is
computed, which counteracts the vanishing gradient effect and simultaneously guides
the network to focus early on the detection task. A drawback of this architecture is
the downsampling from the input image to the predicted belief maps by a factor of
approximately eight.
Stacked Hourglass Network
The stacked hourglass network was developed by Newell et al. [Newe 16] for human
pose estimation and reported a superior performance compared to the CPM of Wei
et al. [Wei 16]. The architecture of this network is depicted abstractly in Figure
3.7. Similar as the CPM architecture, several identical building blocks are stacked
behind each other in a stage wise manner. Here, each stage consists of an hourglass
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architecture that is based on an encoder-decoder type of network. Before entering the
stages, the input image is prepossessed with convolutional and pooling layers.
Encoder-Decoder Architecture: This architecture consists, as the name suggests,
of two parts: an encoder and a decoder part. The encoder function follows a typical
CNN architecture. It takes the input and extracts features using convolutional and
pooling layers with activation functions to a low resolution scale, resulting in the
latent space that represents the input image in its lower dimension. From there on,
the decoder function takes these latent features and subsequently upsamples these.
Note that, however, in this case the additional skip connections that connect two
feature maps at the same resolution level, indicated with dotted lines in Figure 3.7,
destroy the original purpose of an autoencoder. Therefore, in this case, one could
rather refer to a contracting and an expansive path. These skip connections preserve
high-resolution features in a multi-scale image-to-image transform [Maie 19].
Residual Blocks: Residual blocks counteract the vanishing gradient effect in large
networks. They improve the gradient flow by adding a branch parallel to the network
layer that only maps the identity. Following, the network has to learn only the residual
mapping. Note, that this additional connection is not associated with an increase of
parameters [He 16]. The authors of the stacked hourglass network report a substantial
increase of performance by incorporating residual blocks for the convolution [Newe 16].
For the final architecture, several hourglass modules are stacked on top of each
other. In the original paper, eight of such modules are proposed. The overall structure
is similar to the CPM as the application operates stage wise with intermediate
supervision of the predicted belief maps. A major difference is that the features are
processed across all scales and consolidated using skip connections. The belief maps
are downsampled by a factor of four compared to the input image.
3.5 Anatomical Landmark Detection
In this section, the benefits offered by anatomical landmarks for clinical applications are
motivated and current state-of-the art detection approaches are presented. Landmark
detection is a subcategory of medical image recognition and parsing, which is an
essential topic of medical imaging analysis. In general, medical image parsing describes
the recognition of anatomical landmarks, major organs and bones, or lesions. Besides
the recognition of an object, i. e. predict if it is present in the current scene, many
applications benefit also by knowing its location, shape, or orientation. The localization
is for example useful for personalized scanning protocols in MRI and CT images,
that could allow to define the region-of-interest (ROI) based on an initial scout
scan. Furthermore, automatic image reading helps the radiologist to navigate faster
through the image data. Here, it could also support the computation of quantitative
measurements. In radiation therapy or orthopedic surgery, image parsing is often a
prerequisite in the planning phase [Zhou 15].
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Anatomical Landmarks
Anatomical landmarks are biologically meaningful locations in anatomy that can
be distinctively detected and therefore enable spatial correspondences to other
organisms of the same species. Therefore, they are widely used in medicine and
medical imaging, where they serve as markers in diagnostic and interventional
radiology [Ghes 17]. Anatomical landmarks deliver a better interpretation of the
patient’s anatomy [Wang 15] and are also of interest for image processing tasks as
they can help initialize or constrain mathematical models or image processing tasks
[Ursc 18, Made 18]. For example, they are used to guiding and initializing segmentation
tasks [Zhen 08, Heim 09, Bani 09], to perform image registration [John 02], to extract
relevant clinical quantitative measurements [M Po 12], to plan therapies [Litj 17], or
to support semantic annotation [Seif 10].
Often, anatomical landmarks are a prerequisite for certain applications and thus
need to be labeled manually in 2-D or 3-D images [Wang 15]. This is time-consuming
and might also interrupt the clinical workflow, rendering certain applications and
methods unfeasible. Furthermore, manual labeling is subjective, which produces
rater dependent results [Wang 15]. For these reasons, automatic landmark detection
methods are in favor and lie in the focus of current research.
The automatic detection of anatomical landmarks is challenging for various reasons:
(1) Patient specific anatomical variations influence the appearance of the internal
anatomy and their landmarks. This also includes scenarios such as pathologies,
fractures, implants, or the presence of contrast agent. This can go so far that a certain
landmark is no longer part of the anatomy, due to a resection. Further, patient position
and motion can vary the appearance captured by the imaging modality. (2) Sensor
noise and image artifacts vary between different and also within the same modality.
For example, implants can create different types of artifacts in different modalities. In
contrast, also the same modality can create images of different appearances, e. g. high-
dose and low-dose CT. Further, the same scan protocol can capture a different FOV,
leading to a truncation of image information that potentially decreases contextual
anatomical information. (3) Anatomical structures can have a similar appearance that
can lead to ambiguities in the local image information. (4) Finally, the algorithms for
a clinical application are required to be robust, fast, reliable and accurate.
Categorization
Landmark detection approaches can be categorized according to different criteria.
There, exist approaches based on 3-D and 2-D image data. Some of them are universally
applicable in both domains, while others are specified for one dimension. In this
context, also the underlying modality has to be considered. Furthermore, approaches
take the context of the image differently into account: it can be distinguished between
a consideration of a local, multiple, and global context [Zhou 15]. Approaches with
a local context only focus on local image information to detect a single landmark.
Methods using a multiple context consider several landmarks at the same time,
whereas in the global context the whole available image information and landmark
configuration is considered simultaneously. Compared to natural scenes, medical
images contain high contextual information allowing the design of algorithms that
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consider this. This can be, for example, a specific number of anatomical objects in
an image. Also, additional contextual information should be exploited in order to
reduce the learning complexity of the model. It has been shown that the consideration
of multiple landmarks introduces a strong prior due to their possible configuration
and are able to reduce the search space [Liu 10]. Some approaches directly regress
the landmarks using only the available image information, while others subsequently
combine the initial predictions with a parametric or graphical model fitting step
[Ursc 18]. A concept to increase the speed of a detection task, especially for 3-D
volumes, is marginal space learning [Zhen 14]. Here, the search space is sequentially
reduced by preserving only estimations with the highest detection scores in each
step, which are refined in a subsequent step. This approach has been used with
handcrafted features such as Haar wavelets or steerable features, and has been lately
also transferred to DL [Ghes 16b, Ghes 15].
Literature survey
Donner et al. [Donn 13] formulated the landmark detection problem in three steps.
First, they trained a random forest classifier for initial landmark predictions. Following,
a Hough regressor model accumulated these predictions to obtain refined localizations.
In a final step, a part-based model selected the final landmark positions considering
the global landmark topology. They applied this method on radiographs and CT
images of the hand. Urschler et al. [Ursc 18] proposed a framework to combine local
image information with the global landmark configuration. To this end, a landmark
localization was performed using random forests with a subsequent refinement and
optimization in an iterative manner. They argue that this framework is flexible in
deciding if the local image appearance or the landmark configuration is a stronger
cue for the landmark location. They evaluated their method on 2-D and 3-D data
sets. Anatomical landmarks on the heart in coronary CT angiography scans were
detected by a patch-based fully CNN that performed regression and classification
simultaneously [Noot 18]. For each patch, a displacement of the landmark position
has been regressed and at the same time it was classified if the landmark was inside
the given patch. For the final localization, the results of patches, which, according
to the classification, contained the landmark, were averaged. This is based on the
hypothesis that a patch closer to the landmark is able to predict the position more
precisely. Ghesu et al. [Ghes 16a] proposed a landmark detection approach based
on reinforcement learning and hierarchical feature extraction using CNNs to detect
landmarks in 2-D MRI images, 2-D ultrasound images, and also in 3-D CT volumes
[Ghes 17]. They argue that the reformulation of the landmark detection task into a
behavior learning task using an artificial agent yields an efficient navigation to the
landmark position. Compared to that, methods based on learning the representation of
appearances of a certain anatomy directly is suboptimal in terms of the computational
search-scheme [Ghes 17]. A more broad review on deep learning based landmark
detection methods is also given in [Litj 17].
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Landmark Detection in X-rays
The focus on this thesis lies on 2-D anatomical landmark detection in X-ray images.
Landmark detection in X-rays is fundamentally different compared to keypoint
detection in volumetric image data or common reflection imaging. Additional to
the general challenges of landmark detection methods mentioned earlier in this section,
X-ray images suffer under a device specific image-blur, a projective amplification,
motion blur, and a superimposed representation of the anatomy. Most importantly,
the appearance of a landmark changes fundamentally with the viewing direction.
Sa et al. [Sa 17] proposed an approach to detect the locations of the intervertebral
discs in X-ray images of the spine in lateral lumbar X-ray images. They refined
a pre-trained faster R-CNN to predict a bounding box of the respective vertebras.
Wang et al. [Wang 15] summarized approaches of a cephalometric grand challenge to
predict the location of 19 landmarks in X-ray images of the craniofacial area. The
best results were achieved by a method based on game theory and random forests.
Payer et al. [Paye 16] evaluated different 2-D and 3-D CNN architectures to detect
multiple landmarks in X-rays and MRI scans of the hand. These networks regressed
heatmaps that indicated the landmark positions. Another approach suggested a
two-step solution: In the first phase a random forest for each landmark is trained. In
the second phase, these estimates that also include many false positive responses, are
refined using a Markov Random Field that allows the contextual incorporation of the
global landmark configuration [Ster 16]. Similar to that, Mader et al. [Made 18] used
a U-net to localize ribs in chest radiographs. They solved the problem of ambiguities
in the local image information (false responses) using a conditional random field. This
second step assessed spatial information between the landmarks and also refined the
hypotheses generated by the U-net.
All the presented approaches assume to view the anatomy from a single, pre-defined
angle. This assumption is valid for certain applications, since e. g. radiographic images
in a diagnostic setup are often acquired in a standardized setup. This is not the
case in interventional applications or for projection data acquired on trajectories.
These are scenarios in which the view changes continuously. To the best of our
knowledge, there exists no approach that is able to detect anatomical landmarks in X-
ray images independent of the viewing direction. The view independence substantially
increases the landmark detection problem in X-ray images. This is because the object
edges vanish and the anatomical structures overlap due to the nature of transmission
imaging.
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4.1 Introduction
Scatter poses one of the major challenges in CBCT [Ruhr 11a, Ruhr 11b]. Also in
extremity imaging, where an ASG can reduce the amount of scatter noticeably, a
remaining scatter artifact can be observed in the reconstruction [Zbij 11, Zbij 12].
Also, the impact of the ASG on the reconstruction is a trade-off between image
uniformity achieved by rejecting scattered photons and of a loss of primary radiation
caused by the attenuation of the grid, which also must be considered. To this end,
an additional software-based scatter correction can further improve image quality
(cf. Section 2.4). However, the scatter distribution in knee imaging is heterogeneous
across the projection [Zbij 12, Sisn 13]. In Figure 4.1(d), a scatter distribution with
its corresponding projection image (cf. Figure 4.1(c)) is shown. A suitable method
in order to estimate a local accurate scatter distribution is the primary modulator
scatter correction method, as introduced in Section 2.4.3.
Up to now, all approaches that utilized a primary modulator for scatter correction
have been implemented in a laboratory environment on a table-top CBCT system. On
these, the geometry of the X-ray source and the detector does not change; projections
from various direction are obtained by rotating the object in the isocenter. In order
to clinically evaluate this method, a transfer of this approach on a clinical C-arm
CBCT scanner is required. However, two major issues have been identified that
impede its direct application. First, the automatic exposure control of clinical systems
change the exposure parameters of the X-ray source continuously (cf. Section 2.2.3).
This influences the amplitude of the projected modulator pattern due to the beam
hardening effect. Second, in contrast to a table-top system, the imaging system
is mounted on a robotic arm that moves along a circular trajectory during image
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.1: (a) Picture of the Erbium modulator mounted on top of the X-ray source.
(b) Projection image of the modulator pattern measured with the flat-panel detector.
Manufacturing imperfections as well as the heel effect (intensity gradient across the
image) can be observed. (c) Projection of the modulator pattern and an object in the
FOV. The object and the modulator attenuation superimpose. (d) The corresponding
estimated scatter distribution.
acquisition. This introduces a subtle system wobble, which leads to a shift of the
projected modulator pattern in the projections. Hence, an additional registration step
is required to achieve an accurate scatter estimation.
In Section 4.2 the imaging geometry and the arising challenges are outlined. This
is followed by a description of the proposed extensions in Section 4.3. In a first step,
a modulator database acquired at different kVp levels is established. With that, a
modulator pattern can be generated that matches in terms of location and amplitude
to the acquired projection image. In a following step, a block matching registration
refines the modulator registration with subpixel accuracy. The obtained deformation
field is then integrated into the scatter estimation. Section 4.4 outlines the complete
processing pipeline used for scatter compensation and image reconstruction. Finally,
the experiments and the results are presented in Section 4.6. In a first experiment, an
electron density phantom (EDP) is scanned that allows for a quantitative evaluation
of the proposed approach. Subsequently, experiments with a porcine data set and a
knee phantom are conducted. The obtained results are discussed in Section 4.7.
4.2 Data Acquisition and Imaging Setup
As described in Section 2.4.3, two projection images are required for scatter correction.
The first one contains a projection of the modulator only, as shown in Figure 4.1(b).
This will be referred to as reference modulator pattern M in the following. The second
projection contains the modulator as well as the object to be imaged, as shown in
Figure 4.1(c). This will be referred to as the measured image q. For an accurate
scatter estimation, two conditions need to be fulfilled: First, the reference modulator
pattern M must be aligned perfectly with the modulator pattern in the measured
image q. Second, both have to be acquired with the same kVp such that the projected
modulator amplitudes matches.
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(a) Focal spot: 0.9 mm. (b) Focal spot: 0.6 mm. (c) Focal spot: 0.3 mm.
Figure 4.2: Projected modulator pattern acquired at different focal spot sizes. The
penumbra effect leads to blurred edges for larger focal spot sizes. The sharpest
projection is achieved with the smallest focal spot size of 0.3 mm.
Observations
If the modulator is mounted and used on a moving clinical C-arm CBCT system, two
major issues are identified.
• Changing Exposure Parameters: The automatic exposure control varies
the exposure parameters during a scan (as described in Section 2.2.3). The
change of tube voltage results in a change of the amplitude of the projected
modulator pattern between adjacent projections of the same scan. This is
due to different energy dependent attenuation in the modulator material. In
consequence, a single reference modulator pattern M is not sufficient for the
correction of a projection stack that has been acquired with different tube
voltages. If the projected modulator amplitude of the reference pattern does not
match the measured projection q, this results in an inaccurate scatter estimation.
Additionally, residual modulator pattern remains in the corrected image. Note
that the influence of the changing tube current and exposure time can be linearly
corrected in a pre-processing step.
• C-arm Deformation and Wobble: The influence of the system deformation
and wobble during image acquisition is well observable in Figure 4.3. This
figure shows a reordered stack of reference modulator projections M, such
that the detector u axis is on the abscissa and the projection number on the
ordinate. Due to the angular-dependent changes of the gravitational forces on
the robotic C-arm, the whole modulator pattern shifts about 15 pixels during
image acquisition. This is indicated with the red line. Furthermore, the wobble
of the C-arm can be seen in the zoomed area: a jagged pattern can be observed,
which indicates that adjacent projections are slightly shifted towards each other.
On a table-top system with a static imaging geometry, these lines would be
perfectly vertical.
4.3 Algorithmic Extensions
In this section, additional steps are proposed to enable scatter correction based on
a primary modulator on a clinical C-arm system, which are graphically illustrated
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Figure 4.3: Reordered stack of a reference modulator stack acquired in a short scan.
C-arm deformation as well as the system wobble can be observed in the projected
modulator pattern.
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Figure 4.4: Extensions of the iPMSE algorithm.
in Figure 4.4: (1) A modulator database is established. (2) Using the database,
a reference modulator pattern is created to match the modulator pattern in the
projection image. (3) A registration step is used to match the locations of the
projected patterns with subpixel accuracy. (4) The obtained deformation field is
integrated into the scatter estimation based on the iPMSE algorithm. These steps
are explained in the following.
1) Establishment of a Modulator Database
A reference modulator database is established that covers the range of modulator
pattern appearances present in a clinical acquisition. This gives rise to the question
in which kVp range the modulator pattern should be ideally acquired and how many
reference modulators are needed. In an ideal scenario, a reference image for each
possible tube voltage is stored. However, the image acquisition is time-consuming and
the memory requirements for storage is high. Hence, we propose a trade-off in which
reference modulator patterns Mλ at four different tube voltages λ ∈ [85, 100, 115, 125]
are acquired at each angular C-arm position on the trajectory. These are stored in
intensity domain. Note, that the product of tube current and exposure time (mAs)
has no influence on the modulator amplitude, since the measured raw values are
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converted into intensity domain. Also, the required acquisitions with a fixed kVp
setting was enabled by a system prototype that is not intended for clinical use.
As suggested in [Rits 15], multiple reference modulator patterns should be averaged
in order to obtain better noise statistics. Again, this is simple on a table-top system,
but challenging on a real CBCT system due to the system wobble. A simple averaging
between the projection stack is not possible. To this end, we propose to register
multiple adjacent modulator projections of the same acquisition to obtain an average
reference modulator M¯λ:
M¯λn =
1
11
5∑
i=−5
Mλn+i(d) , (4.1)
where the vector d ∈ R2, describes the displacement in u- and v-direction such that
both modulator patterns in both images are perfectly aligned. d is obtained by
optimizing the following objective function:
argmax
d
CC(Mn,Mn+i)
= argmax
d
1
bubv
∑
(u,v)∈B
(mnuv − µn)(mn+iu+d1,v+d2 − µn+i)
σnσn+i
. (4.2)
The function CC computes the cross correlation (CC) of a block B that contains
a set of pixel of size bu × bv located in the center of the projection image. In this
equation, µn and µn+i describe the mean value and σn and σn+i the standard deviation
inside B. The resulting displacement vector is the one that optimizes the correlation
between the block and its shifted location in the other image. The correlation is a
suitable similarity measure due to the expression of the checkerboard-like modulator
pattern. In order to exclude ambiguities that can appear to the repetitive pattern, the
search space is restricted to a local neighborhood of 20×10 pixels in u- and v-direction,
respectively, which covers the extend of the system wobble. The resolution of d is
0.1 pixel. Ten adjacent neighbors are averaged and the block size (bu and bv) has been
set to 31 × 31. All this is done prior to the actual image acquisition in an offline
calibration step.
2) Creation of a Reference Modulator Pattern
During scatter correction, the database is used to create a synthetic reference modulator
pattern that fits to the current projection image of an acquisition. For a measured
image q acquired at angle θ and tube voltage λθ, a reference modulator Mλθn is created.
This is done by interpolating between the two patterns in the database acquired with
the next higher (λhigh) and the next lower (λlow) tube voltage in the database:
Mλθn = M¯λlown
(
1− λθ − λlow
λhigh − λlow
)
+ M¯λhighn
(
1− λhigh − λθ
λhigh − λlow
)
. (4.3)
For this interpolation, the projections that have been acquired at the same angle
θ are used (i. e. they have the same projection index n). This approach is beneficial
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(a) Deformation field estimated by
the block-matching registration.
(b) Median filtered deformation field
estimate.
Figure 4.5: These images show the estimated deformation field of the block-matching
registration step. Errors in the estimation, e. g. due to bad pattern visibility, are
filtered using a median filter.
for two reasons: (1) Since for each angle θ a distinct modulator pattern is stored,
the position of the patterns are already roughly aligned, which accounts for the
gravitational deformation of the C-arm. This assumption is commonly used for
the system calibration with a calibration phantom. The reproducible geometrical
parameters of a system can be determined precisely with dedicated calibration
phantoms that are scanned prior to the actual patient scan. However, non-reproducible
deviations remain [Denn 12]. With a mounted modulator close to the X-ray focal spot,
this effect amplifies due to the conical amplification and makes a finer registration
mandatory, which is presented in the next paragraph. (2) The linear interpolation
between the database patterns approximates the desired modulator amplitude. For
completeness, it has to be mentioned that depending on the modulator material, the
interpolation method might be different.
3) Modulator-Projection Registration
The pattern in the created reference modulator Mλθn is approximately at the same
position as the pattern of the modulator in the projection image q. However, as
mentioned before, a slight displacement might remain. To this end, a locally refined
registration between the modulator pattern in Mλθn and the measured projection q is
necessary. A block-matching registration step is suggested for this purpose [Ours 00].
This method subdivides the image into small blocks and calculates for each of these
a 2-D translation vector that maximizes a similarity metric. The method has been
selected for various reasons. In parts of the projection image, the visibility of the
modulator pattern is impaired, especially in areas superimposed by multiple dense
object. The block matching registration can be beneficial since many estimates are
computed that can yield a more robust estimate of the displacement. Further, the
iPMSE is also based on image patches. This allows a convenient integration of the
displacement vector field into the scatter estimation.
The block matching works as follows. The reference modulator Mλθn is subdivided
into nu × nv patches of size pu and pv in detector u- and v-direction, respectively.
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Each block is moved in the neighborhood of the corresponding projection image q
and compared to it. A displacement is being searched, which maximizes the similarity
of the block with this neighborhood. The CC is chosen as similarity metric, as already
used for the modulator-modulator registration described in Section 4.3. The position
of the maximum of the CC defines the displacement of a block, which is the vector
between the block center position and the moved block center position. This results
in a displacement vector for each block.
An example displacement field is shown in Figure 4.5(a). As can be seen, noise
and errors in the estimation occur in parts of the projection. This is in particular
the case if the visibility of the pattern in the measured projection q is impaired
due to superposition with dense objects. These outliers are removed by applying
a median and mean filter of size 10 × 10 on the displacement field, which yields
a smooth and more robust estimate. This results in the continuous displacement
field shown in Figure 4.5(b). Furthermore, the displacement field obtained by the
block-matching registration allows a location specific shift that might be necessary,
since slight rotations or deformations can occur. The translational components might
result from the C-arm wobble, whereas the rotational part may occur if the source
or the detector rotates. This might happen also due to remaining mobility of the
modulator fixated to the X-ray source. In a first approximation, the rotation is
neglected for the scatter correction, since a translation reflects the local displacement
sufficiently well. In [Grim 12] a similar approach has been applied to compensate, in
their case, for instabilities in the focal spot.
4) Displacement Aware Scatter Estimation
Subsequently, the scatter is estimated using the iPMSE algorithm as described in
Section 2.4.3 and Equation 2.14. Note, however, that the displacement field is
incorporated in the patch-wise scatter estimation. Instead of taking the patches at
the exact same locations of M and q, a patch of the reference modulator shifted by
the according displacement is extracted. As a result, this yields a constant scatter
estimate for each patch. The same displacement is then also used to obtain the scatter
corrected image, as described in Equation 2.15.
4.4 Processing Pipeline
In this section, the complete processing pipeline from image acquisition to reconstruc-
tions is described. All steps are implemented in CONRAD, an open-source tool for
CBCT simulation and reconstruction [Maie 13].
Raw Data Processing
The acquired raw data I0(E) measured by the flat-panel detector contains non-linear
signal responses and illumination inhomogeneities. A multi-point gain correction is
applied that is based on flat-field images of the detector [Schm 07]. During correction,
for each pixel in the raw data, the two closest pixel values in the calibration data
acquired at the same pixel location are looked up. Using these, and additionally the
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(a) Initial estimate q¯ests . (b) Median filtered qˆests . (c) Final estimate qests .
Figure 4.6: Steps of the scatter estimation.
average value of both images, a gain factor is computed using a linear interpolation
between the two flat-fields. The gain factor is then incorporated into the pixel value.
Subsequently, each pixel value is normalized with the energy of an unattenuated X-ray
beam I0 (cf. Section 2.2). This value is also obtained from the flat-field images.
Scatter Estimation and Compensation
The scatter correction begins with the creation of the reference modulator M as
described in Section 4.3. Following, the projection-modulator registration is performed,
which yields a displacement field (cf. Section 4.3). Subsequently, as described in
Section 4.3, an initial scatter estimate q¯ests is computed. An example is shown in
Figure 4.6(a). Outliers in the initial estimation are removed using a median filter
med(u, v) : R2 → R of size 5×5:
qˆests (u, v) = med(q¯ests ) . (4.4)
The resulting scatter estimate is shown in Figure 4.6(b). The strong edges are
removed during upsampling to the full image resolution using bilinear interpolation.
Remaining edges are softened using a Gaussian filter with a kernel size twice as large
as the patch size g(u, v) : R2 → R. This yields the final scatter estimate qests , also
depicted for the example in Figure 4.6(c):
qests (u, v) = qˆests (u, v) ∗ g(u, v) . (4.5)
The scatter estimate qests is then used for scatter compensation in the measured
projection q as described by Equation 2.15. Similar as for the scatter estimation,
the deformation field is considered for the correction. Two examples of measured
and corrected projections are shown in Figure 4.7 in the first and second column,
respectively. Note that these are zoomed regions for better visibility of the modulator
pattern. It can be observed that in the first example, shown in the first row, the
modulator disappeared in the scatter corrected image. In the second example below,
however, residual modulator pattern remains that might be due to a wrong scatter
estimation or a misregistration of the patterns. Subsequently, the corrected projection
image qestp is transformed to line integral domain pestp for further processing (cf.
Equation 2.2).
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(a) Measured data q. (b) Estimated primary qestp .
Figure 4.7: Zoomed regions of the measured projections q and the estimated primary
after scatter compensation q. Remaining modulator pattern in the primary signal
can be observed in the second example.
Noise Suppression
Having subtracted the low-frequency scatter from the projection, a noise suppression
is applied. Noise suppression can be crucial in cases of a high SPR. This is because
the scatter correction subtracts only a low-frequency signal, which leaves the high
frequency noise content untouched. Thus, the SNR increases inherently [Ruhr 11a,
Zhu 06]. Further, it is beneficial to remove the noise in the projection domain since
the noise propagates and amplifies through the upcoming reconstruction process
[Maie 11b]. Otherwise, the high SNR in the projections results in severe artifacts in
the reconstruction. To this end, a noise suppression as proposed by Zhu et al. is
implemented [Zhu 09].
The noise suppression assumes that Poisson noise, which results from the statistical
fluctuations of the X-ray photons, dominates [Boon 88]. It is shown that noise increases
by a factor of (1+qs/qp), which results in a noise amplification of more than 80 for a SPR
of eight [Zhu 09]. Since the scatter is distributed non-uniformly, the amplification factor
also changes across the projection. The objective function of the noise suppression as
suggested by Zhu et al. [Zhu 09] formulates as:
Φ(pˆestp ) = (pestp − pˆestp )Σ(pestp − pˆestp ) + ζR(pˆestp ) , (4.6)
where pˆestp is the noise suppressed primary to be estimated and Σ is a diagonal matrix
with the variance of pestp at each pixel position i:
σ2i = var(pestp ) (4.7)
var(pi) =
qi
(qi − qests,i )2
. (4.8)
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Here, σ2i is defined by the intensity image q and the estimated scatter qests . A
high amount of scatter results in a higher σ2. Furthermore, R is a regularization
function weighted by ζ that is defined as:
R(p) =
∑
i
∑
in
ξiin(pi − pin)2 (4.9)
ξiin = exp
−((pi − pin)
δ
)2 , (4.10)
where ξiin is an anisotropic weight between the pixel of interest i and its neighbors in.
δ describes the strength of the associated edge preservation. The objective function
Φ(p) in Equation 4.6 is then optimized using an iterative Gauss-Seidel update strategy
[Wang 08]. Note that the projection index is omitted for easier readability:
p
(w+1)
i =
p
(0)
i + ζσ2i
∑
in ξiinp
(w)
i
1 + ζσ2i
∑
in ξiin
. (4.11)
Commonly, convergence is reached after about 20 iteration steps [Zhu 09]. The
smoothing parameter ζ is selected empirically such that the modulation transfer
function (MTF) of the resulting reconstruction is similar and thus comparable.
Reconstruction and Post-processing
Reconstruction is performed using the standard FDK-algorithm as introduced in
Section 2.3.2. The complete pipeline uses a truncation correction [Ohne 00], cosine
weighting [Kak 88], Parker weighting [Park 82], Shepp-Logan filtering [Kak 88], and
the backprojection. In a post-processing step, an additional ring artifact correction
[Prel 09] is applied. A ring artifact is a circular-shaped artifact that appears in
axial slices of the reconstruction. This artifact appears due to errors in the detector
calibration or due to remaining residual modulator pattern in the projections. As a
last step, the reconstructed volume f is scaled to Hounsfield unit (HU) values:
fHU(x, y, z) = 1000 + f(x, y, z)− µwater
µwater − µair , (4.12)
where µwater and µair correspond to the average grey value of water and air in the
volume f , respectively.
4.5 Experiments
Four different experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed
method. These are listed and described in more detail in Table 4.1. Note that the
first three experiments have been performed with a Siemens Artis zeego (Siemens
Healthineers AG, Forchheim, Germany). With this scanner, a short scan acquisition
that acquires 248 projection images over 200◦ on a vertical trajectory has been used.
The flat-panel detector has a size of 1240×960 pixels with an isotropic resolution of
0.308 mm. Further, the focal spot size has been set to 0.3 mm, which is the smallest size
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(a) EDP phantom. (b) Small EDP phantom.
Figure 4.8: Pictures of the EDP described in Table 4.1. The cylindric inserts
simulate the attenuation of liver, muscle, dense bone core, trabecular bone, dense
bone, breast, lung exhale, and lung.
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Figure 4.9: Exposure parameters during image acquisition. Top row: the values for
the big phantom. Bottom row: the parameters for the elliptical phantom.
available on the system. The fourth experiment has been conducted with a Siemens
Multitom Rax (Siemens Healthineers AG, Forchheim, Germany). Compared to the
previous experiments, a horizontal short scan trajectory was used, which acquired 298
projection images with a size of 1420× 1436 pixels and an isotropic pixel spacing of
0.296 mm. Independent of the system, the modulator is mounted in front of the X-ray
source, on top of the collimator housing, as depicted in Figure 4.1(a). The imaging
geometry is depicted in Figure 2.3(a).
In experiment #1 and experiment #2, the effect of the AEC is strongly noticeable.
To visualize the effect of an active AEC, the exposure parameters are plotted over
the projection number in Figure 4.9 for both experiments. Since the attenuation in
experiment #1 is uniformly high, the kVp is at a constant level of 120 kVp, as can
be seen in the top row. Contrary, the attenuation changes highly depending on the
viewing direction, which consequently leads to highly varying exposure parameters.
The modulator is shown in its mounted position on top of the X-ray source in
Figure 4.1(a). The material of the modulator is Erbium. Two different modulators
with a different block size are used in the experiments. Both have a thickness of
the semitransparent blocks of 0.0252 mm, which results in a transmission factor of
80.5% at 120 kV [Gao 11]. One modulator has an isotropic block size of 0.457 mm
and the second one a block size of 0.889 mm, which are referred to as small and large
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# Phantom Description and Aim
1 EDP phantom
(Figure 4.8(a))
The EDP (model M062, CIRS, Norfolk, VA, USA) with additional
large torso-shaped objects next to it creates a large amount of scatter.
Further, the EDP allows a quantitative evaluation. Furthermore, a
scan with and without the ASG is performed.
Aim: Evaluate the proposed method qualitatively as well as
quantitatively for a high amount of scatter. Additionally, the scan with
and without the use of the ASG allows to evaluate the performance
difference of the method in the presence of the grid.
2 EDP phantom
(Figure 4.8(b))
The small EDP with additional material next to it creates a high
variation of the exposure parameters, due to its elliptic shape, as can
be seen in Figure 4.9.
Aim: Evaluate the proposed method for highly varying exposure
parameters.
3 Porcine scan The head of a pig is scanned, which has a highly varying scatter
distribution. Note, that this study has been done with a Yorkshire pig
(approximately 50 kg), which has been approved by Stanford University
Administrative Panel on Laboratory Animal Care. Hemodynamic
monitoring has been enabled by arterial femoral access established
using percutaneous puncture.
Aim: Evaluate the proposed method on a clinically realistic data set.
4 Knee Phantom A knee phantom is scanned in order to evaluate the proposed approach
on real clinical settings for extremity imaging.
Aim: Evaluate the proposed method for the scenario of knees acquired
under weight-bearing conditions.
Table 4.1: Experiments conducted with the primary modulator.
Experiment # Reco. Size Voxelsize ζ Modulator
1 5123 0.5 mm 0.0005 small
2 5123 0.5 mm 0.002 small
3 5123 0.5 mm 0.002 small
4 5123 0.25 mm 0.002 small and large
Table 4.2: Parameters selected for the different experiments.
modulator in the following and in Table 4.2. The small modulator has already been
used for experiments performed on a table-top system [Rits 15].
4.5.1 Acquisitions and Reconstruction
For each experiment, three scans with a different setting have been acquired. The
first one is a scan of the phantom with the full FOV. This scan acts as an uncorrected
reference. The second acquisition is a slit scan, i. e. a scan with collimation that
narrows the z-aperture (roughly 20 mm collimation size). Because the irradiated
volume is reduced, also the expected scatter is lower. A smaller collimation is not
possible with the used systems. Therefore, scatter remains in these acquisitions.
Finally, the object is scanned with the modulator mounted and the full FOV. Using
these three scans, four reconstructions are compared with each other: the uncorrected
reconstruction, the slit scan reconstruction, a uniform scatter corrected reconstruction
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[Sabo 05], and the proposed approach. Note that for all reconstructions, a noise
suppression is applied, such that the resulting MTF is comparable between the
reconstructions. This is in particular required to make the quantitative evaluation
comparable to each other. The parameters for the reconstruction and the noise
suppression are listed in Table 4.2.
4.5.2 Evaluation Metrics
The reconstructions are evaluated qualitatively by visual comparison of the scatter
artifact. Additional line profile plots further help to investigate these. A line profile is
in particular beneficial to visualize the cupping artifact or the contrast differences.
Besides qualitative evaluation, the EDP phantom allows to evaluate the method
quantitatively. The homogeneous inserts and the homogeneous background in the
phantom enable the computation of the contrast of the inserts compared to the
homogeneous outer part of the phantom:
contrast = |µroi − µb| . (4.13)
The mean intensity values µroi and µb are computed inside the ROIs that are
defined in the inside of the inserts and their outside, respectively. The contrast-to-
noise ratio (CNR) is computed using the following formula, where σroi and σb are the
standard deviations of the same ROIs:
CNR = |µroi − µb|√
σ2roi+σ2b
2
. (4.14)
Furthermore, the MTF is computed for the reconstruction of experiment #1 and
experiment #2. To this end, a method as proposed in [Baer 03] is used: In a circular
region, as the inserts in the EDP phantom, line profiles are sampled over 360◦ through
the circle center perpendicular to the circle edge. This is done in the insert with the
highest contrast, as depicted in Figure 4.10(a) with the yellow lines. These lines allow
the computation of the MTF curves due to the sharp edge that is sampled. On the
MTF curve, a point is defined at which the value dropped to 50%. This value is
referred to as MTF50 in the following.
4.6 Results
4.6.1 Electron Density Phantom
Qualitative Evaluation
The central axial slices of the reconstructions of experiment #1 are presented in
Figure 4.10. The first row shows the results with the ASG in place, while the second
row depicts the results without an ASG. The first column shows the uncorrected
reconstructions. Severe scatter artifact such as cupping, dark streaks, and a loss of
contrast can be observed. These are mitigated in the slit scan reconstruction, as shown
in the second column. However, the amount of irradiated volume is still large, which
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Figure 4.10: Reconstruction results of experiment #1: Central slices and line profile
are shown. The top row shows results where an ASG has been used. In the bottom
row, no ASG has been used. From left to right reconstructions without a correction, a
slit scan acquisition, a uniform scatter corrected reconstruction, and the reconstruction
using the iPMSE algorithm are shown. Grayscale window: C = 0 HU, W = 2000 HU.
leads to a large amount of remaining scatter. In the third column, the uniform scatter
correction approach is able to reduce the scatter artifacts by a large magnitude. The
cupping is removed visually, though local artifacts such as the streaks between dense
objects remain, as indicated with the red arrow. Yet, the good performance of the
uniform scatter correction compared to the slit scan reconstruction is also based on
the design of the phantom: the large phantom produces a relatively uniformly scatter
distribution on the detector, which fits good to the model assumption (a constant
scatter across the image). In the last column, the reconstruction results created with
the proposed C-arm iPMSE approach are presented. It can be appreciated how most
of the scatter artifacts are removed. Only a slight cupping artifact is visible at the very
border of the FOV that might also result from object truncation. Comparing both
rows, no noticeable difference between the usage of the ASG is observed. The largest
difference of the ASG can be noticed for the full scan reconstructions where no scatter
correction is applied. These visual impressions are supported by the corresponding
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(a) No correction. (b) Slit scan. (c) Uniform. (d) Proposed.
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(e) Line profiles through the reconstructions.
Figure 4.11: Reconstruction results of experiment #2: Central slices and line
profile are shown. From left to right reconstructions without a correction, a slit scan
acquisition, a uniform scatter corrected reconstruction, and the reconstruction using
the iPMSE algorithm are shown. Grayscale window: C = 0 HU, W = 2000 HU.
line profiles depicted in Figure 4.10(e) and Figure 4.10(f) that are along the line
indicated in Figure 4.10(a). While for all three other reconstructions a strong cupping
artifact can be observed, the proposed method is able to reconstruct uniform values
in homogeneous areas.
Similar observations are made in experiment #2 with the smaller, more elliptic
phantom. Reconstruction results are presented in Figure 4.11. As before, without any
scatter correction, the common scatter artifacts are present. However, the amplitude
is lower as in experiment #1, which is due to the smaller object size. The second
column depicts the slit scan result, where a clear reduction of artifacts is noticeable.
However, it has to be mentioned that the additional objects next to the EDP had been
removed for the slit scan acquisition (the additional objects can be seen in the other
reconstructions). They have been left out in order to obtain a reconstruction that
shows the least amount of scatter artifacts possible in order to obtain a more valid
reference. In contrast, the uniform scatter correction approach shown in the third
column has not been able to remove the artifacts adequately. The elliptical object
shape and the high attenuation changes can not be modeled with this approach. In the
last column, the result of the proposed method shows that it has been able to suppress
most of the scatter artifacts. Note that slight streaks in the reconstruction arose from
the additional objects placed outside the FOV. These qualitative observations are
confirmed by the line profiles in Figure 4.11(e).
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Experiment No correction Slit scan Uniform C-arm iPMSE
Big phantom ASG 347.6 388.0 480.2 485.5
Big phantom no ASG 365.73 371.6 490.88 482.5
Small phantom ASG 452.7 541.6 473.1 566.8
Table 4.3: Average contrast values for experiment #1 and experiment #2.
Experiment No correction Slit scan Uniform C-arm iPMSE
Big phantom ASG 2.39 3.24 5.48 5.98
Big phantom no ASG 2.61 2.92 4.23 6.01
Small phantom ASG 2.32 6.51 3.0 8.62
Table 4.4: Average CNR for experiment #1 and experiment #2.
Quantitative Evaluation
The average contrast values are shown in Table 4.3 and the values for the CNR are
shown in Table 4.4. Without any scatter correction applied, the lowest and thus
worst contrast values are obtained. The slit scan, the uniform scatter correction and
the proposed approach significantly increase the contrast. However, the benefit of
the proposed approach is more prominent in the CNR values. Here, superior results
are achieved in all experiments. These results also follow the visual impression. As
mentioned earlier, the MTF50 value is computed for each reconstruction and shown in
Table 4.5. A high MTF50 value indicates a sharper image. In contrast, a low MTF50
indicates a limited resolution. These values enable a more valid comparison of the
CNR values. This is discussed in more detail in the next section.
Influence of the Noise Suppression on the MTF
In Figure 4.12, reconstruction results of experiment #1 are shown with a varying
regularization strength ζ of the noise suppression. In Figure 4.12(a) the result
without any regularization is shown. It can be clearly seen that the benefit of scatter
correction is lost without a suitable noise suppression, since the noise dominates. With
an increasing value of ζ, the noise reduces. Note, however, that the noise suppression
negatively affects the resolution. This trade-off is measured and shown in the MTF
curves in Figure 4.12(g). Additionally, the MTF50 values are calculated (cf. Table
4.6). This reveals that a high noise suppression results in reconstructions that lose
sharpness but gain contrast visibility. Therefore, it has to be considered that a strictly
separated evaluation of the scatter correction is hardly possible.
Experiment No correction Slit scan Uniform C-arm iPMSE
Big phantom ASG 0.58 0.47 0.38 0.46
Big phantom no ASG 0.48 0.48 0.38 0.38
Small phantom ASG 0.56 0.69 0.33 0.43
Table 4.5: Value of the MTF50 for each of the phantom experiments.
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(a) ζ= 0. (b) ζ= 0.0001. (c) ζ= 0.0003. (d) ζ= 0.0005. (e) ζ= 0.001. (f) ζ= 0.002.
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(g) MTF curves for various regularization strength.
Figure 4.12: Evaluation of the influence of the noise suppression that is executed
after the scatter correction. With an increasing regularization strength ζ, noise is
suppressed but resolution is decreased. A trade-off between noise suppression and
image sharpness has to be done. This can also be monitored with the MTF as seen at
the bottom. Grayscale window: C = 0 HU, W = 2000 HU.
ζ = 0.0001 ζ = 0.0003 ζ = 0.0005 ζ = 0.001 ζ = 0.002
CNR 2.57 4.37 5.93 8.31 11.48
MTF50 0.79 0.53 0.42 0.33 0.28
Table 4.6: Trade-off between CNR and MTF depending on the noise suppression
strength.
4.6.2 Porcine Data
Slices of the reconstruction in axial, sagittal, as well as coronal direction of experiment
#3 are shown in Figure 4.13. In this data set, more anatomical structures as in
the previous experiments can be examined. As before, the typical scatter correction
artifacts can be seen clearly in the slices of the first column, if no scatter correction
is applied. Using a slit scan acquisition, the scatter artifacts can be suppressed
clearly. The uniform scatter correction is merely able to suppress the scatter artifacts
compared to the proposed approach that is presented in the last column. Also, note
the increased contrast of the bones in these reconstructions and the more accurate
reconstruction of the air, as indicated with the red arrow.
4.6.3 Knee Phantom
In experiment #4, a knee phantom is acquired in a setup as it is found in imaging
under weight-bearing conditions. Axial and sagittal slices of the reconstruction are
shown in Figure 4.14. In the first column, the uncorrected reconstruction is shown. A
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(a) No correction. (b) Slit scan. (c) Uniform. (d) Proposed.
Figure 4.13: Reconstruction results of experiment #3. Axial (top), sagittal (middle),
and coronal (bottom) slices of the head of the porcine data set are shown. From
left to right reconstructions without a correction, a slit scan acquisition, a uniform
scatter corrected reconstruction, and the reconstruction using the iPMSE algorithm
are shown. Grayscale window: C = 100 HU, W = 800 HU.
slight cupping artifact can be observed towards the object boundary. The expression
of the artifact is weaker than before, which might be due to the smaller object size. In
the axial slices, streak artifacts can be seen, whereas in the sagittal slices prominent
shadow artifacts can be observed, as indicated with the red arrows and also visible
in the zoomed region. In the second column, the slit scan reconstruction is shown,
in which the artifacts could be slightly suppressed, yet, all previously mentioned
artifacts are present. The results of the uniform scatter correction, shown in the third
column, was further able to reduce these artifacts. The most distinct artifacts are
streaks around the object boundaries, that result in shadow artifacts in the sagittal
slices. The last two columns show results achieved with the primary modulator scatter
correction with the large and the small modulator pattern, respectively. While some
illumination inhomogeneities remain, the streaks artifacts and the shadow artifacts
could be removed substantially.
Additional to the reconstruction results, the estimated primary and scatter with
their resulting SPR are shown in Figure 4.15 for example projections across the 200◦
trajectory. Note that the primary signal appears darker since the scatter signal has
been subtracted from the measured signal. The potential of the modulator-based
method is apparent in the scatter images, where local varying scatter distributions
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(a) Uncorrected. (b) Slit scan. (c) Uniform. (d) Large mod. (e) Small mod.
Figure 4.14: Reconstruction results of experiment #4. From left to right reconstruc-
tions without a correction, a slit scan acquisition, a uniform scatter corrected recon-
struction, and the reconstruction using the iPMSE algorithm are shown. Grayscale
window for the full FOV images: C = 0 HU, W = 2000 HU. Grayscale window for
the zoomed regions: C = 500 HU, W = 1400 HU.
can be estimated. For example, the shadow of the femur is visible in the scatter image
of Example 1.
4.7 Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter, first results of a primary modulator-based scatter correction on a
clinical C-arm CBCT system have been presented. The method showed promising
results for different phantoms using two different scanners. It has been demonstrated
that a large amount of scatter can be corrected (experiment #1) as well as situations
with a highly varying scatter distribution across the projection (experiment #2 and
#3). Especially, the experiment with the knee phantom showed the ability of the
method in estimating a local varying scatter distribution. Thus, the proposed method
has shown to be a suitable candidate for scatter correction in CBCT extremity imaging.
Overall, the scatter artifacts, especially the cupping and the shadow artifacts, could be
reduced remarkably. The results were also superior to the slit scan reconstruction with
the advantage of scanning the full FOV. The implementation on a clinical scanner
required additional processing steps to compensate for the AEC and the system
instabilities. This has been achieved by the establishment of a modulator database, a
reference modulator creation step, and a modulator-projection registration step.
The evaluation of the proposed methods was difficult, since no ground truth scatter
signal or a scatter free reconstruction was available. The slit scan contained still too
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Figure 4.15: Example projections of the measured, the primary, the scatter, and
the resultant SPR. Note that the measured and the primary projections are shown in
the same grayscale window. Therefore, the latter appear brighter since the scatter
has been subtracted.
much scatter to act as a reference. Furthermore, the following noise suppression and the
ring artifact correction also influenced the final results and thus a separated evaluation
of the scatter estimation could not be guaranteed. Also, the noise suppression, with its
regularization parameter ζ, reduces the noise in the image but also reduces the image
sharpness at the same time. This requires a trade-off between the image sharpness
and the contrast. One possibility is to define this application specific or task-based
[Dang 16].
Despite the promising results, the proposed method has some drawbacks. One is
the amount of parameters that have to be set empirically. These are for example the
patch size, the size of the median and Gaussian filter to smooth the scatter estimate,
and the median filter on the deformation field. Residual modulator pattern may remain
in the estimated primary signal, as shown in Figure 4.7(b). This indicates a wrong
scatter estimate and furthermore propagates to ring artifacts in the reconstruction.
Remaining pattern also appears in the outside region of the object, as shown in Figure
4.16. Here, the same zoomed region of a projection is shown in a different grayscale
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.16: The same projection image in a different grayscale window is show.
This highlights the different success of the scatter estimation in the different projection
regions: While in the central area of the object (b), the modulator pattern disappeared,
parts of the modulator pattern remain at the border outline (a).
window. As can be seen, modulator pattern remains at the object boundary. Also,
streak artifacts introduced due to photon starvation, i. e. only a small amount of
photons measured on the detector, are amplified by the scatter correction, since even
more of the measured signal is subtracted. This is, however, a general issue in scatter
correction. It has to be ensured that the primary signal is always positive. Lastly,
the block matching registration is a computational expensive operation that currently
does not meet the requirements for a clinical employment of the method. In the
experiments with and without the ASG, no noticeable performance differences of the
proposed method has been observed. A possible improvement of the scatter estimation
robustness could be done by calculating the scatter in overlapping patches and average
the estimates. The modulator itself also produces scatter and beam hardening, which
is not compensated in the proposed approach. Possibles solutions to compensate these
effects are proposed in [Horv 16] and [Zhu 16, Grim 12], respectively.
Overall, this method is a promising approach to measure and compensate scatter in
X-ray projections, that proved to reduce the scatter artifacts in the final reconstructions
substantially. For the application of imaging under weight-bearing conditions, and to
potentially to other CBCT imaging protocols, this method has demonstrated to be a
suitable candidate for scatter correction.
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5.1 Introduction
Involuntary patient motion in CBCT acquisitions performed under weight-bearing
conditions decreases the image quality of reconstructions, as motivated already in
Section 1.1.3 and Section 2.5. One of the state-of-the-art motion correction methods
uses fiducial markers that are placed on the patient’s skin (cf. to Section 2.5.4). Despite
its good performance, the method is associated with some disadvantages. First of
all, the marker placement interrupts the clinical workflow, is time-consuming, and is
connected to patient discomfort. Furthermore, an accurate placement is cumbersome,
because their projection should be evenly distributed across the acquired image and
must not overlap. Additionally, the metallic markers modify the projections, which
leads to metal artifacts. To summarize, this method is tedious and thus marker-free
methods are in general favored.
As an alternative, a marker-less solution to estimate and compensate patient
motion in acquisitions under weight-bearing conditions is proposed in this thesis. The
idea is to utilize a range camera that observes the patient’s knee surface simultaneously
to the CBCT acquisition. A range camera delivers depth images of the scene that can
be transformed into point clouds. The key hypothesis is that the reconstruction of
the knee surface using point cloud registration between consecutive acquired frames
yields transformations that correspond to the involuntary patient motion. This motion
estimate finally enables motion corrected image reconstruction. The availability of
depth information already made range imaging (RI) attractive for various other
applications in the clinical environment (cf. Section 2.5.2). In one of these approaches,
an RGBD camera has been used to improve CBCT iterative image reconstruction, as
described in Section 2.5.3.
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detector
source
b) static positiona) dynamic position
Figure 5.1: Imaging setup of a CBCT system and a range camera. This enables the
acquisition of projection images and depth frames simultaneously [Bier 17c]. While
the C-arm rotates and acquires images, a range camera placed either on the floor or
the X-ray source observes the same scene.
This chapter begins with Section 5.2, in which the imaging setup and geometry
is described. In this context, the influence of the camera position on various
methodological and technical properties is discussed, also with respect towards a
clinical setting. This is followed by Section 5.3, where the actual motion estimation
step based on point cloud registration is introduced. Here, an iterative closest point
(ICP) and a probabilistic-based registration approach are explained. In Section 5.4,
the results of the feasibility study are presented. Subsequently, the conclusions drawn
from the simulations are applied to a real clinical CBCT acquisition setup (cf. Section
5.5). The chapter end with a discussion in Section 5.6.
5.2 Imaging Setup
The imaging setup is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The patient is standing in the isocenter
of the C-arm system. While the C-arm, on which the X-ray source and the flat
panel detector are mounted, rotates horizontally around the patient, a range camera
observes the patient’s knee surface at the same time. In Figure 5.2, example images
acquired by the C-arm and the depth camera are shown. In this study, two possible
camera positions are investigated that are referred to as static and dynamic in the
following and describe the position on the floor in front of the patient and mounted
on the C-arm, respectively. Additionally, both systems need to be synchronized and
cross-calibrated. To this end, both setups are evaluated with respect to different
aspects that are discussed in the following:
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(a) Projection. (b) Depth image. (c) Point Cloud.
Figure 5.2: Projection image, depth image, and point cloud of a knee acquired
simultaneously with the setup shown in Figure 5.1. Note that the point cloud has
been generated from the depth image.
• Motion Estimation: In the static position, the range camera observes the
object from the same direction during the entire scan. This is fundamentally
different for the dynamic position since the camera rotates with the C-arm
system. In consequence, a slightly different segment of the object is observed,
which leads to an acquired set of partial overlapping point clouds. This increases
the complexity of the registration. In particular, in the case of the cylindrical
knee surface that only has few prominent features, ambiguities for the solution
of the point cloud reconstruction might exist.
• Calibration: A calibration between both imaging systems is required to enable
the integration of the estimated motion into the CBCT reconstruction. Assuming
a rigid configuration between the detector and the range camera as in the dynamic
scenario, only a single transformation has to be estimated. The static scenario
requires a calibration to every position of the trajectory.
• Object Occlusion: The medical environment is unpredictable. Medical staff,
patient clothing, or the C-arm itself might occlude the line of sight of the
camera. Partially or completely missing frames have a substantial effect on the
registration and thus also on the motion estimation. In both scenarios, occlusion
can occur. While at the dynamic position the second leg might hinder the sight
onto the knee surface, the C-arm itself or other equipment can disturb the view
at the static position.
• Spatial Requirements: In a clinical environment, space is a valuable resource.
The placement on the floor requires a high amount of space that furthermore also
entails the risk of being bumped, which, as a consequence, would require a re-
calibration. Compared to that, the mounting on the C-arm is more space-saving
and the risk of being hit involuntarily is lower.
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5.3 Motion Estimation Using Point Cloud Registra-
tion
5.3.1 Mathematical Notations
A set of acquired point clouds is denoted as H and a single point cloud of this set is
denoted as Hn ∈ ROn×6, where On is the number of points of the n-th frame/point
cloud. Each row of this matrix represents a vector hno = [xno,nno] ∈ R6, where
xno ∈ R3 represents the spatial position of the point and nno ∈ R3 represents its
associated surface normal vector with o ∈ [1, ..., On] being the index of a point of the
n-th point cloud. Let tˆ(hno,T) : R3 → R3 be a function that transforms a point hno
using the rigid transformation T. The closest point of hno in another point cloud
according to a distance measure (e. g. the nearest neighbor) is denoted as hˆo ∈ R3.
5.3.2 Point Cloud Registration using ICP
ICP Algorithm
The ICP is one of the most famous point cloud registration algorithms. The tradi-
tional point-to-point ICP algorithm minimizes the distances between the points of
a source and a target point cloud Hˆ in an iterative manner. After having defined
correspondences between points with minimal distances of the two point sets, a rigid
transformation is computed by minimizing the squared distances between these pairs.
A more advanced variation of the ICP minimizes the point-to-plane distances [Bell 14].
This strategy is supposed to be more robust, since in real world scenarios it is very
unlikely to sample the exact same two points in both sets. The ICP optimization
function can be formulated as:
Tn = ICP (Hn, Hˆ) = argmin
Tn
On∑
o=1
||(tˆ(hno,Tn)− hˆo)nˆo|| , (5.1)
where hˆo is the closest point in the target point cloud Hˆ and nˆo its corresponding
normal vector. Considering the surface information of the target point reduces the
sensitivity of the algorithm to noise.
Application on the Knee Surface Data
The ICP is applied pair-wise between two point clouds. For the two different positions
of the range camera, the algorithm has to be applied in a different fashion. As in
the static scenario the same scene is observed in each frame, every point cloud is
registered to the first frame that acts as a reference position for the algorithm:
Tn = ICP (Hn,H1) . (5.2)
In contrast, the scene changes continuously in the dynamic scenario, which makes
it not feasible to register all frames to the first one, since frames far apart from each
other do not have any overlapping areas. This would result in wrong estimations.
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Hence, the registration of a point cloud is done with its preceding frame and all
estimated transformations are concatenated:
Tn =
n∏
nˆ=2
ICP (Hnˆ,Hnˆ−1) . (5.3)
Note that this concatenation can lead to the propagation of registration errors
that potentially results in a drift in the estimated parameters.
5.3.3 Point Cloud Registration using Hybrid Mixture Models
A pair-wise registration has disadvantages, such as the mentioned drift. For this reason,
group-wise registration methods are in general favorable since they can provide a more
unbiased transformation when registering all the samples into a common reference
frame. In Ravikumar et al. [Ravi 17, Ravi 16], a group-wise probabilistic registration
approach is proposed, where the point positions, as well as their associated surface
normal vectors are considered. Probabilistic methods have the ability to handle samples
with different cardinalities without the consideration of establishing correspondences,
e. g. based on the point-to-plane distance. Furthermore, they are supposed to have
a lower sensitivity to noise and outliers in the underlying data, which are typically
the major issues of ICP-based approaches. Additionally, the authors state that their
method is suitable for data with partial overlap of the samples.
Hybrid Mixture Model-based Group-Wise Registration
The registration task is cast to a probability density estimation problem that is
solved by optimizing the log-likelihood function. The set of hybrid point clouds H
is jointly registered and clustered using a hybrid mixture model (HMM) consisting
of C mixture components. It is assumed that the point clouds and their points
are independent and identically distributed. This allows to approximate the joint
probability of the point positions and surface normals as a product of their individual
conditional densities. The spatial positions are modeled as Student’s t-distribution,
denoted as S and the normals as Von-Mises-Fisher distributions, denoted as F . The
set of unknown parameters associated with these distributions are denoted as Θp and
Θn for the positions and the directional data, respectively. This leads to the following
log-likelihood function to be optimized:
log p(H|Θp,Θn) =
N∑
n=1
On∑
o=1
log
C∑
c=1
picS(xno|Θp)F(nno|Θn) , (5.4)
where c is the index for the respective mixture component and pic is the associated
coefficient of the component. A solution of Equation 5.4 is achieved by expectation
maximization (EM). EM consists of an expectation step, in which the class member-
ships Ponm are evaluated, and a maximization step, in which the estimated probabilities
are used to update the transformations Tn and the model parameters (Θp,Θn). The
maximization step Q formulates as:
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Q(tt+1,Θt+1p ,Θt+1n |tt,Θtp,Θtn)
=
N∑
n=1
On∑
o=1
C∑
c=1
Ponm
(−||xno −Rnmpc − tn||2
2σ2d
+ κc(Rnmnc )Tnno
)
. (5.5)
In this equation, mpc and σ2d are the mean and the variance of the spatial positions
for the Student’s t-distribution, respectively. mnc and κc are the mean surface normal
directions and the concentration around the means for the Fisher distributions,
respectively. The concentration κc behaves analogous to the precision of a Gaussian
distribution: a high κc indicates a high agreement of the normals in the mean direction.
Implementation details can be found in [Ravi 17].
Application on the Knee Surface Data
As for the ICP algorithm, the HMM-based approach has to be applied differently
on the two distinct range camera positions. For the static position, the group-wise
registration could be employed directly on the acquired frames, since each view
represents the same region of the knee. For the dynamic scenario, the application
is, however, more difficult, since, due to the moving camera, the observed frames of
the knee contain partial overlap with one another. As a result, the joint registration
of all frames can not be employed directly because this would result in a solution of
transformations that would maximize the overlap between these views, rather than
reconstructing the true object shape. These transformations would not reflect the
patient motion that happened between these frames. As the group-wise registration
requires a mean template to which all samples are registered to, a priori estimation of
the mean template that represents the full three-dimensional knee shape was necessary,
which is obtained by clustering the point clouds of the dynamic views. Subsequently,
this mean shape acts as a reference for the following group-wise registration.
5.3.4 Image Reconstruction
The obtained set of transformations T can subsequently be integrated into the motion
corrected reconstruction, as described in Equation 2.18. Following, the object is
reconstructed with the FDK algorithm (cf. Section 2.3.2). The volumes have a
size of 7003 voxels with an isotropic voxel size of 0.25 mm. Note, that the resulting
reconstructions are shifted in the volume due to the integrated motion. For qualitative
and quantitative comparison, all volumes are rigidly registered to each other using
the software 3DSlicer [Kiki 14].
5.4 Feasibility Study
In a first attempt, the feasibility of the proposed method is evaluated in a simulation
study. In that, the two possible range camera positions are combined with the two
different point cloud registration methods and evaluated on two different phantom
data sets.
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5.4.1 Data Generation and Experiments
X-ray projection images and point clouds are generated that depict a human knee at
the same time point and in the same motion state. This requires a trajectory for the
X-ray system and the range camera. Furthermore, a motion is required, which must
be integrated into the simulation. These aspects are described in the following.
Data Generation
• Simulated Motion: Prior to data generation, a ground truth motion has to
be defined. The motion used in this work is real knee motion of a standing
patient, which has been acquired with a VICON motion capture system (Vicon
Motion Systems Ltd, Oxford, UK). From this, a set of transformations T vicon is
obtained that contains a single transformation Tviconn for each n-th frame. All
transformations are relative to the first transformation of the set (Tvicon1 ). Since
these transformations have been measured from a standing human subject, they
reflect a characteristic and realistic motion that can be expected during imaging
under weight-bearing conditions.
• Trajectories: Calibrated projection matrices of a CBCT system operated on
an horizontal trajectory have been used. To integrate the motion, this trajectory
is corrupted using the set of transformations T vicon as described in Section
2.3.3: Pˆn = Pn ·Tviconn , where Pˆ is a single projection matrix of the simulated
motion corrupted trajectory Pˆ . The same is done for the dynamic range camera
trajectory, since they are rigidly connected on the same orbit. For the static
range camera, the projection matrix corresponding to the anterior viewing
direction is selected and manipulated accordingly: Pˆn = Panterior ×Tviconn .
• X-ray Projections: Motion corrupted X-ray projection images are obtained
by forward projection of a volume with the set of motion corrupted projection
matrices Pˆ . In total, N = 248 projections are generated with a size of 1240×960
pixels and an isotropic pixel spacing of 0.308 mm.
• Point Clouds: For the creation of the point clouds, the volume was transformed
rigidly for each discrete time step. The visible surface of the volume is then
sampled using a ray casting approach that starts at the camera center defined
by the projection matrix of the current range camera position. The projective
geometry of the range camera is modeled with properties similar to the Microsoft
Kinect v2 [Wase 16, Furs 16]: the samples lie on a grid structure with a distance
of adjacent points in the isocenter of the C-arm of approximately 1.4 mm. The
depth resolution is 1 mm with a camera distance of 75 cm that corresponds to
the SID distance. For both, the static and the dynamic camera position, the
settings are the same, only a different trajectory has been applied. Same as
for the X-ray projections, N = 248 point clouds are generated, which contain
approximately 8000 points per knee surface. Note, however, that this number
changes from view to view. In one experiment, noise is simulated. This is done
by adding noise on the depth component of the point cloud. To this end, noise
is sampled from a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 1 mm.
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Experiments
Evaluation is performed on the two following data sets:
• High Quality Supine Reconstruction: The first volume is a high quality
reconstruction of a human knee acquired in supine configuration on a CBCT
system (cf. Section 1.1.3). The volume has a size of 7003 pixels with an isotropic
voxel resolution of 0.25 mm. From this data set, a set of point clouds with and
without noise is created.
• XCAT Phantom: The XCAT phantom [Sega 10] has been used to simulate a
knee with a knee flexion of 40◦. The trajectory has been created using CONRAD
[Maie 13], such that the knee of interest is in the FOV and not occluded by the
second knee of the XCAT phantom. Note that this is different compared to the
supine reconstruction, in which only one leg is visible.
For the evaluation, the following reconstructions are computed. A motion free
volume is reconstructed that acts as ground truth. Furthermore, the corrupted data
set is also reconstructed without any correction and with a marker-based motion
compensation (cf. Section 2.5.4). The marker-based approach can be applied, since the
supine knee acquisition contains metallic fiducials and markers have been simulated in
the XCAT phantom. The proposed approach is used to generate four reconstructions,
which are the permutations between the static or the dynamic position and the
ICP-based or the HMM-based registration.
5.4.2 Evaluation Metrics
The performance of the resulting reconstructions is evaluated in a qualitative and
quantitative comparison with the motion free reference reconstruction. For the
quantitative evaluation, the structural similarity (SSIM) is used that has been proposed
by Wang et al. [Wang 04]. This metric can be used for 2-D and 3-D image functions
f(x) : RZ → R and r(x) : RZ → R as:
SSIM(f, r) = (2µfµr + C1)(2σfr + C2)(µ2f + µ2r + C1)(σ2f + σ2r + C2)
. (5.6)
µf and µr are the mean intensities of the object function and the reference function
over all positions, respectively. Similar, σf and σr are the standard deviations in the
same regions. Additionally, two constants, C1 and C2, are used that improve the
stability of the metric for the case that µ2f + µ2r or σ2f + σ2r is close to zero. These
are set, according to the suggestions in the original paper, to C1 = (0.01Y ) and
C2 = (0.03Y ), where Y is the maximum possible range of intensities in the object
function. Compared to another popular metric, the mean squared error, the SSIM
is supposed to reflect the perceptual characteristics motivated by the human visual
system more accurately [Wang 04].
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(a) Reference. (b) Uncorrected. (c) Marker-based.
(d) ICP, static. (e) HMM, static. (f) ICP, dynamic. (g) HMM, dynamic.
Figure 5.3: Reconstruction results of the simulated knee acquisition are shown. In
the top row, the motion free reference reconstruction (a), the uncorrected motion
corrupted reconstruction (b), and the reconstruction that has been corrected with the
marker-based approach (c) are depicted. In the bottom row, the range imaging-based
reconstructions are displayed. (d) and (e) represent the results for the static scenario,
whereas (f) and (g) show the results for the dynamic scenario.
5.4.3 Results
Simulated Knee Acquisition
Axial slices of the reconstruction results of the simulation-based supine knee acquisition
are presented in Figure 5.3. In Figure 5.3(a) the motion free reference reconstruction
and in Figure 5.3(b) the uncorrected reconstruction is shown. Distinct motion artifacts
are present in the uncorrected reconstruction, which are mainly dominated by streaks
along bone edges and discontinuous bone contours, as indicated with the red arrow.
Furthermore, fine structures get blurred out, as the bone calcification inside of the
yellow dotted box. The marker-based motion corrected reconstruction is depicted in
Figure 5.3(c). The bone contours could be reconstructed consistently and most of
the streaks are suppressed. However, distinct streaks from the top right direction
are visible. These result from overlapping markers in the projection images that
lead to erroneous motion estimates from this direction. The reconstruction results
achieved with the range imaging approach are shown in the bottom row. Here, the
first two images depict the results of the ICP and the HMM-based registration for the
static camera positions. As for the marker-based reconstruction, most of the motion
artifacts could be removed substantially. However, streaks remain in the HMM-based
reconstruction. The results for the dynamic range camera position are presented
in the last two images. Since this scenario is more complicated, due to the partial
overlap of the point clouds, errors remain in the estimation that lead to streaks in the
reconstruction. These are more distinct for the ICP-based correction, as indicated with
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(a) ICP, static. (b) HMM, static. (c) ICP, dynamic. (d) HMM, dynamic.
Figure 5.4: Reconstruction results of the proposed methods are shown under the
influence of noise on the point cloud data.
Method Dataset 1 with noise Dataset 2
Uncorrected 0.93 - 0.81
Marker 0.98 - 0.98
ICP static 0.99 0.95 0.99
Probabilistic static 0.98 0.98 0.99
ICP dynamic 0.94 0.94 0.95
Probabilistic dynamic 0.96 0.97 0.94
Table 5.1: SSIM values for the reconstructions of the simulations based on a supine
knee acquisition that are shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4.
the red arrows. Furthermore, in the zoomed region, the bone calcification could be
reconstructed more clearly. Visually, the best result is obtained with the static camera
position and the ICP-based registration, however, compared to the uncompensated
reconstruction, all the proposed methods were able to reduce the motion artifacts
substantially.
The SSIM values corresponding to the reconstructions can be found in Table 5.1.
For this, each reconstruction is compared to the motion free reference reconstruction.
As the reconstructions indicate, if no correction is applied, the worst result is obtained.
Contrarily, the best result is obtained with the ICP-based registration in the static
camera setup.
Influence of Noise in the Point Clouds
In Figure 5.4, the reconstruction results of the proposed methods are compared under
the influence of noise present in the point clouds. Both ICP-based reconstructions
show noticeably more motion artifacts compared to the noise-free data set. In contrast,
the reconstructions obtained with the HMM-based point cloud registration show fewer
streaks and also nearly no difference to the noise-free acquisitions. The respective
SSIM values shown in Table 5.1 endorse this observation: While the values for the
ICP-based registration decrease, the values for the HMM-based results stay constant
and even increase slightly for the dynamic case.
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Figure 5.5: Estimated motion parameters of the experiments with the simulations
based on a supine knee acquisition. In the top row, the rotational parameters are
shown, while the bottom row depicts the translational components. The marker-based
and the proposed approaches are compared to the ground truth motion signal that
has been used to create the corrupted scans.
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Comparison of Estimated Motion Parameters
In Figure 5.5, the estimated motion parameters, which have been integrated into
the reconstructions (cf. Figure 5.3), are plotted over all frames and compared to
the ground truth motion signal. The plot depicts the rotations and translations
in the top and bottom row respectively. Note that x and y span the axial plane
of the reconstruction shown before and z is along the rotation axis of the system.
Furthermore, a constant offset of the estimations compared to the ground truth results
from different reference points of the respective optimization approaches, e. g. the
ICP-based optimization has the first frame as a reference and therefore all parameters
start at zero. For the reconstruction, an offset leads to a shift in the volume, which
may cause cone-beam artifacts. However, for a small offset, these artifacts can be
neglected.
The parameters obtained by the marker-based estimation follow the ground truth
motion well, except of some heavy outliers. These correspond to frames in which
some projected markers overlap in the projection image. This consequently leads to
errors in the correspondences between them and therefore to errors in the estimations.
These are also the views that are responsible for the streaks observed earlier in Figure
5.3(c). Comparing the ICP with the HMM estimations, it can be seen that the latter
contains more noise. Additionally, the estimations for the z-direction show the least
agreement with the ground truth. Also, the susceptibility of the ICP estimation to
the propagation of errors due to the concatenation of transformations for the dynamic
position gets apparent, which expresses in a drift that increases with an increasing
projection number.
XCAT simulation
The results of the XCAT simulation experiment are presented in Figure 5.6. As before,
the top row depicts the motion free reference reconstruction, the motion corrupted
reconstruction, and the marker-based results. The motion corrupted reconstruction
contains heavy streak artifacts that could be suppressed by the marker-based approach
as well as with the proposed approaches shown in the bottom row. Visual similar
results are achieved for the marker-based and the ICP-based results, whereas the
results of the probabilistic based registration is slightly worse. These observations
also match with the SSIM values (cf. Table 5.1).
5.4.4 Discussion and Conclusion
In this feasibility study, a novel approach to estimate patient motion in CBCT
acquisitions performed under weight-bearing conditions has been investigated. To this
end, it has been proposed to utilize a range camera that is placed in front of the patient
or on the C-arm directly. The obtained point clouds acquired simultaneously to the
X-ray projections allow estimating motion by performing point cloud registration.
This yields an estimate of the patient motion that, subsequently, can be integrated
into the reconstruction. Compared to the state-of-the-art marker-based approach, a
comparable image quality could be achieved, without the need for the tedious marker
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(a) Reference. (b) Uncorrected. (c) Marker-based.
(d) ICP, static. (e) HMM, static. (f) ICP, dynamic. (g) HMM, dynamic.
Figure 5.6: Axial slices of reconstructions of the XCAT phantom are presented. In
the top row, the motion free reference reconstruction (a), the uncorrected motion
corrupted reconstruction (b), and the reconstruction that has been corrected with
the marker-based approach (c) are depicted. In the bottom row, the range imaging
based reconstructions are shown. (d) and (e) correspond to the results for the static
scenario, whereas (f) and (g) to the results for the dynamic scenario.
placement. A common ICP and a probabilistic point cloud registration approach have
been evaluated.
In most cases, the proposed approaches were able to estimate the simulated patient
motion. One observation is that the rotation around the z-axis is more noisy compared
to the others. This might be explained by the cylindrical shape of the knee that has no
distinct features in this direction and thus a change of the parameter in this direction
has little influence on the cost function. Also, the motion signals estimated by the
group-wise registration show more noise than the results of the pairwise ICP. This
might be a consequence of the method implementation: all point clouds are registered
to a mean shape. Due to the computational complexity, this mean shape consists
of fewer points than the total number of points available in a single point cloud,
namely 1000. Hence, less information is used to perform the registration. However,
using the mean shape has the advantage of estimating a drift-free estimation results.
In contrast, the ICP method suffered from drift for the dynamic camera scenario.
Finally, the simulation did not consider sensor noise, measurement accuracy, and
additional physical artifacts such as intensity or temperature related errors, outliers,
or multi-path effects yet [Baue 13, Furs 16].
The study reveals insights for the upcoming design of a real data experiment:
Although the best results have been achieved with the ICP approach and the
range camera in the static scenario, this might not be the favorable option for
the deployment on a clinical scanner. Considering the spatial constraints and the
higher risk of occlusion, the static camera position seems not feasible. To this end, the
dynamic scenario is the only valid choice. In this, the ICP-based approach has shown
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susceptibility to error concatenation resulting in a drift of the signal. Furthermore,
in real data acquisitions, noise is expected to be present in the point clouds. In this
scenario, the probabilistic method proved to be more robust and is therefore used to
estimate motion for the upcoming experiments on real clinical scanner.
5.5 Employment on a Clinical C-arm Scanner
The observations of the feasibility study are transferred to the deployment to a clinical
C-arm setup. For this purpose, the dynamic range camera scenario is used, where
the range camera is placed on the X-ray detector. A knee phantom is scanned under
the influence of motion. Since a heavy drift is apparent in the signal of the ICP
estimation, the probabilistic registration framework is used to perform the point cloud
registration.
5.5.1 Data Acquisition
The imaging setup consists of a mobile C-arm system (Arcadis Orbic 3D, Siemens
Healthineers AG, Forchheim, Germany) and a range camera mounted on the image
intensifier (Intel RealSense SR300, Intel, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The C-arm system
has a detector that captures projection images with a size of 1024×1024 pixels with
an isotropic pixel resolution of 0.22 mm. On the trajectory, 100 images are acquired
with a total scan time of 60 seconds. The range camera is capable of acquiring RGB
and depth images with a sampling frequency of 8.3 frames per second. The range
camera computes depth images using an infrared projector and an infrared camera.
They have a resolution of 640×480 pixels. The viewing direction of the depth camera
aligns with the isocenter of the C-arm. More detailed information on the system setup
can be found in the work of Fotouhi et al. [Foto 17].
Experiments
For the experiment, a phantom is built that consists of ballistic gel cast into the
shape of a knee with two bones embedded, which mimic the knee joint with the
femur and the tibia. Additionally, fiducial markers are attached to the bone surface
before casting. These allow a comparison to the marker-based motion correction
method. Furthermore, two screws are inserted into the bone ends that allow to place
the phantom horizontally inside the C-arm scanner. The C-arm acquires projections
on a vertical trajectory with the knee phantom horizontally placed in the isocenter.
A motion free reference as well as a motion corrupted acquisition is performed. For
the latter, motion is applied on the knee phantom using a stick attached to the
screw on one side of the phantom. These acquisitions allow to compute a static
reference reconstruction, a motion corrupted reconstruction, a marker-based motion
compensated reconstruction, as well as a reconstruction obtained using the proposed
approach.
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Figure 5.7: C-arm and range camera trajectories in their joint coordinate system.
The green cameras indicate the X-ray source positions, while the red cameras depict
the range camera position. Over the temporal duration of the rotation, the camera
objects are colored darker.
5.5.2 Cross-calibration and Synchronization
To integrate the estimated motion into the reconstruction, the coordinate system of
the depth camera has to be aligned with the coordinate system of the C-arm. This
one lies in the isocenter of the manufacturer-calibrated short scan trajectory, which
consists of N projection matrices Pn with n ∈ [1, ..., N ]. For the cross-calibration, the
same world points must be detectable with both imaging modalities. This is achieved
by using a calibration pattern that consists of a checkerboard with its corners visible in
the X-ray projection images as well as in the infrared signal of the range camera. The
cross-calibration yields a single transformation Tcc ∈ R4×4 that defines the relation of
the range camera to the X-ray source. A detailed description of the calibration can
be found in [Foto 17]. Applying Tcc on the calibrated C-arm trajectory results in the
trajectory of the range camera with its projection matrices PRn :
PRn = Pn ·Tcc . (5.7)
Each 10-th camera position of both trajectories are plotted in Figure 5.7. The red
camera symbols indicate the range camera, whereas the green cameras represent the
position of the X-ray source. As a next step, both systems are synchronized in order
to assign the respective depth frame to its corresponding projection matrix. This is
established by using the X-ray pulse signal of the C-arm system, which indicates the
time point of an X-ray image acquisition.
5.5.3 Data Processing
Each depth frame acquired with the range camera has a size of 640×480 pixels, where
at each pixel position (u, v) a depth value corresponding to the scene is stored. Each
of these values is converted into a 3-D world point xno = [x, y, z] of a point cloud.
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(a) Initial point clouds. (b) Refined point clouds. (c) Estimated mean shape.
Figure 5.8: Initial and refined point clouds.
They are obtained using the intrinsic parameters of the range camera that contain
the focal distance fx and fy as well as the focal point cu and cv:
x = (u− cu) · d(u, v) · (1/fx) (5.8)
y = (v − cv) · d(u, v) · (1/fy) (5.9)
z = d(u, v) . (5.10)
The obtained point clouds are, at this point, all in the coordinate system of the
range camera and have to be transformed into the world coordinate system defined by
the C-arm trajectory. Since the range camera trajectory already refers to this, each
point of the n-th point cloud is transformed with its corresponding projection matrix
PRn at position n:
x′no = PˆRn · xno . (5.11)
This yields point clouds centered around the origin of the coordinate system. In
Figure 5.8(a), each 10-th point cloud is shown for the data set without any motion
applied. In theory, the point clouds should form a closed shape, each point cloud
extending its previous. However, they deviate from each other and thus they do not
overlap consistently. This can be explained by the non-rigid relation between the
range camera and the X-ray system that results from deformation of the C-arm during
rotation. To this end, the calibration is refined.
Refine Calibration
The trajectory of the range camera is refined by performing point cloud registration
on a static point cloud set. This is done using the hybrid mixture model presented
in Section 5.3.3. The mechanical deformation for each position is denoted as a
transformation Ts ∈ R4×4. Applying the estimated transformations on the point
clouds (cf. Equation 5.11) results in a consistent set of refined point clouds, as shown
in Figure 5.8(b).
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(a) Initial point clouds. (b) Refined point clouds. (c) Registered point clouds.
Figure 5.9: Initial, refined, registered point clouds of the motion corrupted
acquisition.
Motion Estimation and Image Reconstruction
Motion is estimated on the refined motion corrupted point clouds using the HMM as
described in Section 5.3.2 with the mean shape extracted from the calibration step, as
shown in Figure 5.8(c). The results of the initial motion corrupted point clouds, the
refined, and the finally registered point clouds are shown in Figure 5.9. Subsequently,
the estimated motion is incorporated into the projection matrices as described in
Section 2.5, which are then used for image reconstruction (cf. 2.3.2).
5.5.4 Results and Discussion
Two slices of the static, the motion corrupted, the marker-based correction, as well as
the range camera-based corrected reconstructions are presented in Figure 5.10. In
the first column, the reconstruction of the static reference is shown. Note, that the
bone is reconstructed with a lower density than the surrounding ballistic gel (that
approximately corresponds to the attenuation of water), because the used bones are
not radiopaque. In the second column, the reconstruction of the motion corrupted
acquisition without any correction applied is depicted. Severe blurring can be observed,
especially in the first slice that corresponds to the bone to which the motion has
been applied to. In the third row, the result using the attached fiducial markers
are shown, which contains some motion artifacts. In the last column, the results
using the proposed approach are presented. It can be observed that the contours
of the bone and knee surface could be reconstructed well compared to the motion
corrupted reconstruction. Compared to the marker-based result, visually more blurring
remains. While the proposed approach reconstructs the knee surface more consistently
(indicated with the white arrows in the figure), the marker-based method yields a
more accurate bone contour. This indicates that the observable motion on the surface
does not directly transfer to the internal bone motion. Further, note that, due to
the applied motion between the static and the motion corrupted scan, the FOV of
the static reference is shifted. Also, it has to be mentioned that both approaches
are based on a rigid motion model that inherently is not capable of estimating the
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Figure 5.10: Results of the static reference, the motion corrupted, the marker-based,
and the range camera-based reconstruction are shown for two different locations in
the volume.
underlying compound motion. This type of motion emerges due to the non-rigid
connection between the bones that leads to complex soft-tissue deformation of the
surrounding ballistic gel.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, a range camera-based motion estimation approach for CBCT imaging
has been proposed. In a feasibility study and an experiment on a clinical scanner, this
method has been evaluated and has proven to be able to estimate motion without
the need of marker placement. However, the image quality achieved only similar or
inferior results to the current state-of-the-art marker-based approach. On the clinical
scanner the results are not clinically satisfying yet.
Despite that, the proposed solution showed the potential of using surface information
to estimate motion in such a scenario. If current limiting factors are addressed in
future work, this concept can develop to a relevant motion correction alternative.
In particular, a dense sampling of surface information, in combination with a more
sophisticated registration approach, could yield more complex deformation fields.
These might reflect the true patient motion, which is a complex combination of
multiple rigid bone transformations that lead to a non-rigid displacements of the
surrounding tissues, more accurately. A more sophisticated solution could additionally
integrate the color information delivered by the RGBD camera. A suitable algo-
rithm for this might be a type of SLAM algorithm [Endr 12]. Such an approach might
improve estimation quality in z direction. Another possibility is to use a more accurate
range camera, e. g. one as proposed by Willomitzer et al. [Will 17]. They developed a
range camera that delivers 300000 samples with an accuracy of 1/1000 of the distance
measuring range. At last, in the setup on the clinical C-arm the cross-calibration needs
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to be improved [Lee 16]. Currently, a registration-based approach is used to refine the
calibration in order to correct for the C-arm deformation. However, errors in this
refinement directly propagate to the subsequent motion estimation. A sophisticated
cross-calibration phantom with features visible from all various directions needs to be
designed for this purpose, as already proposed by Rausch et al. [Raus 16].
To summarize, this work is a precursor to estimate motion using range imaging in
CBCT. The work highlights the potential of a marker-free motion estimation method
for acquisitions performed under weight-bearing condition that is based on dense
surface estimation with additional cameras. The improvements of the imaging quality
in the feasibility study indicated its future potential.
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6.1 Introduction
Anatomical landmarks are valuable for the interpretation of the anatomy and for
various applications in diagnostic and interventional radiology as previously motivated
(cf. Section 3.5). Within the context of landmark detection in X-ray images, various
approaches have been proposed that operate on images acquired from a predefined
pose. While this is a valid assumption for many applications in which the X-rays are
taken naturally from the same direction, e. g. for thorax imaging, this is not the case
for images acquired interventionally during orthopedic surgeries or for projections
acquired on a trajectory.
Anatomical landmark detection in X-ray images acquired from arbitrary direc-
tions is challenging, since the landmark appearances change substantially depending
on the viewing direction due to vanishing edges and superimposing anatomical
structures. Hence, common keypoint detection known from reflection imaging can
not be transferred directly. Consequently, a model must be found that is able to
detect anatomical landmarks independent of the viewing direction. This increases the
complexity of the detection task and thus, to the best of our knowledge, has not been
investigated yet.
With novel opportunities offered by machine learning, a NN-based approach is
proposed to address the landmark detection task. The selected network architectures
are inspired by human pose estimation [Newe 16, Wei 16]. These approaches can cope
with occlusion, a vast amount of different appearances, and truncation. Furthermore,
all relevant landmarks occur in specific global configuration. These properties qualify
these methods as a suitable candidate for the anatomical landmark detection in
X-ray images acquired from arbitrary directions. The underlying assumption that the
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landmarks exhibit strong connections and do appear in characteristic patterns might
be even more valid for rigid human anatomy such as the bones.
In this chapter, the anatomical landmark detection approach is described in detail
in Section 6.2. In the scope of this thesis, the proposed method is applied on two
different applications and anatomies. First, its feasibility is evaluated on X-ray images
of the human pelvis acquired during an orthopedic intervention (cf. Section 6.3). This
application is suitable to initially test this approach since the pelvis contains many
prominent anatomical landmarks. Besides providing additional semantic information,
the landmark predictions are used in this context to initialize a 2-D/3-D registration
with a preoperative acquired CT. Following in Section 6.4, the approach is transferred
to projection images of the knee acquired under weight-bearing conditions. This
task is more complex since the anatomical landmarks on the bone surface are less
prominent. Building on these, a novel motion compensation approach is proposed
in which the anatomical landmarks replace the fiducials of the marker-based motion
correction method introduced in Section 2.5.4. The requirements to the accuracy for
this application are much higher than in the pelvis case. For this reason, a network
architecture that yields a higher output resolution is used to improve the landmark
detection performance. The chapter is concluded in Section 6.5.
6.2 Methods
In this section, the CNN-based landmark detection approach is presented. First, the
used architectures are introduced. Following this, the training data generation, the
training, and the actual landmark detection step is explained.
6.2.1 Network Architectures
Variation of the Convolutional Pose Machine
The first architecture is adapted from the CPM, as presented in Section 3.4.4. Its
detailed structure is depicted in Figure 6.1. The single channel input X-ray image
is processed by convolutional and pooling layers in the first stage, yielding initial
predictions bp1 with P channels. Each channel corresponds to a belief map that
indicates the location of the p-th landmark. In subsequent stages, these initial
estimates are combined with additional features extracted from the input image. This
results in a refined stack of belief maps bpt . In total, six stages are used. A major
drawback of this architecture is that the output belief map size is downsampled eight
times compared to the input image, which inherently limits the resolution of the
landmark detection.
Variation of the Stacked Hourglass Network
The second architecture is adapted from the stacked hourglass architecture (cf. Section
3.4.4) and schematically depicted in Figure 6.2. In a first step, the input image is
processed by convolutional and pooling layers. In the original work, two pooling steps
are performed. Since we aim to obtain belief maps with a larger output size, we
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Figure 6.1: Adaptation of the sequential prediction framework [Wei 16, Bier 18b].
evaluated two networks: one with a single pooling and one without any pooling in the
preprocessing (the corresponding pooling operation is indicated with the red frame in
Figure 6.2). In the following, these will be referred to as hourglass small and hourglass
big, respectively. Compared to the CPM, the major advantage is its larger belief map
output. After the preprocessing, two hourglass blocks are stacked behind each other.
6.2.2 Training Data Generation
A high variation of training data is crucial to obtain a model that generalizes well to
unseen data. For the application of X-ray transform invariant landmark detection,
this requires a large amount of X-rays that have been acquired from various viewing
directions. Additionally, for each image, the corresponding ground truth 2-D landmark
positions lgtp must be known in order to generate the ground truth belief maps bp∗ for
training. Manual labeling on real clinical X-ray or projection images is not feasible
for various reasons: On clinical systems, projection images are rarely stored and
consequently not available for training. Furthermore, the amount of images needed for
training is associated with dose and there is no guarantee that the variation in the data
would be sufficient. However, most importantly, manual annotation is time-consuming
and an accurate labeling might not be possible due to the complex image formation
process of transmission imaging (cf. Section 6.1). Vanishing edges and overlapping
structures in the images lead to landmark appearances that are hard to identify for a
human rater.
In order to overcome these problems, a training data generation process is proposed
in which the X-ray projection images are synthesized. To this end, the anatomical
landmarks of interest are manually labeled in 3-D CT or CBCT volumes. Following,
the volumes as well as the 3-D landmark positions are forward projected with the
same imaging geometry. This yields projections with their corresponding 2-D ground
truth landmark positions. This approach allows to generate the necessary amount of
training data.
Before generating the training data, one has to decide if the anatomical landmarks
should be detected on projections in line integral or intensity domain (cf. Section
2.3.1). This depends on the later application of the network. For the application in
interventional imaging for pelvis trauma surgery, the network model has to detect
landmarks in the X-ray intensity images. For the motion compensation application,
the landmarks can be detected in line integral images. The domain has an influence
on the data generation process: While for the generation of the line integral images
an integration over the reconstructed volumes is sufficient (under the assumption that
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Figure 6.2: Adaptation of the stacked hourglass architecture 3.4.4.
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(b) Annotations on the knee.
Figure 6.3: Rendered CT and CBCT volume for the pelvis and the knee with the
manual landmark annotations, respectively. Note that some landmarks are not visible
in these renderings, since they are located on internal bone surfaces.
the images are artifact free and correctly reconstructed), accurate image formation
has to be accounted for the X-ray intensity images. Hence, for the latter, a realistic
forward projection framework is used that accounts for physically accurate imaging,
while being able of fast data generation. The forward projector model computes
material-dependent attenuation signals that are converted subsequently into synthetic
X-rays. For details on the implementation please refer to [Unbe 18]. Training with
realistic synthetic data allows a direct application of the trained network on clinical
X-rays.
Annotation
Anatomical landmarks are selected that are, if possible, clinically defined positions
that are well visible in X-ray images. Furthermore, the landmarks must be reliably
annotatable by a human expert. Thus, suitable candidates are landmark on the bone
surface. With the open source software 3DSlicer [Kiki 14], the landmark positions are
labeled in 3-D using volume rendering. In Figure 6.3, the selected landmarks for the
pelvis and the knee are presented for an example volume, respectively.
Augmentation
A high amount of variation in the training data is crucial for a network to generalize
well. To this end, augmentation is applied during data generation and training. This
is done by randomly manipulating the imaging geometry in a range that is suitable
for the specific application. This is for example augmentation of the volume origin
(i. e. translation of the volume), the SID, and orientation of the image. However,
the most important augmentation to achieve view independence is the variation of
viewing directions of the X-ray system.
Belief Map Generation
The ground truth belief maps bp∗ are created during training. For each landmark
position lgtp , a belief map is created that contains a 2-D Gaussian centered at the
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ground truth landmark position. The standard deviation of the Gaussian is four in
both detector directions.
6.2.3 Landmark Detection
In the application phase, the model predicts a set of belief maps bpt . In a first step,
all belief maps belonging to the same landmark are averaged across stages. Using the
averaged belief maps b¯p, the predicted landmark position lp as well as the associated
belief ρp is computed. The position lp is defined by the location with the highest
response in the belief map, while ρp corresponds to the value of the highest response:
lp = argmax
lp
b¯p = argmax
lp
T∑
t=1
bpt , (6.1)
ρp = max(b¯p) . (6.2)
For the CPM T = 6 and for the stacked hourglass network T = 2. A maximum
likelihood estimation of the landmark position with subpixel resolution is performed.
Subsequently, the landmark position lp is scaled, if necessary, to the resolution of the
input image.
6.2.4 Evaluation Metrics
For evaluation, the average error  between the detections and the ground truth
positions is computed:
 =
N∑
n=1
P∑
p
||lp − lgtp ||22 ∀ lp|ρp < Γ . (6.3)
Note, that only landmarks are classified as detected, if their associated ρp is larger
than the specified threshold of Γ = 0.4. The landmark belief is often below this value
in cases if the landmark is not in the FOV or hardly visible due to occlusion.
Another standard evaluation metric in human pose estimation is the percentage of
correct keypoints (PCK), which is defined by the percentage of detections that lie
within a normalized distance (e. g. in ratio to the size of the head). In the case of
anatomical landmark detection, such a normalization is not available. To this end, a
distance threshold ∆ defines the allowed distance to classify a landmark as detected
correctly. In the evaluation, the detection accuracy PCK is plotted over a changing ∆,
which also reveals the distribution of errors. Furthermore, task-specific evaluations
are performed for both applications that will be explained in the respective sections.
6.3 Anatomical Landmark Detection For Pelvis Trauma
Surgery
The first application to test the feasibility of the X-ray transform independent landmark
detection is the detection of landmarks on the pelvis in intra-operative X-rays acquired
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during pelvic trauma surgery. The pelvis is a suitable anatomy for an initial evaluation
since its bone surface offers distinct landmark appearances in a rigid configuration.
6.3.1 Motivation
In recent years, percutaneous procedures have become an alternative for complex
surgeries due to the increasing availability of intra-opertive image guidance such as
X-ray imaging. This is beneficial for the patient, since minimal invasive procedures
are associated with a reduced blood loss and a faster recovery time. For the surgeon,
however, the task load increases drastically, since no direct view onto the anatomy
is available. The surgeon has to rely on indirect feedback such as 2-D X-ray images.
These suffer under projective transformation, meaning that a 3-D object is mapped
onto a 2-D image plane. Furthermore, the surgeon has to perform a so called mental
mapping, where he has to register the tool in his hand to the patient relying on
two-dimensional image information only.
One of such a procedure is the percutaneous pelvis fixation. The pelvis is a complex
and rigid anatomy that, in case of a fracture, fractures in complex configurations
at multiple locations. In order to fix such a fracture, a K-wire is inserted through
partially narrow and long bone corridors. Cortical breach, which means breaching the
K-wire through the cortical bone, has to be avoided, since this would result in severe
injuries for the patient due to critical adjacent anatomy. As a result, a large amount
of X-ray images are required that must be taken from different directions in order to
verify the correct tool placement. In consequence, these procedures are very tedious
for the surgeon and thus only experienced ones can perform these.
In order to support the surgeon during these procedures, a solution to improve intra-
opertive image analysis is proposed by extracting and providing semantic information
from these images. The semantic information is the position of the anatomical
landmarks. During surgery, this information might help in several ways. First, they
provide context and thus are able to support the intra-operative decision-making.
Further, they supply semantic information. This can be used to define correspondences
between landmark positions in multiple acquired images that, ultimately, enables
camera pose retrieval. Moreover, landmarks can foster machine understanding and
support subsequent image processing approaches.
In this section, the experiments and results achieved for automatic anatomical
landmark detection for X-ray images of the pelvis are presented. In this context, it is
demonstrated that the landmark knowledge can be used to define correspondences
between different views of the same anatomy. Subsequently, this semantic information
is used to define correspondences to a pre-procedure CT scan of the same patient,
which allows to directly compute the relative pose without the need of any calibration.
In a first step, the detection results are evaluated on synthetic data. Following, the
transfer on real clinical X-rays is shown and it is demonstrated that the landmark
detection accuracy is sufficient to initialize a 2-D/3-D registration.
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6.3.2 Computation of 2-D/3-D Registration
As motivated previously, the position of the landmarks allow a broad range of possible
applications. In the context of pelvic trauma surgery, we focus on the task of initializing
a 2-D/3-D registration to a previously acquired CT of the same patient. To this end,
correspondences between the 2-D landmark detections and the 3-D reference positions,
which are labeled in a pre-operative CT volume, can be defined, since the semantic
information is delivered by the landmark detection network. This enables a direct
computation of the projection matrix P in closed form. To this end, the 2-D detections
are expressed in homogeneous coordinates fe ∈ R3 and the 3-D reference landmarks
as ge ∈ R4, with e ∈ [1, ..., B]. The entries of a detected point are fe = (xe, ye, we).
According to the direct linear transform, each correspondence yields a set of two linear
independent equations [Hart 03]:
[
0T −wegTe yegTe
wegTe 0T −xegTe
]p1p2
p3
 = 0 . (6.4)
The resulting equations for each correspondence are stacked, which yields a 2B×12
measurement matrix. p1, p2, and p3 are the rows of the projection matrix P that are
obtained by calculating the null space of the measurement matrix.
6.3.3 Data and Experiments
Annotation
The synthetic X-ray images for training are generated from 20 full body CT scans from
the Cancer Imaging Archive [Roth 15] that have been labeled manually, as described
in Section 6.2.2. In total, 23 landmark locations were selected, which are depicted in
Figure 6.3(a).
Training Data Generation
Using these labeled volumes, synthetic X-ray images with a size of 615×479 pixels
and an isotropic pixel resolution of 0.616 mm were generated. The resulting belief
maps have a size of 76× 59. As mentioned earlier, the data augmentation is crucial,
most importantly the angular range of the X-ray source position of 120◦ in LAO/RAO
and of 90◦ in CRAN/CAUD direction, which is approximately the range of variation
present at surgical procedures. The translation of the volume was 50 mm in each
direction and the SID varied between 600 mm and 900 mm. Over all, 20000 training
images are generated that are split in 18000, 1000, and 1000, for training, testing, and
validation, where it is ensured that the projections of the same patient are not shared
among these sets.
Network Training
The model was implemented in tensorflow [Abad 16]. For optimization a learning rate
of 0.00001 was selected with the ADAM optimizer. Due to the memory requirements
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Figure 6.4: Automatic landmark predictions compared with the ground truth
location indicated with white and blue labels, respectively.
of the network the batch size is set to one. Training has been done until convergence
in the validation data set has been reached.
Experiments
The CT volume corresponding to the test set is used to sample synthetic projection
images on the complete sphere with an angular spacing of five degree in both direction.
A SID of 750 mm and a SDD of 1200 mm is used for this. This data set allows to
evaluate the accuracy of the landmark detection in dependence of the position of the
X-ray source.
6.3.4 Results
In this section, the results of the proposed approach are presented first for the synthetic
data set and subsequently also for real clinical X-rays of a cadaveric specimen. Note
that the same network is used for both evaluations. The results are presented
qualitative as well as quantitatively.
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Figure 6.5: PCK across the viewing direction of the landmark detection for synthetic
X-rays of the pelvis.
Synthetic Data
In Figure 6.4, the prediction results are compared to the ground truth positions in
projections that are sampled across the whole spherical segment. In general, the
agreement between these is, visually, very good. The average error of the detections is
9.1±7.4 pixels (5.6 mm ±4.5 mm). As explained in Section 6.2.4, only detections with
a belief ρp higher than the threshold Γ = 0.4 are considered as detected and included
into the statistics.
In Figure 6.5, the detection accuracy (PCK) is plotted across all sampled X-ray
source positions. In general, it can be observed that the landmark detection performs
well across the different viewing directions, with some views superior and some inferior.
To the latter belong views at the border of the sampled area. The average errors of
the individual landmarks ρ¯p, also in respect to the viewing direction, are presented in
Table 6.1. For each landmark, its average maximum belief ρ¯p, its average error p, as
well as the error of a sub-quadrant is computed (Q1p , Q2p , Q3p , Q4p ). The quadrants
are defined by the axis of the CRAN/CAU and RAO/LAO direction. This analysis
reveals three major observations: (1) some landmarks have an overall smaller error
(e. g. landmark p = 9 has an average error of 5.26 pixels), while others have a larger
one (e. g. landmark p = 23 has an average error of 26.05 pixels). (2) A correlation
between the average error and the average maximum belief can be observed, i. e. a
higher belief indicates a lower distance error. To further support this observation,
the detection error is plotted over the belief map response for each detection, as
shown in Figure 6.6. (3) While the detectability for some landmarks is independent
of the viewing direction (e. g. landmark p = 11), the detection errors vary strongly for
others across the viewing direction (e. g. landmark p = 19). For these two example
landmarks, the belief is also visualized for the complete sphere in Figure 6.7.
The stage-wise manner enables the network to resolve ambiguities and to refine
the predictions. In Figure 6.8, two example projections with superimposed belief
map responses over subsequent stages are shown. In both examples the task is the
detection of a landmark located on the femur. In the initial predictions, false positive
responses appear that are resolved in subsequent stages. In the first example, the
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p-th landmark ρ¯p p Q1p Q2p Q3p Q4p
1 0.79 7.60 9.42 5.35 7.13 7.89
2 0.84 6.68 5.66 7.67 6.63 6.05
3 0.83 6.86 9.13 7.81 5.07 5.26
4 0.87 7.69 8.79 10.2 7.11 4.70
5 0.85 7.53 8.11 8.47 6.63 6.62
6 0.82 5.63 4.72 5.21 5.97 6.35
7 0.78 7.90 7.96 7.48 8.29 7.99
8 0.77 10.1 5.87 12.1 7.70 15.3
9 0.90 5.26 5.15 5.08 5.55 5.07
10 0.88 7.19 7.60 6.90 5.80 8.41
11 0.89 6.43 5.77 5.99 6.86 6.83
12 0.91 7.78 8.96 7.23 5.71 8.55
13 0.92 4.47 5.64 4.10 4.67 3.24
14 0.90 5.64 3.70 7.00 5.24 6.18
15 0.85 9.04 8.77 9.54 7.75 10.3
16 0.82 7.23 6.55 6.95 7.26 8.18
17 0.81 19.9 20.0 24.2 15.2 21.1
18 0.80 15.3 11.2 16.6 14.5 19.3
19 0.74 9.56 10.4 10.4 9.80 7.09
20 0.77 8.59 5.78 12.9 6.83 8.91
21 0.51 9.40 14.3 6.86 13.9 8.51
22 0.44 13.7 9.73 25.0 10.1 16.2
23 0.51 26.0 24.2 17.6 39.3 29.8
Average 9.10± 7.38
Table 6.1: Individual landmark detection error p and belief ρ¯p across the viewing
direction. The average belief is the averaged belief for the respective landmark. The
average error is the mean error across all views of the sampled spherical segment.
Additional, the average error for four quadrants of the spherical segment are computed,
namely Q1p , Q2p , Q3p , and Q4p . This reveals the different detectabilities for the
landmarks from specific viewing directions. The error values are given in pixels.
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Figure 6.6: Correlation between distance error and belief.
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Figure 6.8: Refinement of the belief map over subsequent stages.
network finally does not make a prediction, since the landmark is not present in the
projection image. Contrarily, in the second example, it can be observed how the
localization refines over the stages. This improvement is also apparent in the plot
shown in Figure 6.9, where the detection accuracy is plotted over a varying distance
threshold ∆ for the outputs at different stages. It can be observed that the accuracy
increases if more stages are considered.
Real Data
Five X-ray projection sequences of cadaveric specimen acquired from various directions
are evaluated. For each data set, also a preoperative CT scan is available. Before
imaging, metal beads (BBs) had been injected into the pelvis, which allows a retrieval
of the ground truth image pose. This is done by establishing correspondences between
the 3-D beads in the CT and the 2-D detections. Having defined these, the fundamental
matrix is computed for each image pair, which allows a 3-D reconstruction of the
BB positions [Hart 03] that is subsequently registered to the 3-D labels of the CT
volume. In consequence, this allows to compute the reference pose of each individual
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Figure 6.9: Detection accuracy over the distance threshold for various stages. It can
be observed that more stages increase the detection accuracy.
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Figure 6.10: (Top row) Landmark detection results on real X-ray images compared
with the ground truth landmark positions. Visually, a good agreement between both
can be observed. (Bottom row) Forward projections of a CT volume corresponding
to the same subject as in the top row using the camera pose estimated from the
landmark detections.
X-ray image of the sequence by establishing the correspondences as described in
Equation 6.4. The RPE of each estimated projection matrix is given in Table 6.2 for
each sequence, which defines the lower bound for the achievable accuracy of using
anatomical landmark to estimate the pose.
In Figure 6.10, example projection images of the sequences with the detection
results are presented in the top row. Here, examples for lateral (cf. Figure 6.10(a)),
anterior (cf. Figure 6.10(b)), truncated acquisitions (cf. Figure 6.10(c)), an acquisition
with a tool in the FOV (cf. Figure 6.10(d)), and an acquisition with a fracture (cf.
Figure 6.10(e)) are shown. Ground truth and predicted landmarks positions are
depicted with blue and red markers, respectively. Visually, the agreement between
these is good. In unknown scenarios, such as a tool in the image, the performance
decreases. This is to be expected since these situations have not been part of the
training data set. However, smaller objects, such as small metallic beads, do not
obstruct the method’s performance. Also, in presence of a fracture indicated with
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Sequence ref RPE Landmark RPE Landmark Error
#1: specimen 1 2.45 74.31 120.9 (23.33 mm)
#2: specimen 1, with fracture 5.46 173.6 97.82 (18.87 mm)
#3: specimen 1, with tool 2.88 177.4 63.67 (12.28 mm)
#4: specimen 2 2.86 119.4 127.9 (24.68 mm)
#5: specimen 2 2.99 115.3 79.89 (15.41 mm)
Table 6.2: Distance error on the real clinical data for the five different data sets.
The reprojection error (RPE) is given in pixels. The reference RPE is the error
estimated from the metallic beads that act as a lower bound for the average error.
The landmark RPE is the error of the metallic beads that are forward projected using
the estimated pose using the landmarks. The landmark error is the distance between
the 2-D detections and the forward projections of the 3-D labels. The pixel size is
0.193 mm.
the arrow, the method performs well. Quantitative results for the detected landmark
positions are shown in Table 6.2.
The bottom row in Figure 6.10 shows DRRs of the CT volume that corresponds
to the real X-ray images of the same patient of the top row. The camera pose is
calculated using the known correspondences between the 2-D landmark detections
and the 3-D manual landmark labels of the CT volumes, as described in Section 6.3.2.
The results are very similar to the original X-ray image in the top row, which indicate
that the quality of landmark detection suffices to successfully initialize a 2-D/3-D
registration. Note that for the computation of the pose the belief of each landmark is
integrated: All landmarks with a belief ρnp larger than 0.7 are used, but at least eight
correspondences. The quantitative result of these registrations is shown in Table 6.2.
6.3.5 Discussion and Conclusion
In this section, the X-ray transform invariant landmark detection approach has been
successfully applied on X-ray images of the pelvis. It has been demonstrated that
the method works on synthetic images as well as on real X-ray images of the pelvis.
Furthermore, the accuracy of the detection suffices to initialize a 2-D/3-D registration.
This approach could support the intra-operative image interpretability for the surgeon
and can further facilitate various technical applications, as shown for the registration.
Besides the promising results, some limitations and drawbacks remain. The method
showed decreasing performance in the presence of unseen scenarios such as tools in the
FOV. This can be tackled by incorporating these situations into the training data set.
Furthermore, a model has been trained using male and female CT volumes. However,
their pelvis anatomy shows differences that are not considered yet. Furthermore, a
2-D/3-D registration has been presented that enabled the retrieval of the camera pose
using a simple closed form solution. A more sophisticated registration approach can
surely improve results further in the presence of noise and outliers. A major limitation
of the used network architecture is that the predicted belief maps are downsampled
by a factor around eight compared to the input image. This inherently limits the
accuracy of the detection. While this has been sufficient for the presented application,
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a higher accuracy is commonly desired and required for other applications in medical
imaging.
Despite these limitations, this has been the first demonstration of an approach that
is able to detect anatomical landmarks in X-ray images independent of the viewing
direction. In the context of pelvis trauma surgery, the landmark information can
deliver semantic and contextual information that might improve the intra-operative
decision-making. The results indicate that this method is a promising prospect for
other anatomies and applications.
6.4 Anatomical Landmark Detection For Motion
Compensation
6.4.1 Motivation
Involuntary patient motion poses a major problem in CBCT imaging performed
under weight-bearing conditions (cf. Section 5.1). One of the state-of-the-art motion
correction methods is based on fiducial markers that are placed on the patient’s skin
(cf. Section 2.5.4). In this approach, the idea is to minimize the reprojection error
between the detected marker positions and their respective 3-D reference positions.
Most of the time, this approach yields accurate motion estimates. However, the
marker placement is associated with many disadvantages, as already discussed in
detail in Section 2.5.4. In the previous chapter, a marker-free alternative based on
RI has been proposed. This in turn has not delivered satisfying image quality on a
real clinical scanner. Although that approach is marker-free, a prepared environment
(space requirements, co-calibration, and synchronization) is required, which also sets
limitations for certain use-cases.
In this chapter, a novel, purely image-based motion estimation approach is proposed.
The framework combines the analytic marker-based motion estimation framework
with the novel X-ray transform invariant landmark detection proposed earlier in
this chapter. The idea is to replace the fiducial metallic markers with markers that
are already present in the human anatomy – anatomical landmarks. This purely
image-based solution benefits of the robust estimation strategy of the marker-based
framework, without the need of a marker placement. Furthermore, the semantic
information delivered by the automatic landmark detection approach directly defines
the correspondences of the landmarks across views, making the correspondence
matching, which is currently part of the marker-based framework, superfluous. Since
a higher accuracy is required for this application, the second proposed network
architecture has been developed.
In Section 6.4.2, the proposed anatomical landmark-based motion estimation
method is outlined. Following in Section 6.4.3, the data and the training of the model
to predict the landmark positions in the projection images of the knee are described.
The subsequent result section is split into two parts: At first, landmark detection
results as well as motion corrected reconstructions are presented for synthetic data.
In the second part, the result on real clinical data are presented. The Section 6.4.5
concludes with a discussion.
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6.4.2 Landmark-Based Motion Estimation
The anatomical landmark-based motion correction method combines the marker-
based framework (cf. Section 2.5.4) with the X-ray transform invariant landmark
detection approach (cf. Section 6.2). In the following section, the individual steps
and modifications are explained.
Replace Fiducial Markers with Location of Anatomical Landmarks
In the marker-based framework, the initial step is the detection of the metallic fiducial
markers in the projection images, which yield the 2-D detections unm. For the novel
approach, these are replaced by the landmark positions lnp ∈ R2 that are detected
using the X-ray transform invariant landmark detection. At these positions, similar
to the marker-based approach, a Gaussian is placed. Subsequently, the corresponding
3-D reference landmark position lˆp ∈ R3 can be computed.
Compute 3-D References and Define Correspondences
Since the detected landmark positions contain semantic information, the correspondences
between the detections across all projection images are known. The 3-D reference
landmark position lˆp is then obtained by backprojecting all landmark detections lnp
belonging to the p-th landmark. Due to the existing motion that corrupts the data,
the backprojected detections do not intersect in a single point but form a blob in the
3-D volume. The centroids of the blobs define the 3-D reference landmark position lˆp.
This step is repeated for each landmark (i. e. P -times).
Integration of Landmark Belief
Replacing the marker positions with the automatic landmark detection in Equation
2.19 results in the following objective function:
argmin
Ψ
N∑
n=1
P∑
p=1
ρnp · ||l′np(Ψ)− lnp||22 (6.5)
l′np(Ψ) = a
(
Pn ·Tn(Ψ) · (ˆlp 1)
)
. (6.6)
Additionally, a weighting of the individual landmark detection belief ρnp is
integrated into the original cost function. Thus, the influence of the detected land-
marks in the optimization is weighted by the confidence of the respective detection.
Furthermore, landmarks that have not been detected reliably in the projections are
rejected. The optimization allows the estimation of three (only translation) or six
motion parameters (translation and rotation). These two versions will be referred to
as landmark 3-D and landmark 6-D in the following. As previously, a transforms a
vector represented in homogeneous coordinates to Euclidean coordinates.
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# type Description
1 synthetic DRRs of a high quality supine reconstruction. No fiducial markers are in the
data set.
2 synthetic DRRs of a motion compensated reconstruction of a scan acquired under load.
This data set also contains fiducial markers, which allows a comparison with
the marker-based method.
3 real A real acquisition acquired under weight-bearing conditions. For marker
detection, each projection is downsampled by a factor of two to fit inside
the network.
Table 6.3: Experiment description.
6.4.3 Data and Experiments
Annotation
Eleven landmarks on the femur, tibia, fibula, and the patella are labeled in 35 CBCT
volumes of the knee, as described in Section 6.2.2. The annotations are presented on
a rendered volume in Figure 6.3(b). The volumes have been acquired in supine as
well as in a standing configuration (marker-based motion corrected). The volumes
have a size of 5123 voxels with an isotropic resolution of 0.5 mm.
Training Data Generation
From each volume, ten projection stacks are generated that contain 248 projection
images. As a starting point for the augmentation, a calibrated trajectory of a clinical
C-arm scanner is used. This trajectory is then augmented by changing the SID in the
range of 600 mm and 900 mm and by applying a shift of up to 25 mm on the volume.
The data is split into training, validation, and testing, while ensuring that data of the
same patient is not shared between sets. The size of the projection images is 620×480,
which is half the size of a projection of a clinical scanner. For this application, three
different networks are compared with each other. These are the CPM, the hourglass
big, and the hourglass small architecture, which output heatmaps of sizes 78 × 60,
620× 480, and 310× 240, respectively.
Network Training
The implementation is done in tensorflow [Abad 16]. Optimization is carried out
with the ADAM optimizer and a learning rate of 0.0001. Training was done until
convergence in the validation data set was reached.
Experiments
In total, three data sets are used to evaluate the landmark detection as well as the
motion estimation method on projection images of the knee, which are listed in Table
6.3. The first two experiments are carried out with a synthetic dataset (DRRs) and a
third experiment is conducted with data of a real scan acquired under weight-bearing
conditions. Note that the synthetic data sets have been generated from the patient
belonging to the test data set.
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hourglass small hourglass big CPM
p-th landmark ρ¯ p ρ¯ p ρ¯ p
1 0.96 4.85 0.84 4.48 0.55 7.08
2 0.67 11.1 0.70 9.13 0.43 13.8
3 0.90 5.15 0.54 6.77 0.82 8.62
4 0.92 3.59 0.61 2.88 0.73 9.39
5 0.52 8.90 0.25 8.36 0.70 12.5
6 0.60 11.3 0.17 14.7 0.56 23.0
7 0.92 3.18 0.73 4.30 0.69 4.73
8 0.94 5.56 0.89 6.01 0.76 6.80
9 0.95 6.18 0.81 5.74 0.75 7.68
10 0.81 4.23 0.78 4.10 0.75 5.66
11 0.97 3.42 0.82 3.50 0.68 6.73
Avg. 5.72 ± 5.66 5.51 ± 5.57 9.12 ± 6.73
Table 6.4: Average detection error and belief for each landmark and network
architecture. The average error is given in pixels.
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Figure 6.11: PCK of the tested model over the distance threshold.
On each data set, the landmark detection and motion corrected reconstruction
with the proposed approach was performed. On the synthetic data set, a motion
corrupted set of projection images has been sampled from the testing volume. The
trajectory corresponds to clinically calibrated projection matrices. The same measured
patient motion is integrated into the motion corrupted projection matrices as also
done in Section 5.4. In the first experiment the landmark 3-D method is compared
with the landmark 6-D motion estimation approach. Furthermore, the synthetic data
set allows to compute the SSIM compared to the reference volume.
6.4.4 Results
In this section, at first the detection and reconstruction results on the synthetic data
set are presented. Following, the real data experiments are shown.
Synthetic Data
Three different networks are evaluated. The associated results are shown in Table 6.4.
Furthermore, the PCK is plotted over the distance threshold in Figure 6.11. It can be
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Figure 6.12: Landmark predictions on synthetic projection images of the knee.
Automatic detection and ground truth landmark locations are depicted with blue and
white markers, respectively.
observed that the stacked hourglass network outperforms the CPM-based architecture.
Between both variants of the stacked hourglass networks, no drastic difference is visible.
It can be concluded that the network with the largest output maps produces the
best results. Example projection images across the trajectory are presented in Figure
6.12. The detection results of the best network and the corresponding ground truth
landmark locations are marked with blue and white crosses, respectively. Overall, a
good agreement between the two sets can be observed.
In Figure 6.13, axial, sagittal, and coronal slices of the reconstructions of the
synthetic supine data set are presented. Here, the reference reconstruction is compared
to the motion corrupted reconstruction and two versions of the landmark-based motion
corrected reconstruction. A comparison to the marker-based method is not possible
due to missing markers in this data set. Yet, it can be well observed that the motion
distorts the image quality substantially. All types of motion artifacts are present.
These can be suppressed substantially using both proposed landmark-based approaches.
Also, the cartilage-cartilage contact area, which is required to be segmented in order
to compute the cartilage deformation, is reconstructed with a smooth border, which
is well visible in the axial and the sagittal slices. Comparing the two landmark-based
approaches, fewer streaks are observed for the model with less DOF. This might be
explained by the fact that the landmark detection contains noise. A motion model
with more DOF might overfit to this noise. In the presence of noise in the detections,
the 3-D landmark-based approach is favored. These visual observations are supported
by the SSIM values, presented in Table 6.5.
In Figure 6.14, the results of the standing data set are presented. Axial, sagittal,
and coronal slices through the reconstructions of the motion free reference, the
motion corrupted, the marker-based corrected, and the landmark-based 3-D corrected
reconstruction are shown. The reference scan does not contain any motion artifacts.
Note that the vertical streaks in the sagittal and coronal slices origin from the pipe
structure placed outside the FOV. Without any motion correction, severe streaks,
blurring, and shadow artifacts can be observed. Most of these artifacts are suppressed
if the marker-based motion compensation is used. The proposed landmark-based
motion correction is also able to reduce the amount of artifacts substantially compared
to the uncorrected case. The bone contour could be reconstructed most of the times
consistently. Yet, at some positions double contours remain, as indicated with the
arrows in the axial slices. The SSIM values of these reconstructions are computed and
shown in Table 6.5. The best result for this dataset is achieved with the marker-based
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Figure 6.13: Reconstruction results of the synthetic supine data set. Axial, sagittal,
and coronal slices are shown of the reference, the motion corrupted, and the two
landmark-based corrected reconstructions.
method. However, the landmark based approach is able to improve the SSIM value
from 0.92 to 0.95.
In the next evaluation, the estimated motion parameters of the landmark-based and
the marker-based approach are compared to the ground truth motion. The estimated
translations in x-, y -, and z-direction are plotted in Figure 6.15. The landmark-based
approach achieves the best result for the z direction. Here, the estimation follows
the ground truth very well. Except for the last 30 frames a large deviation can be
observed. These projections correspond to the angles at which the knees superimpose.
Considering the x- and the y- estimations, one can identify regions, in which the
estimated signal correlates well to the ground truth motion signal. For the x-direction,
this is between frame 60 and 140, while for the y this is between frame zero and
50, and also between frame 170 and 248. Forward projecting this motion vector for
Dataset 1 Dataset 2
Uncorrected 0.92 0.94
Marker-based 0.97 -
Landmark 3-D 0.95 0.97
Landmark 6-D 0.94 0.96
Table 6.5: SSIM values for the reconstructions.
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Figure 6.14: Reconstruction results of the synthetic stand data set. Axial, sagittal,
and coronal slices are shown of the reference, the motion corrupted, the marker-based
corrected and the landmark-based corrected reconstruction.
each view onto the detector yields the motion signal in u- and v- direction. This
signal is plotted for the reference motion and the landmark-based estimation in Figure
6.16. Except for a few outliers, the result of the landmark-based approach follows the
ground truth signal very well. Note that the v-direction corresponds to z and thus
the signals are nearly identical. Furthermore, combining the observations of Figure
6.15 and Figure 6.16 leads to the following conclusion: motion that happens parallel
to the detector (u-direction) can be estimated very well by the method. This explains
also why in parts of the trajectory the x- and in the other areas the y-direction could
be estimated well.
Real Data
Detection results on real projection images acquired under weight-bearing conditions
are presented in Figure 6.17. Visually evaluated, the landmark detection method is
also able to detect the landmark positions on the knee. However, the challenges of
real data acquisitions are apparent. The second leg, a plastic pipe of the holding
device, and a bone rod (used for bone density classification) impede the visibility of
the knee. This leads to a decreased performance from a lateral view, as can be seen
in the most right image. Here, also one of the detections is on the second knee.
The reconstruction results of the real data set are presented in Figure 6.18. Here,
the uncorrected as well as the landmark-based motion corrected reconstruction are
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Figure 6.15: Comparison of estimated motion parameters of the marker-based and
the landmark-based method with the ground truth motion signal.
shown. As can be seen, the accuracy of the detection on the real projection images
is potentially not able to estimate the motion. The additional object, as discussed
in the previous paragraph, lead to bad detection results that lead to wrong motion
estimates.
6.4.5 Discussion
In this chapter, a purely image-based approach to estimate patient motion during
CBCT scans acquired under weight-bearing conditions has been introduced. Instead of
detecting fiducials that have been tediously placed on the patient skin prior to the scan,
anatomical landmarks are utilized for this purpose. First experiments demonstrated
the feasibility of this concept for estimating patient motion. Yet, limitations remain
that need to be addressed in future research. One major issue is that in parts of the
projection image two legs are present in the FOV. As a consequence, some landmarks
are detected on the one and some on the other knee. Furthermore, motion estimation
requires a high accuracy of the detections. This has been evident in the comparison
of the 3-D with the 6-D landmark-based approach. The motion model, restricted to
translation only, was able to achieve superior results compared to the more realistic
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Figure 6.16: Analysis of the detector shift estimation.
Figure 6.17: Landmark predictions on real projection images of the knee.
model. The required accuracy might be improved by a larger set of training data, and
multiple annotations of the same volume to average subjective human rater decisions.
One possible solution to handle the second knee challenge as well as to improve the
accuracy is to develop an approach that takes temporal information delivered by
the trajectory into account. This could be done for example by using the output of
the previous frame as an initialization for the prediction of the positions in the next
frame. With further improvements on these challenges, the novel proposed concept
has the future potential to be used for motion compensation in CBCT acquisitions,
also transferable to other anatomies.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a novel approach to detect anatomical landmark independent of the
viewing direction of the X-ray source has been presented. To this end, two CNN
(a) No motion correction (b) Landmark-approach.
Figure 6.18: Reconstructions of real clinical data corrected with the landmark-based
motion correction approach.
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architectures that operate in stage wise manner have been applied. Furthermore,
training data has been generated synthetically using CT and CBCT volumes with the
corresponding landmark labels. Convincing results on pelvis X-rays and projection
images of the knee have been obtained. Building on these, two different applications
are evaluated proving that the accuracy of the landmark detection suffices for certain
clinical applications. These have been the initialization of the 2-D/3-D registration
and motion estimation and correction.
Despite these encouraging results, challenges remain that are discussed in the
following. At the same time possible directions for future research are outlined. The
landmark detection has to be more robust in cases that have not been part of the
training set. For the pelvis, these had been situations in which surgical tools had
been present in the FOV. For the projection images of the knee, this has been the
scenario where the second leg is visible. One solution to this is to increase the data
set that contains the mentioned scenarios. Furthermore, a larger range of angular
augmentation could improve the detection results at the border of the angular segment.
Additionally, the accuracy might benefit from test time augmentation, i. e. processing
the same image slightly augmented and average the results. Currently, the landmarks
are detected directly on the image without providing any additional prior knowledge.
A model that restricts the landmark positions and their configuration could handle
outliers and might also be able to improve the detection result (cf. Section 3.5). Lastly,
the ground truth landmark positions are obtained using manual annotations, which
are naturally subjective and could also contain annotation errors. An unsupervised,
or automatic keypoint selection process could overcome this limitation.
To summarize, a novel landmark detection approach has been presented that
achieved promising results on two different anatomies and applications. The method
is a strong prospect for more anatomies and applications in diagnostic image parsing
or in an interventional setting.
C H A P T E R 7
Outlook
In this thesis, novel methods and concepts to improve C-arm CBCT imaging of
the knee under weight-bearing conditions have been presented and discussed. The
results achieved were promising. At the same time, they point to possible future
research directions. In this chapter, ideas and necessary next steps to further develop
these methods are given.
The overall medical goal of the project associated with this work has been to
establish a novel imaging protocol to obtain an early indicator for OA. Up to now,
acquisitions have been performed with healthy subjects only. In order to support this
hypothesis, a study has to be conducted that compares the results of healthy subjects
with subjects that suffer from OA.
In Section 4, a scatter correction approach based on a primary modulator achieved
promising results with different phantoms, one of which also has been a knee phantom
scanned with a horizontal trajectory. However, a necessary next step would be to scan
a subject under clinical conditions using this method. In terms of the methodology,
a few drawbacks remain that could be addressed. One is the establishment of a
modulator database. Though this is a necessary step for the creation of the reference
modulator pattern, the amount of required memory is high and the data generation
is time-consuming and laborious. One possible solution could be to only store a
single reference modulator pattern that could be, by incorporating prior knowledge,
transformed accordingly to fit to the current scan. Another issue that occurred during
scatter estimation has been that the estimation at the object border was not optimal.
This might be improved by applying the method in overlapping blocks, i. e. to evaluate
the estimation multiple times at a same detector location, but shifted. An averaging of
these results could yield a more robust scatter estimate, which could also be done with
a change of the patch size. However, it would be connected to a high computational
effort and thus the optimization needs to be addressed, too. Lastly, novel concepts
based on DL [Maie 18d] or consistency conditions could be suitable candidates for
this application [Hoff 18].
In Section 5, a motion correction setup has been proposed that utilizes a range
camera to track the motion of the patient. Comparable results to the state-of-the-art
marker-based method have been achieved in the feasibility study. Yet, limitations
became apparent in the real data experiment on a clinical C-arm scanner. While it was
shown that parts of the object motion could be recovered, the obtained reconstruction
did not meet a clinically satisfying quality. First of all, an improvement of the cross-
calibration setup is necessary that has to be done for each possible C-arm angle in
order to account for the mechanical deformation of the system during rotation. To
this end, a cross-calibration phantom needs to be designed that can be detected by
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each modality from each angle. Additionally, a more sophisticated range camera
could be used that is able to capture the depth information more accurately. A
system as proposed by Willomitzer et al. [Will 17] would be possible. Furthermore,
the registration method could be improved by using a motion model that is able to
estimate a 3-D deformation field. From this, compound motion, which reflects the
true knee motion more accurately, could be estimated. The dense sampled surface
data might allow estimating more complex deformation fields using algorithms as the
SLAM or the as-rigid-as-possible surface modeling [Igar 05].
In Section 6, a method to detect anatomical landmarks independent of the viewing
direction of the X-ray source has been proposed. Possible future research directions
are presented in the following for the method itself, as well as the two applications
based on it. Instead of regressing belief maps that indicate the landmark positions in
2-D, also the 3-D positions could be predicted directly. In human pose estimation this
is already done, as can be found in the work of Pavlakos et al. [Pavl 17]. This could
have advantages in cases where the 3-D information is more relevant compared to
the 2-D location. Another possibility might be a siamese network approach [Bert 16],
which takes two input images, detect the landmarks, and then directly estimates their
relative pose by predicting the fundamental matrix between them. This could be done
in an end-to-end fashion including known operators following the precision learning
paradigm [Maie 18a]. Currently, the cost function is the distance of the ground truth
and the predicted belief maps. Instead, the euclidean distance of the ground truth
and the predicted location could serve as a cost function. Furthermore, also the 2-D
detector coordinates could be regressed directly instead of predicting belief maps
first. The novel landmark detection approach offers many areas of applications. In
this thesis, the landmark positions have been utilized to estimate motion in CBCT
acquisitions. To this end, the marker-based framework has been combined with the
landmark detection method. The accuracy of the detection results could be improved
by incorporating the temporal information available from the trajectory on which the
images have been acquired. Considering the projection stack as a movie sequence,
i. e. incorporation of temporal information, can yield more robust results [Teki 16].
Such an approach could also solve the problem of jumping landmarks, in situations in
which two knees are present in the FOV.
For image reconstruction, filtered backprojection has been applied. Future work
could investigate the use of iterative techniques [Pan 09, Wang 14], also possible
in combination with a spatial-temporal regularization [Wu 12, Taub 15]. Recently,
the reconstruction operator has also been expressed as a neural network [Wurf 18,
Hamm 17]. This enabled learning of operators within a reconstruction in an end-to-end
manner, which potentially could as well be applied to suppress artifacts, also in the
context of imaging under weight-bearing conditions.
C H A P T E R 8
Summary
In this thesis, novel methods and concepts to improve CBCT knee imaging
performed under weight-bearing conditions are presented. Imaging under natural
loading conditions reflects the knee anatomy and its kinematics in a more realistic
scenario, since the scanning is performed in a pose in which the patient experiences
pain in his daily routine. In common radiographic examinations this is already clinical
practice, e. g. to measure the JSW. However, these have the inherent limitation of
imaging the complex 3-D knee anatomy on a 2-D projection. Hence, a 3-D imaging
approach is favored. The medical motivation of the study associated with this thesis is
to find an early indicator for OA. The hypothesis is that multiple, subsequent performed
CBCT scans under load allow to compute a cartilage strain deformation curve that
could serve as an indicator for the overall knee cartilage health. CBCT imaging
under weight-bearing conditions is, however, difficult and introduces challenges for
image reconstruction. The two major issues focused in this work is scattered radiation
and involuntary patient motion. The latter arises during the scan time of about ten
seconds. Without a suitable scatter and motion correction, the reconstructions would
suffer under severe artifacts that complicate further image processing required to
compute the strain curves.
The background on the X-ray image formation process and reconstruction is
outlined in detail in Chapter 2. For CBCT image reconstruction, the X-ray source
and the detector rotate around the object to be imaged, while acquiring projection
images. For each image, the X-ray source emits a pulse of X-ray photons that traverse
and interact with the object before hitting the detector. The attenuation process
defined by the Lambert-Beer law enables subsequent image reconstruction. Physical
effects, such as scatter, complicate the reconstruction, since scattered photons hit
the detector at deflected positions, leading to scatter artifacts. The trajectory on
which the C-arm rotates is described with projection matrices. It is also outlined, how
estimated patient motion can be conveniently integrated into these. Motion correction
is indispensable, since motion introduces inconsistencies in the acquired projection
images that result in streak artifacts. Subsequently, the state-of-the-art scatter and
motion correction methods are discussed.
The scatter correction methods are categorized into hardware-based scatter rejec-
tion and software- and measurement-based scatter correction methods. Approaches
of the first mentioned category aim to reduce the amount of scattered radiation by
applying changes to the imaging setup. One of the most famous methods is the ASG
that is mounted in front of the detector. The goal of this grid is to filter the scattered
photons from the primary radiation. The software- and measurement-based methods
first estimate a scatter signal that is subsequently subtracted from the measured
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projection. One method, also used in the context of this thesis, is a method that
is based on a primary modulator. The primary modulator is a grid like structure
mounted in front of the X-ray source. The idea is that its high frequency pattern
modulates the primary radiation, which allows to distinguish the scatter from the
primary in the measured signal. The iPMSE method is an image-based version of
this approach that relies on a reference modulator image as well as on a projection
with the object and a modulator in place.
State-of-the-art rigid motion correction methods consist of an estimation and a
compensation step. Motion can be estimated based on a surrogate signal, based on
prior information, or purely image-based. In the context of this thesis, the focus lies
on a marker-based motion correction approach that has been developed for the same
project. In this, metallic fiducial markers are placed on the patient’s skins. Since
they are metallic, they can be easily tracked in the projection images. Backprojection
of these points yield 3-D reference marker positions. By minimizing a cost function
between the 2-D detections and the 3-D reference positions, the motion parameters
are estimated. Further, also an approach that utilizes an RGBD camera to track the
patient motion is outlined in more detail.
The second part of the theoretical background is presented in Chapter 3 and covers
pattern recognition and machine learning. Here, the fundamentals are explained
at the example of the pattern recognition pipeline. The goal in machine learning
is to extract features that enable a classification or prediction based on measured
data. Subsequently, neural networks and convolutional neural networks are introduced
that enable an automatic data driven feature extraction. Two selected architectures,
the CPM and the stacked hourglass network are explained in more detail. Their
commonality is that both work in a stage wise manner that enables them to refine
predictions and to resolve ambiguities. These are properties that are beneficial for
detecting anatomical landmarks in medical images, in particular, in X-ray images.
In this context, a state-of-the-art literature review on landmark detection is given.
Conventional and novel network-based approaches are discussed. It is concluded,
that X-ray transform invariant feature detection has not been considered yet. A
possible reason for this is that the detection task is complex, due to the fact that
the appearance of a single landmark changes substantially across views in X-ray
transmission imaging.
In Chapter 4, the primary modulator-based scatter correction method is extended
to be applicable on a C-arm CBCT scanner. This is the first time that a primary
modulator has been successfully implemented on a clinical C-arm system. The
challenges that had to be overcome have been the system wobble as well as the AEC.
These violate the two requirements that need to be fulfilled for the algorithm: the
projected modulator pattern has to be at the same location in both images and must
have the same amplitude. In order to compensate for this, the following extensions
are proposed: First, a modulator database is established that contains a variety of
modulator patterns acquired at different tube voltages and different angles. From
this, a reference modulator pattern is created that matches the properties of the
acquired projection image. Subsequently, a block-matching registration between
the acquired and the created reference modulator pattern is performed to account
for local deformations. These deformations are also considered in the final scatter
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estimation and compensation. Experiments with a phantom data set, a porcine data
acquisition, as well as a knee phantom demonstrated that scatter correction on a
clinical C-arm CBCT is feasible. It was demonstrated that a large amount of scatter
as well as varying scatter distributions could be estimated equally well. A reduction of
scatter artifacts compared to a slit scan reference reconstruction showed a consistently
superior performance with the advantage of imaging the complete FOV. However,
the evaluation was difficult since no ground truth is available. Furthermore, it is
influenced by the noise suppression. Overall, the method achieved promising results,
also in the setting of imaging under weight-bearing conditions. The capability to
estimate local accurate scatter distributions make this method to a suitable candidate
for CBCT and in particular, CBCT extremity imaging.
The state-of-the-art marker-based motion correction method yields robust and
accurate motion estimation results, however, the marker placement is tedious and a
marker-free approach would be in favor. In Chapter 5, a motion correction approach
based on RI is proposed. The idea is that a range camera tracks the surface of the
patient simultaneously to the CBCT acquisition. To this end, two camera positions
as well as two different point cloud registration approaches have been evaluated first
in a feasibility study. The promising results achieved in this study demonstrated the
feasibility of such a setup. Comparable image quality to the marker-based motion
corrected results have been obtained. The robustness of the probabilistic point cloud
registration framework under the influence of noise and the more practical range
camera position on the C-arm have been selected as the setting to transfer this
method on a clinical C-arm scanner. On this, it has been shown that the method is
able to estimate patient motion. However, the reconstruction was not of clinically
satisfying image quality, yet. One reason for this is that the applied motion (non-rigid
compound motion) is only approximated using a rigid motion model for estimation.
This also holds for the marker-based method that was applied on the same data
set. Furthermore, technical improvements, especially in the cross-calibration, need
to be implemented to improve the quality and robustness of the motion estimation.
In summary, this study showed the feasibility of such a setup and is a precursor
for subsequent work using RI to estimate motion in CBCT scans performed under
weight-bearing conditions.
The RI-based motion compensation is marker-free, however the required prepared
environment introduces potential sources of errors and additional effort in the
application. A purely image-based framework is therefore in favor. In Chapter
6, a novel X-ray transform invariant landmark detection method is proposed that
can represent a possible solution for this problem. To this end, two approaches
initially developed for human pose estimation are transferred to the task of anatomical
landmark detection. Both of these detection tasks share the same required properties
such as the ability to handle occluded keypoints, to learn a global characteristic
configuration, and to learn different kinds of landmark appearances. Two different
CNN-based architectures are evaluated for this purpose. An important aspect is the
training data generation that has been enabled by synthesizing DRRs from CT or
CBCT volumes that also contain the landmark labels in 3-D. In particular, the angular
augmentation range is crucial to achieve view-invariant landmark detection. Before
testing the approach on projection images of the knees, its feasibility is first evaluated
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on anatomical landmarks on the pelvis in intra-operative X-ray images that have been
acquired during pelvis trauma surgery (cf. Section 6.3). The landmarks in the pelvis
are more distinct and therefore a good candidate for an initial method evaluation.
Furthermore, the range of augmentation during these surgeries is high. The method
was applied on synthetic and on real X-ray images and the obtained results were
convincing. The position of anatomical landmarks could be predicted reliably. Also,
the model directly transfers on realistic X-ray images, where it has been demonstrated
that the detection quality suffices to initialize a 2-D/3-D registration. The positions of
the landmarks have the potential to support the surgeon during complicated minimal
invasive procedures and can further facilitate various image processing methods.
Following an initial successful application, the proposed approach is transferred to
detect anatomical landmarks in projection images of the knee acquired under weight-
bearing conditions, as presented in Chapter 6.4. The idea is that the landmarks can
fulfill the same purpose as the fiducial markers. If the landmarks can be detected
accurately, motion can be estimated using the marker-based framework with the
simplification that the corresponding matching step is superfluous, since the semantic
information of the landmarks is delivered by the network. For a higher accuracy
of the detection, a second architecture with larger belief maps has been developed.
The average landmark detection error could be decrease by around 40%. Subsequent
motion correction yields slightly inferior reconstruction results than the marker-based
approach, yet without the need of marker placement. Limitations on real data, above
all the second knee in some projection images, restrict the application on real clinical
scans acquired under weight-bearing conditions. However, the improvement made on
the synthetic data set are promising which makes this method a strong prospect for
future research and a variety of applications.
Each of the methods has limitations that can be addressed in future work. The
scatter correction method could be implemented more efficiently in terms of storage
requirements and computational effort. Furthermore, considering overlapping blocks
for estimating the scatter signal can certainly improve the quality of the estimation. For
the RI-based method, the cross-calibration can be improved using a novel calibration
phantom. Furthermore, more sophisticated registration methods could yield even more
complex deformation fields, such as an as-rigid-as-possible transformations. Lastly, a
critical step to improve motion estimation using the detected landmarks would be to
consider the temporal information delivered by the trajectory. One possibility is to
initialize the prediction of a projection with the results of the previous projection. To
summarize, the proposed approaches in combination with further research on its weak
points can help to make CBCT imaging performed under weight-bearing imaging a
valuable tool for research and medicine.
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pic Coefficient of the c-th mixture component.
ρp Belief of detected landmark.
ρ¯ Average belief of the landmark detection.
ρnp Belief of the p-th landmark in the n- projection image..
σb Standard deviation in a defined background region.
σ2d Variance of the Student-T distribution.
σf Standard deviation of the object function that is used for the SSIM computation.
σ2 Variance for the noise suppression.
σroi Standard deviation in a defined ROI.
σr Standard deviation of the reference function that is used for the SSIM computation.
σfr Correlation between the object and reference function that is used for the SSIM
computation.
τ Current iteration of training.
θ Primary angle of a circular trajectory.
ξ Weight for the noise suppression regularization.
ζ Smoothing parameter of the noise suppression proposed by Zhu et al. [Zhu 09].
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